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PRESBTTERIAM THEOLOGICAL SBflKART RgQRT- 1966

The Presbyterian Theological Seminary, oldest and usually the
largest of Korea1 s 47 theological schools, graduated 45 seniors at its
sixtieth oomenoement exercises in December, 1966, This tes a smaller
class than in recent years due to the academic up-grading which has raised
the school from post-high school to post- college level- Thirty-seven of
the graduates are taking pastoral positions, one is teaching, and seven are
planning further study- One, however, as a prelude to a ministry to industry
is working as a common laborer in the Han Kook Tire Oo- His clasmates will
be averaging about 9*000 won a month- As a lhborer he will receive only
3*000.

This year also saw the completion of the first year tff Ifche

seminary1 s graduate sahool of theology which has enrolled six students

as candidates for the degree of Master of Theology.

It is already evident that the steady rise in the school 1 s academic

standards for the past five years has considerably improved the caliber of

students training for the Christian ministry- From Austin Seminary comes

a letter of praise for a reoent graduate now studying there. "Our experience

with Mr. Kim* * the Office of Admissions writes, "has heightened our respect

for the work done at your seminary* and has partially corrected our hesitancy

about accepting Korean students- •" And speaking of his thesis, his professor.

Dr- Srnest Trios Thompson, writes, "I believe it is the best paper I have

ever received from an Oriental student-

"

The expansion of the library is slowly catching up to the im-

provement in the student body- Since the 1959 loss of all the seminary'

s

books, acquisition of new volumes has proceeded at the rate of about 1500

a year. The library now has more than 8,000 volumes, one of the five

better theological libraries in Korea- The imnediate goal, however, is

13000 volumes.

One irreparable loss was suffered during the year, namely, the

resignation of Dr. Keith Grim, who has accepted the position of Senior

Book Editor at the John Knox Press.

The number of students for the academic year was 202, of whom

112 were oolite graduates, and 33 were women enrolled in the Department

of diristian Education which is still at the undergraduate level- The

faculty numbered 12 fuLUtime teachers, of whom three were missionaries,

and 16 part-time lecturers, of whom four were missionaries-
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SEOUL .,1. .1j.: HSi'C-iT , 1967

Five years of economic boom have so transformed the

city of Seoul that we are tempted to claim rapid social change

as a monopoly of our own times. But Seoul has always been

A I i

changing, I came across an old hand-sewn copy of the station lN/>

report for 1899-1900 ^ the other day and had difficulty believing

its 26 pages were really describing Presbyterian work in this

city.

The difference was not so much in the number of our

missionaries. There were twelve on the field in Seoul in 1900^
Ve have 26 today. But while our mission force has barely doubled,

Seoul has exploded from a sleepy mediaeval town of about 200,000

into the tenth largest city in the world, with twenty times that

population. Last month the Seoul census passed the four million

mark.

Church growth in Seoul, however, has outstripped even

the population explosion. The city has almost a hundred times

as many Presbyterian churches today as in 1900. There were
c

only three then. The oldest one, Sa^moonan, stood next to the

American legation. A second one at Yun Dong boasted at\\*t**y

aristocratic congregation which included relatives of the

Emperor. The third one, on the hospital compound, was anything

but aristocratic. It was called the Church of the Butbhers. 2

All three together could report an average Sunday attendance

of only 3^5 which is less than half the number of worshipers
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in the overflow chapel and Yung Nak Presbyterian Church on a

Sunday morning watching the service on closed-circuit television.

I'ln those days the ordained missionaries took regular turns

preaching in the three churches. There were no Korean ministers.

Tod; y about the only regular missionary preaching in a Seoul

church is Allen Clark interpreting for Dr. Han Kyung-Chik over

the simultaneous translation microphone for English-speaking

visitors in the 9,000 member congregation .
.

There are more or-

dained Korean Presbyterian ministers in Seoul now than there

were Christians in 1900. And in the Greater Seoul area, the
alone

two presbyteries (Seoul and ^yunggi) in our branch^of tks Korean

Presbyterianism report 268 ministers, 260 churches, J2 9
k66

communicants and a total of 86,574 adherents. 4

Institutions . One problem the station did not have

to face in 1900 was the &nger of "creeping institutionalism".

It had one hospital, which was closed most of the time because

the. doctor was either sick or on furlough. And one school (not

counting some r ake-shift, temporary day schools). The hospital

had 27 beds. 5 The school had 20 little girls. And the station

was pleading for a school where boys could be trained too. c

V)

'Today the mission-related boys* schools in this city

>ys. |yenroll more than 13,000 boys. jYonsei University has 5,000 men,

and has just appointed Dr. Peter Van Lierop to direct its new

Student Union Christian Center which will provide a home for

thousands of commuting students. Soongsil College, which this

year dedicated a Christian Museum housing the finest collection

in the country on the history of the Korean churoh, has another

600 men. The school will sorely miss Dr. and Mrs. Harold

Voelkel ‘ho left Korea in July after 38 years of service,^
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This is a tine of administrative transition at Soongsil as

its energetic new president, Dr. Kim Hyung-Nam, a successful

industrialist, succeeds the late# beloved Dr. Koh Bun-Kan,

Soul's four major Presbyterian 3oys' High (and Kiddle) Schools

add another 8,000 students to the impressive total a£ in a

station which sixty-eight years ago was pleading for an insti-

tution to train boys. And this does not count thousands ®ore

in scores of other Presbyterian church-related schools in the

city, nor the 6,000 boys among the 10,000 enrolled in Seoul's

Bible Clubs in a movement which, under Dr. i rand4s Kinsler,

has grown into a nation-wide day school program for the unaer-

privileged.

Keanwhile the twenty girls at the boarding scnool

in 1900 have grown to some 7,000: |_400 in Seoul Jonien's col-

lege, about the same number of coeds adventurously enrolled

at Yonsei, and about six thousand in Seoul's three Presbyterian

Girls' High (and Kiddle) Schools (Chung Sin 1,800; Seung Eui

2,300 and Fo Sung )

1

Budge ts

.

The Hospital in 1901 reported that re-

ceipts for the year totalled all of *185 in fees from patients. 7

This year it expects to build a whole new wing costing 5300,000

out of income in the next two years. The budget in 1901 was

J1200 . Today it is nearer 52, 000, 000, and its charity budget

alone (W 5,000,000) is sixteen times the whole hospital's t u .-

get in 1900. |Br. Courtlend ~o: in son, - : i-' -u t/!,e

Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology at the Medical School,

is directing a strategic pilot project in family planning .--TTiTh

^ a forbidden topic in 1900 but ~~ imperative today

for the very survival of Korea. At the Foreign Clinic, ..rs.
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Otto DeCamp is nurse to & Western Community that has grown from

a little band of about 200 in 1900 to over 10,000 in 1968,

excluding the thousands of American xaidisrx military in Seoul.

We should hasten to add, however, that Seoul station does not

exclude the military. Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Smith represent us

in their Christian Ministry to Servicemen among the 50 ,000

American G.I.*s in Korea. Gene is busy with a projected

$50,000 service center near the DMZ at Tongduchon._
j

finance of mission in 1900 and 1968. In that earlier year, a

$10,000 gift from a man named Severance sent a tidal-wave of

excitement not only through the station, but through the whole

Isvujg-v CL-

-east. Fifty Million Fund pledges to Seoul alone total $830,000,

of which $301,000 was received on the field in 1967 .

literature in 1967 was the publication by the Korean Eible

Society of a new translation of the New Testament into modern

Korean, which students say makes Eible reading exciting for

the first time in their lives. In 1900 Bible translation was

one of the most time-consuming tasks of the missionaries. To-

day it is Korean scholars who produce the new versions, but

Dr. Allen Clark served on the Translation Committee, and reports,

as Associate Secretary of the Christian Literature Society, that

missionaries are still busy in literary work. Of the 49 important

All this points up some radical cohtrf sts in the

mission.' It was enough to pay for a whole new hospital.

Literature. The great achievement in Christian
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Christian books produced by the C.L.S. since 1954, ten authors

or translators have been present or former members of the mission.

Semina ry . I mentioned earlier that there was not

a single Korean minister in Korea in 1900. The first seminary was

not started until 1901. But today this country has more theologi-

cal students than any other country on the mission field. That

first seminary, the Presbyterian Theological Seminary, is now

located in Seoul, graduating 78 into the ministry in December.

Dr. Francis Kinsler, ixxihE Professor of New Testament, is the

senior professor on the faculty under President Kay Il-Seung.

This year also the seminary granted its first Master of
whose dean is

iheology degrees^at the new Graduate School, ejhere Dr. Samuel

Moffett IsxDkxh. The most startling statistic at the seminary

is that the number of collage graduates in the student body

(60# of the 240 students) is greater than ihsxKMmkgKXEfxsaii&Kss

in all of the other seminaries in Korea combined. Dr. Clark,

Mrs. Kinsler and Mrs. Moffett have also taught at the seminary

during the year.

^eQU -L foreign School . In 1900 the only school for
foreign
xi&xixx&xy children was a little Sunday School class taught by

(3)
a new missionary as an escape from Language School. It was the

mothers who wrestled with arithmetic and Latin. This is a far

cry from today's Seoul Foreign School where Richard Underwood

directs an impressively expanding campus and the largest enroll-

ment, 400, in the school's history. Our teachers there include

Marguerite Browing, full-time, and Mrs. Horace Underwood,

Mrs. Richard Underwood, Dr. and Mrs. Clark and Mrs. Eugene Smith.

New miss Iona r ie

s

. gH&xigBiHHfcggggx It was a joy to
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welcome six new missionaries to Seoul during 1967: fclaaxGerald
and

Hashes, Eugene Smiths. Our morale has also been lifted by the

stimulating presence of aui*c parents whose interest in their

“to

families has overflowed in^ active participation in the work of

the station: Mrs. Stuart Robinson (mother of Courtland Robinson)

in landscaping at the seminary and Foreign School; Mrs. Samuel

Shoemaker (mother of Sally Robinson) in work with prayer groups,

and Dr. and Mrs. Lutz (Carol Unde rwood)- who ho never really

left us» r 1 i-p~ wo ri : -in i u 1 1 i.tw
5
—r.u c i a d o l-tl. f o r frfrc.

As for the new missionaries, one thing that has not

changed much in 68 years is the report of new arrivals. Here

is one report from 1900 : "The first two weeks were spent in

recovering from seasickness.." 10 Today the problem is time-

syndrome, but the symptoms are similar. How travel has changed!

In the first six months of 1900 one missionary reported he had

an
walked 500 miles visiting churches, and admiring magistrate

said, That man "can walk a hundred miles a day". ^ His grandson
WO k’lWAt TktCw

moves even faster. It took today's Horace Underwood o»iy
A
a day

to travel 10,000 miles to close a Peace Corps training contract

in Washington D.C. for 70 Yonsei language teachers.

Another new recruit in 1900 wrote more in sadness than

in bitterness, "In the absence of the superintendent ,
I stayed

four weeks at the Home for Destitute Children..." 12 At this

point, at least, we treat our new arrivals better. Thanks to

Seoul' & hard-working property committee &£ (Allen Clark, Mrs.

Robinson and Horace Underwood) we have two new houses out near
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the Foreign School, and what used to be called liissionry Ridge

in Yunchidong is shrinking to a fraction of its former size.

Construction has already begun xk&ra on the huge ten-story

church center which will soon rise on the old property.

New Ministries * This will not only house the busy

nerve-center of our mission, the Inter-Mission Office, where

Dr. Stanton Wilson, the Commission Representative, and his

secretary, Miss Marion Shaw, coordinate relations between church,

mission and Commission in New York—but will also contain the

central offices of forms of Christian witness unknown in Korea

at the turn of the century. Station HLKY, with Otto DeCamp as

Director, has installed a new 50

,

000 watt transmitter which

doubles the effective range of the Christian radio station 1 s

fax Matfc i

signal^ In the Television Office, Mrs. Courtland Robinson,

helps to prepare programs for Asia's most effective Christian

television coverage. By the miracles of radio and television

we reach more Koreans every day with the gospel than the great

pioneers did in a whole year.

We also reach new segments of society. Where once

the butchers were so significantly neglected by society that

Christians were forced to develop a specialized ministry to

them, today it is the industrial and factory centers which
Vvn “Was a CcMejijw t*1ks KicIaU kAvffo . \

call for newTorms of Christian approach.1 In 1900 the social
A

evil was concubinage and polygamy, prostitution was almost un-

known . Today it is . — • cancer# §£ Korean society. Mrs.

Peter Van Lierop, through the Girls' Welfare Association, not

only operates three homes for the rescue and rehabilitation of



a to the kind of Christian motivation that alone really

changes lives. Mrs. Francis Kinsler helps from another angle.

The Christian Counselling Program meets girls at the station

more churches and schools and converts, more different kinds

of Christian witness than ever before. But at one point they

were far ahead of us back there in the first years of the

Seoul are fractured ten to fourteen different ways. Those

from the other--pioneering Saemoonan, aristocratic Yun Dong,

and the lowly Church of the Eutchers, JBfit they felt so com-

pletely one in Christ that they came together as one body on

Sunday afternoons for a united service. In 1903 they went

even farther, electing two Korean elders to represent and

serve all three con regations. ^

that by the poTTer of the Spirit we may recapture some of that

sweet spirit of unity which the church once had in Christ in

Seoul .

and rescues 90 to 100 p'irls a month
coming in from the
from

the hands of the vice traders.

So today in Seoul we reach more people, we have

century. We are more divided. Our Presbyterian churches in

•VWXM KtXv-tL)

three early congregations in Seoul wereeAeaach very different
A

As we leave 1967 our prayer for the New Year is

Samuel Hugh Moffett
Jan. 5, 1968
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Five years of economic boom have so transformed the city of

Seoul that we are tempted to claim rapid social change as a monopoly

of our own times. But Seoul has always been changing. 1 came across an

old hand-sewn copy of the station report for 1899-1900 the other day

and had difficulty believing its 26 pages were really describing Presby-

terian work in this city#

The difference was not so much in the number of our mission-

aries. There were twelve on the field in Seoul in 1900. Je have *

today. But while our mission force has barely doubled, Seoul has ex-

ploded from a sLeepy mediaeval town of about 200,000 into the tenth

largest city in the world, with twenty times that population. Last month

the Seoul oensus passed the four million mark#

Church growth in Seoul, however, has outstripped even the popu-

lation explosion. The city has almost a hundred tines as many Presby-

terian churches today as in 1900. There were only three then. The oldest

one, Samoonan, stood next to the American legation. A second one at Tun

Dong boasted a very aristocratic congregation which incLuded relatives

of the Emperor. The third one, on the hospital compound, was anything but

aristocratic. It was called the Church of the Butchers.* All three to-

gether could report an average Sunday attendance of only 3^5. ^ which is less

than half the number of worshipers in the overflow chapel at Yung Nak

Presbyterian Church on a Sunday morning watching the service on c Losed-

circuit television. In those days the ordained missionaries took regular

turns preaching in the three churches. There were no Korean ministers.

Today about the only regular missionary preaching in a SeouL church is

Allen Clark interpreting for Dr. Han Kyung-Chik over the simultaneous trans-

lation microphone for English-speaking visitors in the 9, 000-member cong-

regation. There are more ordained Korean Presbyterian ministers in Seoul

now than there were Christians in 1900. And in the Greater Seoul area,

the two presbyteries (Seoul and Kyunggi) in our branch alone of Korean

Presbyterianism report 268 ministers, 260 churches, 32,466 communicants

and a total of 86,574 adherents.4

Institutions . One problem the station did not have to face in

1900 was the danger of "creeping institutionalism". It had one hospitaL,

which was closed most of the time because the doctor was either sick or

on furlough. And one school (not counting some make-shift, temporary day

schools). The hospital had 27 beds.5 The school had 20 little girls.
g

And the station was pleading for a school where boys could be trained toe.

Today tte mission-related schools in this city enroll

more than 13,000 boys. Yonsei University has 5,000 men, and has just ap-

pointed Dr. Peter Van Lierop to direct its new Student Union Christian
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Center which will provide a home for thousands of commuting students.

Soongsil College, which this year dedicated a Christian Museum housing

the finest collection in the country on the history of the Korean church,

has another 600 men. The school will sorely miss Dr. and Mrs. Harold

Voeikel who left Korea in July after 38 years of service. This is a

time of administrative transition at Soongsil as its energetic new presi-

dent, Dr. Kim Hyung-Nara, a successful industrialist, succeeds the late

beloved Dr. Koh Bun-Kan, M.D. Seoul's £*4r major Presbyterian Boys' High

(and Kiddle) Schools add another ^,000 students to the impressive total

in a station which sixty-eight years ago was pleading for an institution

to train boys. And this does not count thousands more in scores of other

Presbyterian church-related schools in the city, nor the 6,000 boys among

the 10, 000 yenrolled in Seoul's Bible Clubs in a movement which, under Dr.

Francis KiAsler, has grown into a nation-wide day school program for the

under-privileged

•

Meanwhile the twenty girls at the boarding school in 1900 have

grown to some l$, OOOi 6oO in Seoul Women's College, about the sane wmkmr f,«w>

at coeds adventurously enrolled at Yoisei, and about f4, 000 in Seoul% s

these Presbyterian Girls' High (and Middle) Schools (Chung Sin

Seung Eui 3^$0j and Po Sung l i rw)
Jt, I re

Budgets . The Hospital in 1901 reported that receipts for the

year totaled all of $185. in fees from patients. ? This year it expects

to build a whole new wing costing $300,000 out of income in the next two

years. The budget in 1901 was $1200. Today^lt^sr nearer $2,000,000, and

its charity budget alone (W-5?000,000) is Asixr*« rimes the whole hospital's

budget in 1900. Dr. Courtlancl Robinson, M.D., chairman of the Department

of Obstetrics and Gynecology at the Medical School, is directing a strategic

pilot project in family planning, iihi gh im a forbidden topic in 1900 but

ham beam* imperative today for the very survival of Korea. At the Foreign

Clinic, Mrs. Otto DeCamp is nurse to a Western Community that has grown

from a little band of about 200 in 1900 to over 10,000 in 1968, excluding

the thousands of American military in Seoul. We should hasten to add, how-

ever, that Seoul station does not exclude the military. Mr. and Mrs. Eugene

Smith represent us in their Christian Ministry to Servicemen among the

50,000 American G.I.'s in Korea. Gene is busy with a projected $50,000

service center near the DKZ at Tongduchon.

All this points up some radical contrasts in the finance of

mission in 1900 and 1968. In that earlier year, a $10,000 gift from a

man named Severance sent a tidal-wave of excitement not only through the

station, but through the whole mission. 8 It was enough to pay for a whole

new hospital. Our present Severance facilities cost over $5,000,000. This

is no longer a ten thousand dollar but a Fifty Million Dollar Fund Age.

Fifty Million Fund pledges to Seoul alone total $830,000, of which $301,000

was received on the field in 19^7

•
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Literature # The great achievement in Christian literature in

1967 was the publication by the Korean Bible Society of a new translation

of the New Testament into modem Korean, which students say makes Bible

reading exciting for the first time in their Lives. In 1900 Bible trans-

lation was one of the most time-oonsv ing tasks of the missionaries#

Today it is Korean scholars who produce the new versions, but Dr# Allen

Clark served on the Translation Committee, and reports, as Associate

Secretary of the C ristian Literature Society, that missionaries are still

busy in literary work. Of the 49 important Christian books produced by

the C.L.S# since 1954, ten authors or translators have been present or

fbrmer members of the mission#

The Seminary # I mentioned earlier that there was not a single

Korean minister in Korea in 1900# The first seminary was not started un-

til 1901# But today this country has more theological students than any

other country on the mission field# That first seminary, the Presbyterian

Theological Seminary, is now located in Seoul, graduating 78 into the

ministry in December. Dr# Francis Kinsler, Pr<fessor of New Testament, is

the senior professor on the faculty under President Kay Il-Sung# This

year also the seminary granted its first Master of Theology degrees to five

students at the new Graduate School, whose dean is Dr# Samuel Moffett#

The most startling statistic at the seminary is that the number of college

graduates in the student body ( 60f> of the 240 students) is greater than

in all of the other seminaries in Korea combined# Dr. Clark, Mrs. Kinsler

and Mrs# Moffett have also taught at the seminary during the year.

Seoul Foreign School # In 1900 the only school for foreign child-

ren was a little Sunday School class taught by a new missionary as an

escape from Language School. It was the mothers who wrestled with arith-

metic and Latin. This is a far cry from today 1 s Seoul Foreign School, where

Richard Underwood directs an impressively expanding campus and the largest

enrollment, 400, in the school f s history. Our teachers there include

Marguerite Browning, full-time, and Mrs# Horace Underwood, Mrs# Richard

Underwood, Dr. and Mrs. Clark, and Mrs. Eugene Smith.

New Missionaries . It was a joy to welcome six new missionaries

to Seoul during 19o7 1 the John Santingas, Gerald Nashes, and Eugene Smiths.

Our morale has also been lifted by the stimulating presence of four parents

whose interest in their families has overflowed into active participation

in the work of the station 1 Mrs. Stuart Robinson (mother of Courtland

Robinson) in landscaping at the seminary and Foreign School 1 Mrs. Samuel

Shoemaker (mother of Sally Robinson) in work with prayer groups, and Dr.

and Mrs. Lutz (Carol Underwood) who never really left us.

Ms for the new missionaries, one thing that has not changed

much in 68 years is the report of new arrivals. Here is one report from

1900i "The first two weeks were spent in recovering from seasickness. .
w

Today the problem is time-syndrome, but the symptoms are similar. Hew

iimnl has shangeiH In the first six months of 1900 one missionary reported
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he had walked 500 ndles visiting churches, and an admiringAmagistrata

said, "That man can walk a hundred miles a day11
. His grandson moves

even faster* It took today’s Horace Underwood no more than a day to

travel 10,000 wiles to close a Peace Corns train!nr contract in Washington

ness, ,rIn the absence of the superintendent, I stayed four weeks at the

Home for Destitute Children. ..
1,13 At this point, at least, we treat our

new arrivals better. Thanks to Seoul’s hard-working property committee

(AlLen Clark, Mrs. Robinson and Horace Undexvood) we have two new houses

out near the Foreign School, and what used to be called Missionary Ridge

in Yunchidong is shrinking to a fraction of its former size. Construction
has already begun on the huge ten-story church center which will soon rise

on the old property.

of our mission, the Inter-Kission Office, where Dr. Stanton Wilson, the

Commission Representative, and his secretary, Miss Marion Shaw, coordinate
relations between church, mission and Commission in New York - but will
also contain the central offices of forms of Christian witness unknown in
Korea at the turn of the century. Station HLK , with Otto DeCamp as D!rector,

has installed a net* 50,000 watt transmitter which doubles the effective
range of the Christian radio station’s signal far into North Korea* In the

Television Office, Mrs. CourtLand Robinson, helps to prepare programs for
Asia’s most effective Christian television coverage. By the miracles of
radio and television we reach more Koreans every day with the gospel than
the great pioneers did in a whole year.

in this comas to us from a colleague in the Australian Mission, Richard
Wootton. In 1900 the social evil was concubinage ana polygaiqy, prostitu-

tion was almost unknown. Today it is a spreading cancer in Korean society.

Mrs. Peter Van Lierop, through the Girls’ Welfare Association, not only
operates three homes for the rescue and rehabilitation of prostitutes, but
has also successfully challenged the Ministry of Health and Social Welfare
to open its thirty government rehabilitation oeirters to Christian case-work-

ers.whi~fe&fr Wo glrt^ to tfee kind of Christian motivation that alone really
changes lives. Mrs. Francis KinsLer help9 from another angle. The Chrlsti®
Counselling Program meets girls at the station coming in from the country
and rescues 90 to 100 girls a month from the hands of the vice traders.

So today in Seoul we reach more people, we have more churches and
schools and converts, more different kinds of Christian witness than ever

D.C. for 70

Another new recruit in 1900 wrote more in sadness than in bitter-

New M inistries . This will not only house the busy nerve-center
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before. But at one point they were far ahead of us back there in the
first years of the century# We are scandalously more divided. Our
Presbyterian churches in Seoul are fractured ten to fourteen different
ways. Those three early congregations in Seoul may have each been very
different from the other - pioneering : aeraoonan, aristocratic Yun Dong,
and the lowly Church of the Butchers, but they felt so completely one in
Christ that they came together as one body on Sunday afternoons for a
united service. In 1903 they went even farther, electing two Korean elders
to represent and serve all three congregations, 7

As we leave 196? our prayer for the New Year is that by the
power of the Spirit we may recapture ©oiaa of that sweet spirit of unity
which the church once had in Christ in Seoul,
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SFOPL STATIOM REPORT # 1967

Five years of economic boom have so transformed the city of
Seoul that vs are tempted to olalre rapid social change as a monopoly
of our own times. But Seoul has always been changing. I cans across an
old hand-sewn copy of the station report for 1899-1900 the other day
and had difficulty believing its 26 pages were really describing Presby-
terian work in this olty#

The difference was not so much in the number of our mission-
aries# There were twelve on the field in Seoul in 1900, * We have 26
today# But while our mission force has barely doubled# Seoul has ex-
ploded from a sleepy mediaeval town of about 200, 000 into the tenth
largest city in the world# with twenty times that population# last month
the Seoul census passed the four million mark.

Church growth in Seoul# however# has outstripped even the popu-
lation explosion# Tbs city has almost a hundred times as many Presby-
terian churches today as in 1900# There wore only three then# The oldest
one# Pamoonan# stood next to the American legation# A second one at Tun
Dong boasted a very aristocratic congregation which included relatives
of the Fmperor# The third one# on the hospital compound, was anything but
aristocratic# It was called the Church of the Butchers# 2 All three to-
gether could report an average Sunday attendance of only 3^5#^ which is less
than half the number of worshipers in the overfLow chapel at Tung Nak
Presbyterian Church on a Sunday morning watching the service on closed-
circuit television# In those days the ordained missionaries took regular
turns preaching in the three churches# There were no Korean ministers#
Today about the only regular missionary preaching in a Seoul church is
Allen Clark Interpreting for Dr# Han Kyung-Chik over the simultaneous trans-
lation microphone for English-speaking visitors in the 9» 000-wember cong-
regation# There are more ordained Korean Presbyterian ministers in Seoul
now than there were Christians in 1900# And in the Greater Seoul area#
the two presbyteries (Seoul and Kyunggi) in our branch alone of Korean
Presbyterianism report 268 ministers# 260 churches# 32#466 oosrrunioants
and a total of 86# 574 adherents.4

Institutions. One problem the station did not have to face in
1900 was the danger of "creeping institutional!sm"# It had one hospital#
which was closed most of the time because the doctor was either sick or
on furlough# And one school (not counting some make-shift# temporary day
schools)# The hospital had 27 beds#* The school had 20 little girls# ,
And the station was pleading for a school where boys could be trained toe#

Today the ndssion-related boys 1 schools in this oity enroll
more than 13 » 000 boys# Yonsel University has 5# 000 men# and has Just ap-
pointed Dr# Peter Van llerop to direct its new Student Union Christian
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Center which will provide a home for tlumaande of commuting students.
Soongsil College, which this year dedicated a Christian : useum housing
the finest collection in the country on the history of the Korean church,
lias another 600 men# The school will sorely miss Dr. and Fre# Harold
Voelkel who Left Korea in July after 38 years of service. This is a
time of administrative transition at Soongsil as its energetic new presi-
dent, Dr. Kim ftyungHRaw, a successful industrialist, succeeds the late
belo-vod r# Keh nun-Kan, K#D# Sooul f s four major Presbyterian Boys 1 High
(and Iddle) Schools add another 8,000 students to the impressive total
in a station which sixty-eight years ago was pleading for an institution
to train boys. And this does not count thousands wore in scores of other
Presbyterian church-no Lated schools in the city, nor the 6,000 boys among
the 10,000 enroLled in Seoul’s Bible Clubs in a movement which, under Dr#
Francis Kinsler, has grown into a nation-wide day school program for the
under-privi Loged.

F.oanwhile the twenty girls at the boarding school in 1900 have
grown to some 7§000% kOO in Seoul Women’s College, about the same number
of coeds adventurously enrolled at Yonsei, and about 6,000 in Seoul’s
three Presbyterian Girls’ High (and IddLe) Schools (Chung Sin l,800|
eung Eui 2,300f and Po Fung ).

rudrots . The Hospital in 1901 reported that receipts for the
year totaled all of *165# in fees from patients.? This year it expeots
to build a whole new wing costing *300,000 out of income in the next two
years. The budget in 1901 was *1200. Today it is nearer *2,000,000, and
its charity budget alone (**-5,000,000) is sixteen times the whole hospital’s
budget in 1900. Dr. Courtland Robinson, : #D., chairman of the Department
of Obstetrics and Gynecology at the radical School, is directing a strategic
pilot prajeot in fardly plannii^, which was a forbidden topic in 1900 but
has beoore imperative today for the very survival of Korea. At the Foreign
Clinic, rs. Ctto lecanp is nurse to a ©stem CoMinxnity that has rrown
from a little band of about 200 in 1900 to over 10,000 in 1968, excluding
the thousands of American military in Seoul. We should hasten to add, how-
ever, that Seoul station does not exclude the military, f r. and i rs. Tugene
Smith represent us in their Christian Finiatry to Servicemen among the
50,000 Amerloan G#l#’s in Korea. Gene le busy with a projected $50,000
service center near the Wl at Tongduchon.

All this points up sore© radical contrasts in the finance of
mission in 1900 and 1968. In that earlier year, a $10,000 gift from a
man named Severance sent a tidal-wave of excitement not only through tl*e

station, but through the whole mission.6 It was enough to pay for a whole
new hospital# Cur present Severanee facilities cost over 5# 000,000. "his
is no longer a ten thousand dollar but a Fifty Million Dollar Fund Age.
Fifty Million FUnd pledges to Seoul alone total $830,000, of which t30l # 000
was received on the field in 1967.
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literature . The great achievement In Christian literature In

1967 was the publication by the Korean Bible Society of a new translation

of the New Testament into modern Korean, which students say makes Bible

reading exciting for the first time in their lives. In 1900 Bible trans-

lation was one of the most time-oonsu ing tasks of the missionaries.

Today it is Korean scholars who produce the new versions, but Dr. Allen

Clark served on the Translation Coradttee, and reports, as Associate

Secretary of the C ristian literature Society, that missionaries are still

busy in literary work. Of the 49 important Christian bosks produced by

the c.L.S. since 1954, ten authors or translators have been present or

former members of the mission.

The seminary. I mentioned ear 'ier that there was not a single

Korean minister in Korea in 1900. The first seminary was not started un-

til 1901. But today this country has mors theological students than any

other country on the misalon field. That first seminary, the Presbyterian

Theological Seminary, is now located in Seoul, graduating 78 into the

Tirtrri ff.Yy in Dec©riber# Dr# Francis KlnsUff Professor of Now Testament# is

the senior professor on the faculty u rder President Kay Il-Sung. This

year also the seminary granted its first Vaster of Theology degrees to five

students at the new Graduate School, whose dean ia Dr. Samuel 'offett.

The most start Lirvj statistic at the seminary is that the nustoer of college

graduates in the student body (60^ of the 240 students) is greater than

in all of the other oemimrles in Korea combined. Dr. Clark, f re. Klnslar

and ' re. loffett have also taught at the seminary during the year.

Seoul Foreign School . In 1900 the only school for foreign child-

ren was a little Sunday Sohogl class taught by a new missionary as an

escape from Language School.9 It was the mothers who wrestled with arith-

metic and Latin. This is a far cry from today's Seoul Foreign Sohoel, where

Richard Underwood directs an impressively expanding campus and the largest

enrollment, 400, in the school's history. Cur teachers there inolude

Marguerite Browning, full-time, and Mrs. Horace Underwood, Mrs. Richard

Underwood, Dr, and Mrs. Clark, and Mrs. Dugans Smith,

lie. liadMttrtM. « was a Joy to welcome six new sdssionariea

to Seoul during 1967 1 the John Santingas, Gerald Washes, and Fugena Smiths.

Our morals has also been lifted by the stimulating presence of four parents

whose Interest in their families has overflowed into active participation

in the work of the station 1 Fra. Stuart Robinson (mother of Courtland

Robinson) in Landsoaping at the seminary and Foreign School 1 Mrs. Samuel

shoemaker (mother of Sally Robinson) in work with prayer groups, and Dr.

and Fra. Tuts (Carol Underwood) who never really left us.

Is for tbs new missionaries, ons thing that has not changed

nueh in 60 years is the report of new arrivals. Hers is one report from.

.

1900i "The first two weeks were spent in recovering from seasickness.."

Today the problem is time-syndrome, but the symptoms are similar. How

travel has changed I In the first six months of 1900 one missionary reported
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he had walked 500 sdles visiting churches, and an admiring magistrate

said, ’'That man can walk a hundred miles a day".11 His grandson moves

even faster. It took today fs Horace Underwood no more than a day to

travel 10,000 miles to olose a Peaoe Corps training contract in Washington

D.C, for ?0 Yonsel language teachers.

Another new recruit in 1900 wrote more In sadness than in bitter*

mss, "In the absence of the superintendent, I stayed four weeks at the

Homo for Destitute Children,.

•

1,12 At this point, at least, we treat our

new arrivals better. Thanks to Seoul 1s hard-working property cosasittec

(Allen Clark, Mrs, Robinson and Horace Underwood) we have two new houses

out mar the Foreign School, and what used to be called Missionary Ridge

in Yunohldong is shrinking to a fraction of its former size. Construction

has already begun on the huge ten-story church center which will soon rise

on the old property.

New Ministries . This will not only house the busy nerve-center

of our mission, the Inter-Mesion Office, where Dr. Stanton Wilson, the

Coamission Representative, and his secretary, Miss Marion Shaw, coordinate

relations between church, mission and Ceeralssion in Sow York - but will

also contain the central offices of forms of Christian witness unknown in

Korea at the turn of the century. Station HIi( , with Otto DeCamp as Director,

has installed a mw 50,000 watt transmitter which doubles the effective

range of the Christian radio station v s signal far into North Korea. In the

Television Offioe, Mrs. Courtland Robinson, helps to prepare programs for

Asia 1 s most effective Christian television coverage. By the miracles of
radio and television we reach more Koreans every day with the gospel than

the groat pioneers did In a whole year.

We also reach new segments of society. Where once the butchers
were so significantly neglected by society that Christians were forced to

develop a specialized ministry to then, today it is the Industrial and

factory centers which call for new foxv.s of Christian approach. T eadership

In this oomes to us from a colleague in the Australian Mission, Richard
' cotton. In 1900 the social evil was concubinage and polygamy, prostitu-
tion was almost unlawn. Today it is a spreading cancer in Korean society,

rs. Peter Van Lierop, through the Girls 9 Welfare Association, not only
operates three horns for the rescue and rehabilitation of prostitutes, but

has also successfully challenged the Ministry of Health and Social Welfare
to open its thirty government rehabilitation centers to Christian casework-
ers who Lead the girls to the kind of Christian motivation that alone really
changes lives, r,rs. Francis Klnslor helps from another angle. The Christian
Counselling Program meets girls at the station coning in from the country
and rescues 90 to 100 girls a month from the hands of the vice traders.

So today in Seoul we reach more poopto, we have more churches and
schools and converts, more different kinds of Christian witness than ever
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before* But at one point they were far ahead of us back there In the

first years of the century* We are scandalously nor© divided. Cur

Presbyterian churches in Seoul are fractured ten to fourteen different

ways* Those three early congregations in Seoul nay have each been very

different froci the other - pioneering aoraoonan, aristocratic Tun Deng,

and the lowly Church of the butchers, but they felt so completely one in

Christ that they cane together as one body on Sunday afternoons for a

united service. In 1903 they vent even farther* eleeting two Korean elders

to represent and serve all three congregations. 3

As we leave 19^7 our prayer for the New Year is that by the

power of the Spirit we ray recapture eone of that sweet spirit of unity

which the church once had in Christ in S. oul.

Respectfully submitted,

Samuel Hugh Moffett

January 5# 19^8
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Five years of economic boon have so transformed the city of

Seoul that vs are tempted to claim rapid social change as a monopoly

of our own times. But Seoul has always been changing. I can© across an

old hand*sewn copy of the station report for 1899*1900 the other day

and had difficulty believing its 26 pages were really describing Presby-

terian work in this city.

The difference was not so much in the number of our mission-

aries. There were twelve on the field in Seoul in 1900. * /© have 26

today. But while our mission fore© has barely doubled. Seoul has ex-

ploded from a sleepy mediaeval team of about 200,000 into the tenth

Largest city in the world, with twenty times that population. last month

the Seoul census passed the four million mark.

Church growth in Seoul, however, has outstripped even the popu-

lation explosion. The city has almost a hundred times as many Presby-

terian churches today as in 1900. There were only three then. The oldest

ont, Samoonan, stood next to the American legation. A second one at Tun

Dong boasted a very aristocratic congregation which inetuded relatives

of the Emperor. The third one, on the hospital compound, was anything but

aristocratic. It was oalled the Church of the Butchers.2 All three to-

gether could report an average Sunday attendance of only 3^5# 5 which is less

than half the number of worshipers in the overflew chapel at Tung Nak

Presbyterian Church on a Sunday morning watching the service on closed-

circuit television. In those days the ordained missionaries took regular

turns preaching in the three churches. There were no Korean ministers.

Today about the only regular missionary preaching in a Seoul church is

Allen Clark interpreting for Dr. Han Kyung-Chik over the simultaneous trans-

lation microphone for English-speaking visitors in the 9,000-raember cong-
regation. There are more ordained Korean Presbyterian ministers in Seoul

now than there were Christians in 1900. And in the Greater Seoul area,

the two presbyteries (Seoul and Kyunggi) in our branch alone of Korean
Presbyterianism report 268 ministers, 260 churches, 32 ,**66 cowrunioants

and a total of 86,574 adherents.

Institutions . One problem the station did not have to face in

1900 was the danger of "creeping institutions 11am" • It had one hospital,

which was closed most of the time because the doctor was either sick or
on fur Lough. And one school (not counting som© make-shift, temporary day

schools). The hospital had 27 beds.-5 The school had 20 little girls.
^

And the station was pleading for a school where boys could be trained toe.

Today the mission-related boys 1 schools in this city enroll

more than 13,000 boys. Tonsel University has 5t 000 men, and has Just ap-
pointed Dr. Peter Van Lierop to direct its new Student Union Christian
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Center which will provide a home for thousands of oosnutlng students.
Soongsil College, which this year dedicated a Christian Museum housing
the finest collection in the country on the history of the Korean church,
has another 600 men* The school will sorely sdss Dr. and Krs. Harold
Voelkel who left Korea in July after 38 years of service. This is a
time of administrative transition at Soongsil as its energetic new presi-
dent, Dr# Kim ffyung-Kara, a successful industrialist, succeeds the late
beloved Dr# Koh Bun-Kan, M#D# Seoul* s four major Presbyterian Boys* High
(and Kiddle) Schools add another 8,000 students to the impressive total
in a station which sixty-eight years ago was pleading for an institution
to train boys# And this does not count thousands more in scores of other
Presbyterian church-related schools in the city, nor the 6,000 boys among
the 10,000 enrolled in Seoul 9 s Bible Clubs in a movement which, tinder Dr#
Francis Klnslcr, has grown into a nation-wide day school program for the
under-privileged#

Meanwhile the twenty girls at the boarding school in 1900 have
grown to somo 7,000t 400 in Seoul Women9s College, about the same number
of coeds adventurously enrolled at Tonsei, and about 6,000 in Seoul’s
three Presbyterian Girls 9 High (and 1 iddle) Schools (Chung Sin l,800|
oung £u± 2,300 1 and Po Sung ).

Pudgets. The Hospital in 1901 reported that receipts for the
year totaled all of $185# in fees from patients.? This year it expects
to build a whole new wing costing $300,000 out of income in the next two
years# The budget in 1901 was 1:1200# Today it is nearer *>2,000,000, and
its charity budget alone (W-5,000,000) is sixteen times the whole hospital’s
budget in 1900# Dr. Courtland Robinson, K.D#, chairman of the Department
of Obstetrics and Gynecology at the Medical School, is directing a strategic
pilot project in faniLy plannix*g, which was a forbidden topia in 1900 but
has become imperative today for the very survival of Korea. At the Foreign
Clinic, rs. Otto DeCamp is nurse to a ©stem Community that has grown
from a little band of about 200 In 1900 to over 10,000 in 1968, excluding
the thousands of American military in Seoul. We should hasten to add, how-
ever, that Seoul station does not exclude the military. Mr. and Krs. Eugene
Smith represent us in their Christian Ministry to Servicemen among the
50,000 American O.l.’s in Korea. Gene Is busy with a projected $50,000
service center near the DKZ at Tongduohon.

All this points up some radical contrasts in the finance of
mission in 1900 and 1968. In that earlier year, a $10,000 gift from a
man named Severance sent a tidal-wave of excitement not only through the
station, but through the whole mission. It was enough to pay for a whole
new hospital. Our present Severance facilities cost over •« 5, 000, 000. This
is no longer a ten thousand dollar but a fifty Million Dollar Fund Age.
Fifty Billion Fund pledges to Seoul alone total $830,000, of which $301,000
was received on the field in 196?.
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Literature a The great achievement in Christian literature in

1967 was the publication by the Korean Bible Society of a new translation

of the New Testament into modern Korean9 whioh students say makes Bible

reading oxoiting for the first time in their lives. In 1900 Bible trans-

lation was one of the most time-consu ing tasks of tho missionaries.

Today it is Korean scholars who produce the new versions, but Dr. Allen

Clark served on the Translation Committee, and reports, as Associate

Secretary of the C ristian literature Sooiety, that missionaries are still

busy in Literary work. Of the 49 important Christian books produced by

the C#L#S# since 1954, ten authors or translators have beon present or

former members of the mission.

The Seminary. I mentioned eai ’ier that there was not a single

orean minister in Korea in 1900. The first seminary was not started un-

til 1901. But today this country has more theological students than any
other country on the mission field. That first seminary, the Presbyterian

Theological Seminary, is now located in Seoul, graduating 78 into the

ministry in December. Dr. Francis Kinsler, Professor of Now Testament, is

tho senior professor on the faculty rider President Kay Il-Sung. This

year also the seminary granted its first Faster of Theology degrees to five

students at the new Graduate School, whose dean is Dr. Samuel Moffett.

The most startling statistic at the seminary is that the number of college

graduates in the student body (60jf of the 240 students) is greater than

in all of the other seminaries in Korea combined. Dr. Clark, Mrs. Kinsler

and Mrs# Moffett have also taught at the seminary during the year.

Seoul Foreign School . In 1900 the only school for foreign child-

ren was a little Sunday School class taught by a new missionary as an
escape from Language School.9 It was the mothers who wrestled with arith-

metic and Latin. This is a far cry from today 1s Seoul Foreign School, where

Richard Underwood directs an impressively expanding campus and the largest

enrollment, 400, in tho school fs history. Our teachers there inoLude

Marguerite Browning, full-time, and Mrs# Horace Underwood, Mrs. Richard
Underwood, I># and Mrs# Clark, and Mrs. Eugene Smith.

Lew Missionaries . It was a Joy to welcome six new missionaries

to Seoul during 1967 1 the John Santlr^as, Gerald Nashes, and Fugene Smiths.

Our morale has also been lifted by the stimulating presence of four parents
whose interest in their families has overflowed into active participation
in the work of the station! Mrs. Stuart Robinson (mother of Courtland
Robinson) in landscaping at the seminary and Foreign School 1 Mrs. Samuel
Shoemaker (mother of Sally Robinson) in work with prayer groups, and Dr.

and Mrs. Tuts (Carol Underwood) who never really left us.

is for the new missionaries, one thing that has not changed
much in 68 years is the report of rmr arrivals. Bore is one report from,.

.

1900$ "The first two weeks were spent in recovering from seasickness.

.

Today the problem is time-syndrome , but the symptoms are similar. How
travel has changed! In the first six months of 1900 one missionary reported
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he had walked 500 mllee visiting churches, and an admiring magistrate

aairi "That man can walk a hundred miles a day". His grandson moves

even faster. It took today's Horace Underwood no more than a day to

travel 10,000 miles to close a Peace Corps training contract in Washington

D.C. for 70 Yonsei language teachers.

Another new recruit in 1900 wrote more in sadness than in bitter-

ness, "In the absence of the superintendent, I stayed four weeks at the

iioma for Destitute Children..."12 At this point, at least, we treat our

iww arrivals better. Thanks to Seoul's hard-working property committee

(Allen Clark, Mrs. Robinson and Horace Underwood) we have two new houses

out near the Foreign School, and what used to be called Missionary Ridge

in Yunahidong is shrinking to a fraction of its former else. Construction

has already begun on the huge ten-story church center which will soon rise

on the old property,

;.ew lnlstrles . This will not only house the busy nerve-center

of our mission, the Inter-Fission Office, where Dr. Stanton ileon, the

Commission Representative, and his secretary, Miss Marion Shaw, coordinate

relations between church, mission and Commission in Hew York — but will

also contain the central offices of forms of Christian witness unknown in

Korea at the turn of the century. Station HU ', with Ctto DeCamp as Director,

has installed a new 50,000 watt transmitter whioh doubles the effective

range of the Christian radio station's signal far into North Korea. In the

Te levision Office, lire. Courtland Robinson, helps to prepare programs for

Asia's most effective Christian television ooverage. By the miracles cf

radio and television we reach more Koreans every day with the gospel than

the great pioneers did in a who le year.

We also roach new segments of society. Where once the butchers

were so significantly neglected by society that Christians were forced to

develop a specialised ministry to them, today it is the industrial and

factory centers which call for new forms of Christian approach. leadership

in this oomes to us from a colleague in the Australian Fission, Richard

Uootton. In 1900 the social evil was concubinage and polygamy, prostitu-

tion was aLmost unknown. Today it is a spreading cancer in Korean society.

Frs, Peter Van Lierep, through the Girls* Welfare Association, not only

operates throe hones for the rescue and rehabilitation of prostitutes, but

has also successfully challenged the Ministry of Health and Social Welfare

to open its thirty government rehabilitation centers to Christian ease-work-

ers who lead the girls to the kind of Christian motivation that alone really

changes lives. Mrs. Francis KlneLer helps from another angle. The Christian

Counselling Program meets girls at the station oomlng in from the country

and rescues 90 to 100 girls a month from the hands of the vice traders.

So today in Seoul we reach more people, we have more churches and

schools and converts, more different kinds of Christian witness than ever
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before* But at one point they were far ahead of us back there in the
first years of the century. We are scandalously more divided. Cur
Presbyterian churches in Seoul are fractured ten to fourteen different
ways. Those three early congregations in Seoul nay have each been very
different from the other - pioneering Saeraoonan* aristocratic Tun Dong*
and the lowly Church of the Butchers* but they felt so completely one in
Christ that they came together as one body on Sunday afternoons for a
united service. In 1903 they went even farther, electing two Korean elders
to represent and serve all three congregations. 3

As we leave 1967 our prayer for the Row Year Is that by the
power of the Spirit we may recapture soroo of that street spirit of unity
which the church once had in Christ in Seoul.

Respectfully subenitted*

Samuel Hugh Moffett

January 5* 1966
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£ive ye; rs of economic boom have so trahsformed the

city of Seoul that * re are tempted to claim Tepid social change

as a monopoly of our own times: But Seoul has always been

charring: I came across an old hand-sewn copy of the static

report for If 99-1900 the other day ajjd had difficulty believing

its 26 pa.^es were really describing * resbyteriafc work in this city.

The difference was not so much in the number of our
1

missionaries . There were twelve on the field in 1900. We have

26 today. But while our mission force has barely doubled., Seoul

has exploded from a sleepy mediaeval town of about 200,000 into

the tenth largest city in the w^-rld with twenty times that popu-

lation. Last month the ^eoul census passed the four million mark.

, however, has itstrij; en

the population explosion. The city has almost a hundred times as

many Presbyterian churches today as in 1900. There were only

then. - ist
,

"emoonan, stow xt to the American

legation. A second one at Yun Long basted a very cr'etocratic

congregation which included relatives of the Emperor. The third

one, on the hospital compound, was anjpthir but aristo< 3.
2

It "as called the church of the Butchers. All three together

could report an average Sunday attendance of only 345 ,3

is less than half the number of worshipers
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“Although they had been bad-
ly mauled, some Communists
fought extremely well. But the
large scale attacks made the
Communists extremely vulner-
able to allied power,’’ he said.

Westmoreland was on a three-

V rt t-v. Ox . ......

South Korean White Horse Div.
headquarters at Ninh Hoa,
hailed the victories of the Ko-
rean forces and said the best
compliment was that the Com-
munists “fear, respect and
avoid” them.)

State Dept. Shows
Captured

The Washington Post

WASHINGTON — The State
Department has released a new
batch of captured documents
designed to show that North
Vietnam originated, supports
and runs the war in South Viet-
nam.

Officials said that a working
paper summarizing the evidence
and drawing conclusions had
been prepared after a request
by Rep. Frank E. Evans (D-
Colo.) who put it in the Con-
gressional Record.
However, the release came af-

ter the North Vietnamese re-
presentative at the Paris peace
talks, Xuan Thuy, denied the
American contention of Hanoi’s
aggression against the South.
One of the newly released

documents, apparently a note-
book of a high-level communist
political cadre which was cap-
tured in early 1966, indicates
that the Hanoi leaders were
contemplating armed struggle in
the South as early as 1958.

Infiltration on “a substantial
scale began in 1959,” the work-
ing paper says, but until late
1963 most of these men were
southerners who had gone north
after the 1954 Geneva Accords
temporarily divided the country.
Hanoi began active supply of
weapons to the South in 1961,
the year after the National

Viet Data
Liberation Front was set up “to
give the appearance of local
leadership” in the South.
The paper says that the evid-

ence does not support the con-
tention of some war critics that
North Vietnamese regulars were
sent south in response to Ameri-
can bombing of the North. Rath-
er, it contends, “U.S. actions
were in response” to the North
Vietnamese buildup in the
South.

An attached table lists the
dates on which 27 different
North Vietnamese regiments
left the North and arrived in the
South. The first, the 95th Regi-
ment, is listed as leaving the
North in October, 1964, and ar-
riving in the South in December.
The systematic bombing of the
North began in February, 1965.
The last regiment listed, the

174th, was reported to have ar-
rived last June. Subsequent in-
filtration is said to have “con-
tinued at a very substantial rate
but it will be some months be-
fore comparable figures for the
year can be compiled.”
The working paper’s conclu-

sion is that “the evidence ap-
pears conclusive that the North
was the driving force in bring-
ing about the conflict from 1959
onward and in raising it to its

successive dimensions at all
stages.

Vietnamese Vic
Premier-designate
Saigon.

Report

To Heir
SAIGON (AP) -

signate Tran Va-
ferred Tuesday
opponent, Vice P
Cao Ky.

Huong went to t.

Palace for the unscl
ing, apparently in

enlist Ky’s suppoi
a cabinet compr
South Vietnam’s an
factions.

Ky and some of I-

powerful military
portedly had tried

Huong’s appointment
ly because they suspt
planning to negotiate
Viet Cong’s National L.
front.

Their objections wer^*
ruled by President Ngi-
Thieu. Diplomatic sou

r



Vttttnam t A Korean Perspective
San Moffett

December, 1967

It must be admitted, fi~st, that in general the Ko^an Christian
approach to the Vietnam question is not on the theological but on the sec-
ular and pragmatic level. This should not be too surorising, however. Korea
has felt the cutting edge of communist expansionism too recently to take a
relaxed, philosoohical approach to the Droblem. To Koreans, it is not theory
but a matter of life and desth. The most frequent rejoinder heard here,
for example, to Japanese Christian attitudes on Vietnam is simply, "But they
have never had to live under communism."

Peeling that any threat of further communist expansion is a direct threat
to Korea ’s freedom, the country reacts accordingly. Bven the opposition
party’s reluctance to increase Korean troop commitments to Vietnam is based no
on opposition to the war but on the fact that pressure is increasing along
Korea’s own border and that therefore further dispatch of troops might weaken
her own defenses. Under conditions of such tension, arguments against the
war become strangely unconvincing, and the merest hint of American withdraw-
al sends shock waves through the country. The domino theory may not be
convincing to the remotest dominos, but it is very real to those who stand exo
exposed at the head of the line.

Let me therefore list first, and somewhat haphazardly some Points of
Korean disagreement with other positions and statements on Vietnam; then
outline a few points of agreement ; and finally comment on the Korean theo -

l ogical perspective as it affects the church’s attitude here to Vietnam.

X • Points of Disagreement .

Bfidefl on £eb®*t»al y»at*d of listening tro what J can pick up of Korean
attitudes, let me suggest how a Korean Christian might react to some current
statements abroad about Vietnam (and if these sound too much like my own
reactions, X’ll confess T cannot always distinguish between the two).

1. ("We oppose the war in Vietnam," says the Comm, of Returned Peace
Corps Volunteers, "because it destroys in one developing country what we have
worked so herd to build up In others"— schools, bridges, hospitals, etc.)
Korea replies: don’t be so short-sighted. In the long run, the wsr in
Vietnam may be the only guarantee that the smaller nations of Asia will be
left free for development. What are schools without academic freedom? What
is life without human dignity? Korea owes its own social and economic de-
velopment— so startling in the past five years—largely to the umbrella of
security which the American presence has raised over ‘Rest Asia.

2. ("But it is a myth," says a voice fnom Japan, "that American with-
drawal from Vietnam would mean the victory of the forces of tyranny and ag-
gression against the forces of freedom.") Korea repli es : communi st tyranny and
aggression are no myth. We know. We have suffered under* them. As for the
forces of freedom, we are quite aware that freedom is fan fnom pure in our
"free Korea" But which is the more dangerous myth? That freedom must be
defended against tyranny? Or that since freedom is never unadulterated, and
tyranny is rarely total, we cannot distinguish between the two, and need
do nothing?
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3. ( "We opnose the war in Vietnam because it undercuts democratic
ideals, ,f S8ys the Comm, of Returned Volunteers.) Kor»ea reulies: And whet,
may we ask, does communism do to democratic ideals? Wars, at least, end/ Row
many generations must we wait for communism to allow any measure of democratic
self-determination?

1|. ("America is supporting a military clique in Vietnam against a
relatively popular movement for national unity," says Japan. > Korea replies:
You may be right, but it doesn’t look that way from here. The Vietnam
government is military—that does not shock us in Asia in time of war but at
least it is legal and elected and internationally recognized. We cannot
accept the oversimplification that the war is simply militarists against
nationalists, nor do we think the Vietcong are quite as popular as 'you suggest.
The only careful study yet made of the Vietcong x^uts actual political support*
of the NLF at pm;u JO*. Thich Tri Quant, the radical Buddhist who is no
lover of America, when asked what he thought of the Vietcong, said, "People
try to separate

.

the North Vietnam communists and the South Vietnam communists.
No such separation exists. They are both communists. ®nd..as a religious
man, the ideology they possess is much more dangerous than the guns they
possess. * Shortly before his death, Bernard Fall, who found more and more
support for Saigon the longer he stayed in Vietnam, conceded that the anti-
communist segments of the population (Hoa Hao Buddhists, Gao Dai Buddhists,
Catholics, montagnards, end "Vi etnami zed" Chinese) were a majority in the count
country.-5 And more recently Howard M. Moffett listed ten dominant political
forces in the Saigon orbit, and pointed out that to thS peasant mind the
popularity of one side or the other turns on such "unglamorous issues as de-
termining who are the bigger thieves, ARVN soldiers who steal their chickens,
or the Viet Cong who tax a third of their rice crop."«

5* ("We oppose the war in Vietnam because its anti -communi st rhetoric
obscures the fact that the basic division today is between rich and poor,
not communist and non- communi st ,

" say the Volunteers). Korea replies: the
rhetoric of the Volunteers, in turn, obscures the fact that this world is
far more complex that they seem to realize. There are many divisions in the
world, and the division between rich and poor i s only one of them. Tt is
either ignorance or wilful deception that tries to paint the incredibly
complicated Vietnam situation in any two-tone pattern, whether it be that
of rich vs. poor or communist vs. non-communist, and ignores the rest of
the spectrum of division there: race, region, religion, city and country,
kin and non-kin, educated and non-educa ted . But even at the isolated level
of the division between rich and poor, Korea points out that the communists
in Asia have been singularly less successful than non-communi sts in making
poor countries richer.

6. ("We oppose the war in Vietnam because it renders difficult, if not
impossible, domestic efforts to eliminate poverty and assurfe the civil rights
of all U.S. citizens," say the Volunteers.) Kore a reoll es : that it i s profoundl
grateful that such Americans turned so isolationist and selfish after the
Korea war and not before.

T* See Douglas Rlke, The Vietcon g, and his article in ^he RepoVfcer*,
February, 1966.

2. Quoted by David Little in Reflections , vol . 6Ij.l, Yale Div. School
3* Vietnam Witness , p. 3b$
k* Howard M. Moffett, "Vietnam: Reporting the Cool-Medium War*" in the

Yale Alumni Magazine, October 1967.
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(”We oppose the war in Vietnam because it brine** us closer to an

th
war with China or Russia Ko ^ea argues precisely the other way,

*
e U.S. action in Vietnam, by its carefully measured response to themmunist tactic of guerilla warfare, is the best insurance we have that the8r* w^ll stay measured and limited.

IT • Points of Agreement .

The above points of disagreement should not be allowed to obscu-e
.

r ?®t thst there are many, many points on which we in ^or»ea would agreewith those who oppose the war. T will mention only three:

1.

We agree that wa- is agony and hell, and we long for oeace. Koreansmay take or>ide in their part in the war, feelinsr that they are renaying adebt to those who heloed them in their own wer>s of liberation, and thattheir country is at last a mature member of the family of nations. Somemay even secretly long for continuing war profits. But Korea's ChristiansPuay earnestly and sincerely for oeace. They know what war is like betterthan most Americans.

2.

We agree that the problem of Vietnam is not going to be solved bymilitary victory. The basic problems are social and political and personal.Our difference at this point is that we feel it cannot be solved without the
military, either.

3* We agree that no easy solution is likely to be found. MPny he~e
are tempted by the simplicistic solution of escalation end quick victory; and
almost none by the equally simplicistic solution of withdrawal. But on
reflection, most here will admit that some Korea-type compromise will have
to be accented. One area of difference is that we' in Korea do not nut much
faith in negotiations with communists except from a position of strength,
which will require continued military pressure.

ITT • Theologic al Assumptions :

As pointed out above, there is little discussion on a theological
level of the issues in Vietnam here. There is, however, probably a
theological concensus, conscious or not, which underlies the attitude rf tt

Korean Christians toward the war. Tn terms of the three classic Christian at
tudes to war it could be described as follows:

1. A rejection of pacif i sm . This is due, in part, to the fact that
they h8ve never thrown away their Old Testaments, and partly to their tacit
acceptance of the Niebuhrean dictum: "Love without power leaves the world
to power without love." An unfortunate corollary of this rejection is
that rightly o~ wrongly they will not listen to pacifists telling them how
to run a war.

2. A touch of the crusad e s pi rlt . Korea is far more vulnerable to this
extreme than to the pacifist extreme. A holy wa r in defense of freedom
against tyranny and conspiracy has a powerful, dramatic appeal, Hiu^ch
groups are easily stirred by reports of whole companies of Christians in
the Korean divisions in Vietnam, and take pride in the fact that Korea’s
Commanding General in Vietnam is a Christian. They have no roots in
Western Church history with its sobering reminder of disillusionment with
the crusade as the way to save the world.

3.

A concensus tha t Vi etnam i s a_ just war . The Korean church is
essentially Augustinian in its acceptance of the possibility that though
war_ is a Iwaysa tragedy, ^^some^warg may be justified. gmoung gf argumentwill ever convince them that the Korea war'



all the differences between that wer and Vietnam, which we recognize (see
my editorial in Tresbyt e^ian Outlook , "Korea and Vietnam: A Contrast"), Korean
Christians are nevertheless s a ti sfi ed that ''Vietnam also fulfills the classic c

conditions of 8 "just war". (See David Little, "T s the War* in Vietnam
Just?", Reflections , Yale Div. School, ITov • *66). The real question is
no longer "Why?", but "How?".

—S8m Moffett
Seoul, 'K’orea

Dec. 28, 1967

(Please be®r in m5nd that these generalizations on what T label so
dogmatically "Korea’s reactions", are only generalizations, and it would
not be hard to find Koreans who would take exception to them. They do,
however, in sum, reuresent the vast majority of Korean oninion so far as T
can find it.)



PERSONAL REPORT, SAMUEL HUGH MOFFETT
For the Year June 1967 to June 1968

The high point of the year 1967-68 In my assignment
at the Presbyterian Theological Seminary was the graduation on
Dec. 15 of the first recipients of the Th.M. degree from the
new Graduate School. Four of the five candidates successfully
completed the two-year program. The new academic year opened
in March with ten students in the Graduate School, and with
applications received from as far away as India and Japan.

Total seminary enrollment is 232, of whi&to whom 51$
(117 students) are college graduates. My courses, in addition
to the administration of the Graduate School program, are
Presbyterian Church History, History of the Church in Asia,
and History of Church History. As a member of the Korean So-
ciety of Church History I am helping with the publication of
an edition of the Minutes of the Presbyterian General Assembly
( 1913-1958) prepared from rare manuscript records which were
almost lost during the Korea War. Also in the field of history,
I have enjoyed an extracurricular incursion into the field of
secular Korean studies this year as President of the Ro^yal
Asiatic Society, Korea Branch.

My major committee responsibilities have been member-
ship on the Board of Yonsei University (since 1956), which ce-
lebr c

r ted its 82nd anniversary this year, and on the Board of
Foriegn Missions of the General Assembly of the Korean Presby-
terian Church, of which Dr. Han Kyung-Chik is chairman. It
has been a heart-warming experience to see for myself how seri-
ously the Korean church still takes its responsibility of
missionary outreach—a duty which it was among the first of
the younrer churches to assume. It now supports 18 missionaries,
in six countries (Thailand since 1956; Taiwan 19^9; ^Mexico 1966;
Brazil 1967; Vietnam 1968; and Ethiopia 1968). Two countries
were added this year, Vietnam and Ethiopia, the latter in re-
sponse to a personal request from Emperor Halle Selassls I on
the occasion of his state visit to Korea in May. This will be
the church's first outreach to the continent of Africa.

Other responsibilities include membership on the
Boards of the Korean Bible Society, the Christian Literature
Society, Soongsil Middle and High School, and Seoul Union
Church, as on the the assistant pastors.

Unexpectedly I was called upon to spend April in
the United States for a stimulating month of conferences on
evangelism sponsored by Presbyterians United for Biblical Confes-
sion. My subject was "The Biblical Background of Evangelism".
I am atoning now for my absence from the field by a three-
month's draft as Acting Commission Representative, in the ab-
sence of Dr. Stanton Wilson. But after returning with relief
to stable Korea after four tense weeks in riot- torn, assassina-
tion-shocked America, I am no Ion -er quite so sure which is The
mission field. But of one thing I am sure, God has called me
to Korea, and I know of no place where the opportunities are
more challenging.

Respectfully submitted,
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Union Institutional rteoort

Yonsei University

United Presoyterian
Mission Hoeting
Jarru ry ft, 1968

s.'rkrj toe tui th ye*r .s i ce t:ie union oi t.j*j £oruer Severnnee Union
Medical Coll __.c and Hospital with the former Closer Girlsti.n Uiiiv^ ity to xor>a Yonsei
(toiversity. ‘

• *. i am§ do bai t all ys aeon sw> •

•

benetited by ‘he c> rrion into u udic^l cooplex which i;» considered tike lirge t
- ,r^v x ;cnt* r i f'?r

r
it. The L*edic'.il staff i\ s bcsn given the op or-

tur.ity for fuiti»er research, ard stiutul ted. uy tne choice t/s obtain the Doctor of
Medic ecienc© de* xee*, rl liar to j- Ptu d# degree in me.K jir e. .. aoswi; ox- .ore
dave been security this u» fcree yearly the par*t few year:; 2nd it ins ‘-roiiioted a treuen-

•* 1 - cxrr; in -v- -ic.il scis&c . Ebi r
. ity as a 1 bole h a trim

Ued bY the i j led on it3 campus and h 3 gain . extra ireetl 9 l
through itc nedicai colie -»*riich now la reouted to se ti>e too adicsl school in .>1*,
ftCCST in t( -

.

5al schools i. * i-,:rna:lon;»l Hectical qualifying exaninatlons
«, 0 radu‘ -es smoking an trance

ito the ’J1 v
. Lolne*

*i • 'h m T._. au- Park, has . in-
lediate and so.uc Ion rw .0 >1 ..3 for Yanrel Uaivtraiuy in id.8 ?iow liar's neu.juge
irinted ii. th. Univcv.riwy 1* w. dy r -swsp.ipor. Lor^ r^.wu . me ,r© ‘.o uc co juj .led in

.

its Christian - 1 -nee.; ind academic ataxunhere .nd for increased o ansio:. oi
’ .cilia* is and its fl

1. F>W 7 '3iof :i i
4

r. facilitie s

lYiir oast yen* his seen the dedication of i beautiful n.>. dasc roo..i
uilding for nsr.'wa 1 school, and ground breaking esrsnonies were t>eld for the pro-
>Oc>od three-story lacorstory building o- the College 01 to.nc fconouiics. liic funds
ere provided 03' the c of Cana u inu the Methodist coard of .4i&uiuas,

,

o:aen , s
Division. TV? 'o.\? • oil.lint iro jri.13 e in process t V six- xy • .ju \ x.. cl
f Businern Mb nlsti ition* fit I sm ts ind beautifully jo. itrustsd^ student Ur .on eofistLia donter, tos*ird which t!ie 50 dliion dollar ; uo. n j ^ijd ^

|000 one fiurt.h it for ‘rr^v x. t. .0 V *-
,

wilding, with procipecta for t»o more stories in the futuro. i now eiiginacring 0 aiding
s planned vita ‘.icl ed fun s fro . t :e ueriuan Kvengelioal e-vjrch. Hie dair/ x r\
3 to v>e Iro.i its lx acres site 00 a 2ij^aora site "ear iiio Seoul Foreign Jci >olj

Ltles* This rill 1 o sas
~ %

tr -he .odic 1 co. -dux a new win;; 1r bein- er-cted^ presently aidn, at
Lve s toriev , ul sill ndM I i ten stoarles# .

.. in,, the total uod c >ac ty
hundrr. nils r ^ v iu to rpovido ^.-etter fird cl- _ j atlect accotiio-iaiioMfi

id tlie eby incr. .e the i: co.m, a u .nia to the c< <rity project. This ,ast ye^r the
lediccl acfcdnis r .cion ; d iued to .jive c**^rity cure to a3 isary if outiuie, iron J.^%
} its budget* first hali die year, sULsIl ended vith
^ cliarity Ox J Jut JJ0,0 a).

?• I - - ox XT.' . ,i* J-. . C£^ , Ltl'C I tn . ry V ^.Vy

x’oginriii . ,L uiie uniueu ^rao.ua ve scoool ox theology the Uri^orjit^’’ i.*3

oraoting grout 1 rvir.eo to uie ctiurch and conurunity at ierge tiirough its ri'ofesoional
0 sc. ool rograns. In 1964 tQu unltud .wj.:vx>i ot ifioology w eot^*^

siied and hash con serving tliO ciiurch at large in continuing education through special
ursus, institutes .nd seminars in various ministries 01 Uie cxiurcn*s aiaoion and has
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oeun a means of raising standAids of theolo. ic .1. education in Korea, In l?6p the gr^du-
ate dc/«ooi oi business Adiiiinis r Mon v*s founded tc serve tne business community by
'jfierin^ courses both for credit ind for further training in business moiii ^euient. riany
^ankers, funerals, ..'id others from various areas ci the . and industrial world
arc a tendin t:> ae courses, held in • e evening. They have t^cecives rai^ou too money
or •one n, £radu= e servool of Bizsircss Id. .inis tratioc oailcir. presently four stories,

oUv eventually six stories* C i l '
.

graduate school of has oeen
estab’.iarud, _u.so ... , c i. c.-jh:-

* *

in iy67 tti9 ck/rtor ,l. gr e-J froa* the Hinl3 ry of Fxiuc . v for a Dental .x:uool.
il ins aro for tha est* olishRuant of ?. /radix school of Public /iMniatr. Mon for idle
further or-inin/' and dc elo ' . nt of lie officials.

It . s j-cn loll ty .waxy oiiafc, as Xonsei 'Jni • Mty is a Cnristion sc/iooi,
it couia not afford to ixglect tsio rural needs of .Jo_ ;,a. It a.3 , Lix^efore, f/urded an
&gricultur I Doveloptricnt Institute, offering a. one yccirM training in agrieux tore, em-
phaaiaim/, ..rs r i. ich fa-

c
* been given governnent priority' in planning tor rural

Geo./' w-
• ted the city

governs. . u '

• .

'

J1.J Lt ; »onlc,

<

c thp . -c v.de: ,1c Ae;.;.>/ next;

Dr. Park stated ir his t*-v Year *3 ricss; e tl 1 h« would like to create
a r«crc acr. ,e do vinos he>e on the cemnus* Fe is for&ing a ca. - iotee wiiieh ail pi »;i

J5*
r,ro:n Lea.

fur s to 11 rci .. .va to -'r individual rersurch# T > Unit*. .o^v rd the China board
hive granted 5125,0 0 tost ye. r (1967) to the -iocUcvJL jc.i fL foi roscarc;. :wi, end
• iulpm^rt vhich is needed tov?rd mro-arch* SLnilax gr.nts should also oc available for
uho otaor 1 *_cip -inr3 in ^he Iff' . / _r rlty. The nrtsidanl i-aa -..Iso liougur-ttea a plan
for an evnr*«vi , ;uUy al Losahere on the campus ay allowing professors Lro i the .i3sociate
Proroo.3or rani u;z,to study in tiie ^r itiuatys ^crjool in tivcir field of & >eci:?J tv to- :i d
a Doctor’s icgiee.

'For: years ago the University hud one chaplain and tlie Severance j-iionOolle^ - -cuil liad one ci lain. Today the Chaplain *s office at., rduv cd
to a siax of sixteen 'oaoc-rs. The ~*in cuapus has ticree c r.pl. ins, trie howjitM has ti^o

1 ha,a chan j-air ind the r*i.Tc sc’/'Ol ox msi ntiss Ad.irJLatr.. tion hc-s c. ?*Ar i- in vhile
... ... . in adaition tothese ttore . -e too ndssionarie® who serve as associate ciiaolaine, a University Pastorand three sr - otedent ss stunts* Xhs chaplains ai'o wrlonsly resoonsiblf :±~

leges .r ~ T otor .1 care as needed* Tuare is daili» ctiapel t the •

tain au«.iitordun
and at c uodic^ 1 rci* M fruditoriu:: and ser>ar »t« chapel hf^urs AJr the stiff ^ - r

JiQ
other Iv orcrn c i; '^cat ir.-uru scnoauled e..oa vaek. !5ach daoar-haant of one il^3 >itul
h-s its <T-n voii dn scheduled* 3oth u;ac Univorsity and tlie ho^itul &nd the lodtoal
8ch00

J 3 end s . \ejjit is re uirM
to take ^ c . . . . in religion ana diole.

•

i.i tiie c.'iaoc' 1 lrars »rovide a of co-VAini ty 3>irit, jo uc 3ure
a center for cowwiniiy liie ban long oeen lackin;-. But fir. My, tid.., ooudr^ rounder*

e

Day, a new owi-ert :u..on Chris

t

xan Center id.ii oe dedicated and opened, providing a
tome for relaxation a.:d dialogue for thousands of coasiuting ::t rientn, w i;:Ce thf-ro are
no dormitories in sight in the foreseeable future at Yonsei. There :re for a
faculty Christian fellowship and also a oossible coffee Ijousc (|pf of lainictcrj.
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Toe tell Hjs - nseling cent r i i
t Li #

.

Tv ° '
• c c v^e a MBtr tjr i u. _o .unity at Wm-i-** is

a flttirr: cMmx to the persistent efi^rU. oi resident r*rk to i^.ka the ifrivi : ^xty
more Cbri •‘i n n all it.t iep*ri«.i 'its anti outz\ :c:j*

le^pect .illy suu*itted#

S_. mel H. Moffett



PixBSBm.il.A« THBOLOGXGAL SEMINAKYi 1968 REPORT

School opened on March 6 into a year that was to see
dramatic physical progress in campus improvement and financial
support* some academic advance, and a late, rather mild entry into

lc (0 fere in the B.D. course (for college graduates), s*/ in the special
course (for graduates of regional seminaries), and Co in the Christian
Education course (aA-ddcE® for girls graduated from High School). There
were eight students enrolled in the Th.M. course at the Graduate School.
The total number of college graduates was u</, or&>, compared to—

4

1-aeft year.

missionaries, Dr. FVsncis Kinsler, professor of New Testament, and
School, from our mission.

hyterian Mission. Part-time teachers from our mission included Mrs. ,^1 .1 .

Dorothy Kinsler, Mrs. Sauiuel Moffett, a**? Mrs. Gourtland Hobinson^'
1

uiL ^
X. David Hay, on sabbatical leave from Princeton Theological Seminary, was

welcomed in September as Visiting Profesror of Hew Testament, under the
^ "

allspices of the Southern Presbyterian Mission.

efficiency of the campus during the year. One is a handsome residence
for President 11- Sung Kay, financed by the seminary. The other is the
urgently needed Vbm«n* s Dormitory, for which $40,000 had been pledged
in the Fifty Million Fund* Thanks to a generous gift from Mr. and
Mrs. Frank 3battack, of Neenah, Wisconsin, advance construction was
made possible, one floor has been completed, and some 37 girls are
already in residence.

campus has been a dramatic rise in the level of the Korean church* s

stewardship responsibility for its seminary. In 1965 Korean church
support was only 5# of the budget; in 1966 11$, but last year (1967)
the church raised of the seminary* s total operating budget of
$46,200 (excluding capital gifts). The seminary* s subsidy from the
three cooperating missions is now only 33^ of the operating budget, as
compared to an average of 60$ in the nation* s other accredited seminaries,
(see chart appended) We rejoice to see that the church in Korea which
has beer* noted for its congregational self-support, is now enlarging its
vision to undertake the ongoing support of its central theological
institution.

such physical gains will be made in vain, and in this respect 1968 has
been disappointing. Faculty divisions over the emotional issue of con-
ditions for reunion with the Hap-dong (NAE) Assembly spread to the stu-
dent body. This, added to smouldering discontent with faculty and
administrative leadership led to a student strike which forced post

the world of student unrest. Total enrollment was ns , of whom

Of the llj fulL-time professors on the faculty, two were

from the Australian Pres-

Two new buildings have greatly improved the appearance and

Even more enoouraging, perhaps, than the development of the

Without continued spiritual and academic progress, however,
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poneraent of examinations and graduation* Tensions, however, have
subsided, and it is to be honed that some roeant progressive and
imaginative faculty plans for curriculum revision, for a Continuing
Education Program for ministers, and for m institute on Mission in
A&fea, will bring & new spirit of purpose and fellowship and unity
to the seminary family.

Respectfully submitted.
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School opened on March 6 into a year that was to see

dramatic physical progress in £fca campus improvement and financial

support, some academic advance, and a late, rather mild entry into

the world of student unrest. Total enrollment was ns » of whom

f o (o were in the B.D. course (for college graduates), 5r/ in the special

course (for gradiates of regional seminaries), and fro in the Christian

Education course (xfcxttnxx for girls graduated from High School), There

were eight students enrolled in the Th.tt. course at the Graduate School,

The total number of college graduates was "4, or compared to #
last year,

iiacUst -foe

Of the n full-time professors on the faculty, two were
missionaries. Dr, Francis Kinfiler, professor of New Testament, and
Dr. Samuel H. Moffett, Dean of the Graduate School, from our mission,

and Miss Dorothy Watson, professor of music, from the Australian Pres-

byterian Mission, Part-time teachers from our mission included Mrs.

Dorothy Kinsler, Mrs. Samuel Moffett, and Mrs, Courtland Robinson. Dr.

David Hay, on sabbatical leave from Princeton Theological Seminary, was
welcomed in September as Visiting Professor of New Testament, under the
auspices of the Southern Presbyterian Mission.

Two new ouildtngs have greatly improved the appearance and
efficiency of the campus during the year. On© is a handsome residence
for President 11-Sung Kay, financed by the seminary. The other is the
urgently needed Women1 s Dormitory, for which $40, 000 had been pledged
in the Fifty Million Fund. Thanks to a generous gift from Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Shatbuck, of Neenah, Wisconsin, advance construction was
made possible, one floor has been completed, and some 37 girls are
already in residence.

Sven more encouraging, perhaps, than the development of the

campus has been a dramatic rise in the level of the Korean church 1 g

stewardship resoonsibllity for its seminary. In 1965 Korean church
support was only 5$ of the budget; in 1966 lit, but iast year (1967)
the church raised t of the seminary* s total operating budget of
$46,200 ( excluding capital gifts). The seminary1 s subsidy from the

three cooperating missions is now only l of the operating budget, as

compared to an average of SOf in the nation1 s other accredited seminaries,

(see chart appended) We rejoice to see that the church in Korea which

has been noted for its congregational self-support, is now enlarging its
vision to undertake the ongoing support of its central theological
institution.

Without continued spiritual and academic progress, however,

such physical gains will be made In vain, and In this respect 1968 has
been disappointing. Faculty divisions over the emotional issue of con-
ditions for reunion with the Hap-dong (NAS) Assembly spread to the stu-

dent body. This, added to smouldering discontent with faculty and
administrative leadership led to a student strike which forced post
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ponement of examinations and graduation. Tensions, however, have

subsided, and it is to be hoped that some recent progressive and

imaginative faculty plans for curriculum revision, for a Continuing

Education Program for ministers, and for an Institute on Mission in

Aiia, will bring a new spirit of purpose and fellowship and unity

to the seminary family.

Respectfully submitted,
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Samuel Hub'll Moffett

to preach o-ein this year In churches and Institutions both
of the BOX end NAE Presbyterian denominations. And only
recently I was startled by a personal plea from a moderator
of one of the more virulent McIntyre splinter-groups for
help In escape from the ecclesiastical trap of the ICCC.

At the seminary, where I am Dean of the Graduate
School, we have beer, gratified at sl<ms of a wider kind of
reconciliation. Among the nine candidates for the xh.W.
degree this year vjo received our first Japanese student, a
graduate of Tokyo Union Theolo-ioal Seminary. Partly as a
result of this, I am teaching a new course this semester,
the History of the Church in Japan. I also have courses in
History of the Church in Asia, end History of Presbyterianism,
end as a result of Improving inter- semi nary relationships, I

have a course at the Yonsel United Graduate School of Theology
on the History end Expansion of the Nestorisn Church in Asia.
The resu t Is thfii !.=! ineve o fuller class schedule than ever.

There l?8 been no corresponding reduction in Board
and Committee responsibilities, with the consequence that too
often, as on one day this week, two Boards and h seminary class
were all claiming the same hour of my time. My Board commitments
Include: Yonsel University, Soongsll College, the Korean Bible
Society, the Christian Literature society, Boongsil High School,
General Assembly^ Board of Foreign Missions, the International
Relations Committee of the N.C.C., the Chun-Puk area D.C.W.,
and the Advisory Council of the Chinese Churches in Korea.

A number of extracurricular duties have broadened
my horizons and enriched roy spare-time hours, notably, the
Presidency of the Royal Asiatic Society, Korea Branch, in
1968; and a two-month evening course on Far Eastern History
taught for the University of Maryland. Even more challenging
was the ten-day Asia boutn Pacific Congress on Evangelism held
In Singapore last November* it was a whol< 1 inter that
Keg* .*e in only one

w
^part of a continent which it 1* holds

57% of the worldSs people, is only 0j/& Christian.
A

Respectfully submitted,
Samuel Hugh Moffett



PERSONAL REPORT OF Eileen F. Moffett
(1968-69)

Seoul, Korea

This year has brought ahange in iry activities to a certain extent.
I have, for the first time, taught a class at Seoul Foreign School twice
a week, tenth-grade Bible, In addition I have had the privilege of advising
a young high- school graduate from U.S.A., who is here in Korea under the
International Christian Youth Exchange program. She was one of two selected
to switch from a Korean high school program to a university curriculum at
Yonsei. This program is becoming more flexible in implementing its regulations
in Korea, for which I am grateful,

Seoul toman* s College, where I am a member of the Board, continues to
be the only full residence college in Korea, Dr. Koh, the President,
recently moved into a new Prdsident 1 s residence on campus. The school con-
tinues to emphasise practical education and all girls must spend time taking
care of the farm and livestock. I also serve on the Board of Posung Girls 1

high school tut have only been on long enough to attend one Board meeting.

I continue some part-time language study and am thankful for the as-
sistance given to enable us to do this. Just as the study of Chinese char-
acters in public schools is about to be abandoned, I am beginning to take
it up. Such is the perfidious nature of the human will!

K8speetfully submitted.

Eileen F. Moffett,
(Mrs, Samuel H. )



ANNUAL NARRATIVE SURVEY REPORT

KOREA 1969

The Christian mission in Korea in 1969 con-

tinued on course and at good speed despite the wrenching

social and economic changes that have catapulted the

nation in a few decades through revolutions that took

centuries to complete in the West. "A farmer on the

superhighway " is how one of our Methodist colleagues de-

scribes Korea today.

1. Politically the nation is stable. Like many

of the emerging military regimes in Asia, Korea's ex-army

rulers have proved more progressive than reactionary and

are probably more liberal than the population as a whole.

Academic circles complain of some repression of freedoms,

and students are watched carefully to eruard against the

kind of academic chaos that has crippled Japan for two

years. But there is a strong and articulate opposition

press, and in the field of religion freedom is unfettered

and opportunities unlimited. Prospects seem good for more

rather than less democratic freedoms with the appointment

in November of an active Christian to the Cabinet as head

of the powerful Central Intelligence Agency.

2. Economically the boom continues. This is

most dramatically visible in the expanding networft of super-
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highways, end the upward thrust of the skyline of Seoul

which is now one of the world's ten largest cities (popula-

tion over 4,600,000).

Korea's gross national product (ONP) is rising at

one of the highest rates in the world. In the four year

period prior to 1966, India's average increase was 3*1#»

and the UiS. 4.3# »
whereas Korea's was 8.3# ( o^rrtopped only

by Japan's 10.8#. Since 1966 Korean production has rocketed

up still faster: 8.9# in 1967, 13*1# in 1968, to a peak of
,r
f\itfX

15# in 1969. The average per capita income (figured in GNP)
A

has jumped in ten years from about $80 (i960) to $195 in

1969 (compared with $4,255 in the U.S., $1,392 in Japan and

a low of $47.88 in Malawi).w In some sectors the Increase

is even more marked. Dock workers at the port of Inchon re-

ceived 90^ a day in 1967. Today the dally wage is $2.00.

But in other sectors, notably agriculture, the

people have not benefitted so appreciably from the improving

economy. The per csplta Income of farmers this year is only

$110, not much more than half that of the national average.

Yet even this is a 10.6# increase over last year, and a

60# Increase between 1965 and 1968. ® Tile roofs are be-

ginning to replace straw all through the countryside, re-

flecting a very real change for the better in living conditions.

Perhaps the best over-all proof of a change for the b

in Korean living standards is the lengthening life-span
Jw

of the average Koreeiau
.
Tuonty » f Lao ycc_cs ago - It was ea ld.-to

op U Itrt (Sl-V . loifi-j k
b»>only & bofcht 55 • In 1967 it was 63*14. and in 1968 the

I.W ST G1.
. /t ^

average life expoot fenoy^f ICoT^an rcaolnd
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But as Is the way of history, progress creates

as many problems as it solves. There is a dehumanizing

process at work in urbanization, and corruption among the

rich and powerful, and a dangerous drain from the country-

side into the already over-centralized capital. Old

problems still remain: the plight of the very poor, the

crippling division of the country north and south, and the

continuing threat of communist attack. But two perennial

problems, at least, are this year of somewhat less urgent

concern; population and food supply. A fairly successful

family planning program tbo which missionary and Christian

specialists hsve contributed, particularly at Severance

Hospital, has reduced the population increase rate from 3.0#

to 2.2# in ten years. And a bumper 1969 harvest has given

the nation fAirly adequate food through the protein gap in

the national diet is still serious.

A major Christian contribution to the complex

problems of rapid city growth has been the organization of

the Institute of Urban Studies and Development at Yonsei

University. Sparked by a short-term missionary with active

experience in American labor problems, the Institute has

initiated a Community Action Training Project which sent

six young Christians (including two Roman Catholics) into

some of flbhe most depressed urban areas in Seoul to "treat

the slum as a classroom, a research site and a mission".

It has helped to organize student urban teams at the 9»000

member Yongnak Presbyterian Church, and conducts an orients-
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tion program for new clergymen In the city. A more

specialized approach to one cf the most tragic -o»*i*** clty^t

problems Is the ministry for the rehabilitation of prostitutes.

Here, too, the catalytic agent has been the missionary, but

Korean Christian^ social agencies and the women of the church

have compassionately Joined In a two-pronged effort, one

part of which tries to reach country girls arriving penniless

at the city station before they fall into the hands of

panderers and pimps, and the other, the Girls Welfare Asso-

ciation, seeks to restore the fallen to whole life and health

in Christian rehabilitation homes. The results have so im-

pressed Seoul* s mayor that he wrote, "We appreciate what you

are dong for the prostitutes of Korea. From now on we will

&obey your orders". 'the government has officially turned

to the Christian program for advice and assistance.

The focus of Christian action and planning for

rural problems is the Union Christian Service Center in

Taejon, which has pioneered in food canning, and a Rural

Credit Program. Its Heifer Project has loaned animals for

breeding to over a thousand individuals, and 120 institutions.

Its training program turns out about one hundred rural leaders

a year specializing in animal husbandry and farm machinery.^

Among the most urgent medical priorities for Korea

are a national public health program and better care for the

poor. Only 2% of the national budget is allocated to public

health. Almost half (573) of the country's 1,467 towns are

without the services of a doctor, and alrrost one-third of
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Korea's doctors (^,000 out of 13,139) are concentrated in

of the rural population ever gets modem medical attentlonl

On*.

jf Christian answer to this challenge is^takfcag

medical services to the countrjr
. Taen*u Presbyterian Hospital's

satellite system of subsidiary country hospitals and mobile

clinics pushes medical aid out from the institutional center

in Korea's third largest city to where it is least

available, the rural countryside. An even more dramatic

experiment in poor people's low-cost medical service is

the Xoje Island project. With a minimum of institutional

investment and a maximum of community involvement, a resident

medical team of missionary and Korean doctors will provide

help for the Isolated people on one of Korea's largest islands.

visibly than any other area of life the impact of the Christian

mission. Of Korea's four leading Institutions of higher

learning, two ere Christian: Ewha University, the world's

largest women's university, which was founded by Methodists,

and Yonsel, founded by Presbyterians but now interdenomina-

tional. Applications at Yonsei this y^ar are four times

the number of students who can be accepted* Just as

important to the life of the church is the network of

Presbyterian small colleges, Soongsil, Keimyoung, Taejon

and Seoul Women's College. Tots! enrollment 1b these

six schools is

In 1969 the Bible Club Movement celebrated its

fortieth anniversary. Begun as a ministry to beggar boys,

one city, Seoul. The government estimates that only 6.5$

3. Education in Korea today shows perhaps more
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the Bible Clubs have developed into schools for under-

privileged children and are usually organized by a local

church. This year over 50,000 students from destitute homes

in the city slums and rural areas were enrolled in 300

such Bible Club-Church Schools, most of which now have

government charters as "folk schools".®

The attack on illiteracy in Korea, spearheaded

for decades by the churches, has proved so effective that

this year the Christian Literacy Association phased out

its specialized work and quietly merged with the Korean

Christian Literature Society. Illiteracy has dropped to

an all-time low of less than 20%. (5)

A problem both in education and in the church is

the generation gap. In the church it separates the older

and younger ministers. In education, it separates students

from the general population. But power is still with the

older generation, both in church and society, and student

protests have signally failed to arouse popular support.

Korea is still conservative despite all the revolutions

through which it is passing.

4. Religion in general, is not, at least on the

surface, a significant factor in Korea. An attempted
rtev/ea

Buddhist revival hens, nmt got*» off the ground despite in-

direct government encouragement. The latest Cabinet shuffle

quietly dropped some of the most powerful pro-Buddhist

figures and increased Christian representation. ConfucianJ*

ism is kept alive only by family pride. Eighty per cent of

the people profess no religious faith, and the largest or-
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only
ganized religion is Christianity, with/about ten per cent

of the population.

Beneath the surface, however, the unorganized,

felt religion of the masses is still shamanism, with all its

related superstitions—fortune telling, geomancy and folk

healing. In the cities this Is giving way to a more recent

import from the West, modern materialism. The religion of

the people as a whole might best be described as an uneasy
OU

tension between Uaofrr old shamanlst superstitions and U^-ir

new,
A
self-centered obsession with material progress. But

neither the old fears nor the new obsessions are organized

religions, and the country is still wide open to the evange-

listic presentation of the gospel as "good news to modern

man". A consistent best-seller is the new translation of

the New Testament into colloquial, modern Korean.

5* The Christian Community in Korea continues

its remarkable growth, out-pacing even the populate n

growth. There are now reported to be three million Korean

Christians, 2,250,000 Protestants and 800,000 Roman

Catholics. This is 10^ of the population, whereas ten

years ago the Christian percentage was estimated at only

7%.

The Protestant community, in fact, has <tUtX

doubled its size every ten years since 19^0, despite over-
1U^ first

whelming obstacles. In the 19^0 s, faced/with Japanese

Shinto persecution and then^the division of the peninsula,

Protestants grew nov^rt»holooa from 372,000 to over 600,000.

In the 1950s, the obstacles were communist invasion from
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without and deadly schism from within, but the church

^ ^famnv* fr»om 600,000 to a constituency of 1,340,000. In the

1960s the church^we* beset by the unaccustomed corrosions

of relative prosperity, bisrfc--otlll -i t- alraoe* once again abrw>T

doubled the size of its community from 1,340,000 in I960 to

2
, 250,000 at the end of 1969. ^

Two out of every three Protestants in Korea are

Presbyterian (1,478,388). But the divisions of the f 50s

are still unhealed and we United Presbyterians (with our

Southern Presbyterian and Australian Presbyterian colleagues)

are officially related to only one of the four major Presby-

terian bodies, that is, the Presbyterian Church in Korea.

This is the largest of the Korean Presbyterian groups,

reporting to the General Assembly a membership of

communicants, and a registered constituency of

One of the most important ecclesiastical events

of 1969 was the decision of this church to rejoin the World

Council of Churches, which it had left ten years ago in a

vain attempt to prevent internal schism. Now two of Korea's

four larger Presbyterian bodies belong to the W.C.C., and

the next decade may see a reduction of Korean Presbyterian

divisions into two major denominations: an evangelical,

ecumenical Presbyterian church, and an evangelical separatist

group

•

Another significant action was taken in the area

of church-mission relations. In December the five-year-old

Department of Cooperative Work was inaploocd-by a Committee

on Copperation as the executive agency for decisions in-
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volvlng BhHKshxaid the Korean church's partnership In

mission with Its three sister churches. The new structure

Is tied In raoee closely to the Korean General Assembly

and Increases Korean representation on the Committee from

50% to 70%.

As the decade drew to a close, Christmas i^ve

1969 reminded the nation of the significant

Christian presence in Korea— but a minority,

with a mission, and with a message that i-e heard wifchv*J<#sJT

lnoiii^riD irr: Impact all over the land, even in the huge,

half-secular, half-pagan city of Seoul. The mayor

t.i-ir otipirf-1 is not a Christian. But he ilivitod the Homan

Catholic cardinal of Korea and the pastor of Seoul's

largest Presbyterian church to Join -h im in^dedlcatinfa^a

feneat Christmas tree In the City Plaza. 50,000 people

Jammed the square to watch the nationally televised

ceremony—-the lighting of the tree, the massed choirs,

the ca/vck 4 il* ivifl; a Cli/kwf

siHflcimc Shplntmao oopofe ,
and the prayers for peace#

It was a good ending to the 1960s, but, more Important,

it was the beginning of the 1970s.

1 196q Pick's Currency Yearbook 6. A Summary of Social. Deve lop——-—

—
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THE CHRISTIAN LITERATURE SOCIETY
OF KOREA

REPORT *- 1969

The walls of the historic old Christian Literature

Society In SeouJ. began to come down In 1969, but its work of

producing and distributing Christian literature continued

without check.

Organizationally the year was marked by an Import-

ant merger. With literacy reaching a new

the work of the Korean Literacy Association has been slowly

phasing out, and the Association this year turned over Its

responsibilities and assets to the Christian Literature

Society*

It has been a good year for Christian publications.

Sales continued steady, and new publications have come oif

the Dress. They Included Important translations of books

llke
P
Rudolf Bultmann's The New Testament and Methodology, and

The Problem of Hermeneutics , and Barbara Ward s Mve_Ide2£
'that Change the World . Old classics have been reprinted.

lfe~19th ed 1tlon
-
of""the Christian Catechism Primer, and the

12th edition of Pilgrim Is Progress In Korean. Perhaps “°st

important of all, there have been s Dr'^Pa£k
Korean authors, like How Did We Get the Bible? by

Chang-Hwan of the theological seminary, and A Church Hlstq£ji

of Korea by Prof. Min Kyung-Bae of Yonsel, and Modernization

and Ethical Decision by Chung Ha-Eun.

The annual financial statement Is appended.

Respectfully submitted,

Samuel Hugh Moffett



THE CHINESE ADVISORY COMMITTEE

THE CHINESE WORK ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Report 1969

The Chinese Work Advisory Committee has had a

quiet year with very little more to report than that no
word has been received from the N.C.C. in New York
regarding its latest request for more funds. But one

significant JthJdn forward step in regard to the budget
was taken at the last meeting of the year. The Chinese
members of the Committee, facing up to the fact that

funds are in reality difficult to raise from America,
approved a statement by the Moderator, the Rev. Ting Hsin,

of the General Conference (Presbytery; of the Chinese
Church in Korea, that from now on the Chinese Churches
themselves would pledge to raise the needed funds.

There has been a change of policy as to the use
of funds designated for pioneer evangelism. Instead of

dividing the money among all the churches to finance
evangelistic trips to strategic centers nearby, the budget
will be used as a whole in one location where it is

thought that conditions are favorable for establishing a

new congregation. The site chosen for the new project is

Pohang.

Three of the eight regularly established Chinese
churches report some changes. In Cumsan land was pur-
chased; in Inchon the pastor has returned to Taiwan and
a young minister formerly in Kwqngju as a Baptist has
taken his place; and in Taejon the work is being cared for

by the pastor of the Taegu church who preaches in Taejon
on Fridays instead of Sundays.

Respectfully submitted,

Samuel Hugh Moffett
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Heepeetfally submitted.

F. Ctto DeCfJairp
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REPORT CF THE COMMISSION REPRESENTATIVE ifi'i

The Christian mission in Korea in 1969 continued on course and at

good speed despite the wrenching social and economic changes that have

catapulted the nation in a few decades through revolutions that took

centuries to complete in the West. "A farmer on the superhighway is how one

of our Methodist colleagues describes Korea today.

1 Politically the nation is stablei Like many of the emerging

military regimes' iTAsia, Korea’s ex-army
1

rulers have proved more progressive

than reactionary and are probably more liberal than the population as »

whole. Academic circles complain of some repression of freedoms, and students

are watched carefully to guard against the kind of academic chaos that has

crippled Japan for two years. But there is a strong and articulate opposition

press, and in the field of religion freedom is unfettered and opportunities

unlimited. Prospects seem good for more ratherthanlossdemocraticfreedoms

with the appointment in November of an active Christian to the Cabinet

of the powerful Central Intelligence Agency.

2. Economically the boom continues. This is most dramatically visible

in the expanding network of superhighways, and tho upward thrust of the

skyline of Seoul which is now one of the world s ten largest cities (p p

over 4,600,000).

Korea’s gross national product (GNP) is rising at one of the highest

rates in the world. In the four year period prior to 1966, s average

increase was 3.1%, and the U.S. 4.3%, whereas Korea s was 8.3% (topped only

by Japan's 10.8%). Since 1966 Korean production has rocketed^up still fastor.

8.9$ in 1967, 13.1# in 1968, to a peak of 15# "real increase m 1969. The

average per capita income (figured in GNP) has jumped in ten years from about

$80 (I960) to $195 in 1969 (compared with $4,255 in the U.S., $1,392 m Japan

and a low of $47.88 in Malawi).! In some sectors the increase is even more

marked. Dock workers at the port of Inchon received 90/ a day in 1967. y

the daily wage is $2.00.

But in other sectors, notably agriculture, the people have not

benefitted so appreciably from the improving economy. The per capita income

of farmers this year is only $110, not much more than half that of the

national average. Yet even this is a 10.6% increase over last year, and a

60% increase between 1965 and 1968.2 Tile roofs are beginning to replace straw

all through the countryside, reflecting a very real change for the better in

living conditions.

Perhaps the best over-all proof of improvement in Korean

standards is the lengthening life-span of the average Korean.

But as is the way of history, progress creates as many problems as

it solves. There is a dehumanizing process at work in urbanization, an

corruption among the rich and powerful, and a dangerous drain from tho country-

side into the already over-centralized capital. Old problems still re inj

the plight of the very poor, tho crippling division of tho country north and

south, and the continuing threat of communist attack. But two peronnial

problems, at least, are this year of somewhat less urgent concern, population

and food supply. A fairly successful family planning program to which

could
( 3 )
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missionary and Christian specialists have contributed, particularly at

Severance Hospital, has reduced the population increase rate from 3.0$

to 2.2$ in ten years. And a bumper 1969 harvest has given the nation

fairly adequate food, though- the protoih &&P in national diet is still

serious.

A major Christian contribution to the complex problems of rapid

city growth has been the organization of the Institute of Urban Studies

and Development at Yonsei University. Sparked by a short-term missionary

with active experience in American labor problems, the Institute has

initiated a Community Action Training Project which sent six young Christians

(including two Roman Catholics) into some of the most depressed urban 0-reas

in Seoul to "treat the slum as a classroom, a research site and a mission".

It has helped to organize student urban teams at the 9 ,000 member Youngnak

Presbyterian Church, and conducts an orientation program for new clergymen

in the city. A more specialized approach to one of the most tragic city

problems is the ministry for the rehabilitation of prostitutes. Here, too,

the catalytic agent has been the missionary, but Korean Christian, social

agencies and the women of the church have compassionately joined in a two-

pronged effort, one part of which trios to roach country girls arriving

penniless at the city station before they fall into the hands of panderers

and pimps, and the other, the Girls Welfare Association, seeks to restore the

fallen to whole life and health in Christian rehabilitation homos. The

results have so impressed Seoul's mayor that he wrote, ’We appreciate what

you are doing for the prostitutes of Korea, From now on we will obey your

orders",^ The government has officially turned to the Christian program

for advice and assistance.

The focus of Christian action and planning for rural problems is the

Union Christian Service Center in Taejon, which has pioneered in food canning,

and a Rural Credit Program, Its Heifer Project has loaned animals for breed-

ing to over a thousand individuals ,
and 120 institutions • Its training

program turns out about one hundred rural leaders a year specializing in

animal husbandry and farm machinery. 5

Among the most urgent medical priorities for Korea are a national

public health program and better care for the poor. Only 2f of the national

budget is allocated to public health. Almost half (373) of the .country's

1,467 towns are without the services of a doctor, and almost one-third of

Korea’s doctors (4,000 out of 13 1 139) are concentrated in one city, Seoul.

The government estimates that only 6.5# of the rural population ever gets

modern medical attention

One Christian answer to this challenge is to take medical services

to the country, Taegu Presbyterian Hospital's satellite system of subsidiary

country hospitals and mobile clinics pushes medical aid out from the institu-

tional center in Korea's third largest city to where it is least available,

the rural countryside. An even more dramatic experiment in poor people's

low-cost medical service is the ICoje Island project. With a minimum of

institutional investment and a maximum of community involvement, a resident

medical team of missionary and Korean doctors will provide help for the

isolated people on one of Korea's largest islands.
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3. Education in Korea today shows perhaps more visibly than any^ other

area of life the impact of the Christian mission. QT Korea
^

fourloading

institutions of higher learning, two are Christian 1 Evrha Univer 1 y,

world's largest women's university, which was. founded by Methodists, and

Yonsei, founded by Presbyterians but now interdenominational. Applications

at Yonsei this year are four times the number of students w£° Jj® k f
accepted,’'’ Just as important to the life of tho church is the network of

Presbyterian small colleges, Soongsil, Keimyung, Taejon, and Seoul Woman

College..^ Total enrollment in these six schools is 16,463.

In 1969 the Bible Club Movement o&ebratod its fortieth anniversary.

Begun as a ministry to beggar boys, tho Bible Clubs have developed into

schools for underprivileged children and are usually organized by a local

church. This year over 50,000 students from destitute homos in the city

slums and rural areas were enrolled in 300 such Bible Club-Church Schools,

most of which now have government charters as ’’folk schools •

Teh attack on illiteracy in Korea, spearheaded for decades by the

churches, has proved so effeegive that this year the Christian Literacy

Association phased out its specialized work and quietly merge
* time

Korean Christian Literature Society. Illiteracy has dropped to an all time

low of less than 20$,

9

A problem both in education and in the church is the generation gap.

In the church it separates the older and younger ministers. In education, it

separates students from the general population. But power is still with th

older generation, both in church and society, and student protosts have

signally failed to arouse popular support. Korea is still conservative

despite all the revolutions through which it is passing.

4. Religion in general, is not, at least on the surface, a significant

factor in Korea. An attempted Buddhist revival never got off the Ground
_

despite indirect government encouragement. The latest Cabinet shuf e quio y

dropped some of the most powerful pro-Buddhist figures and increased Christian

representation. Confucianism is kept alive only by family pride. Eig

per cent of the people profess no religious faith, and the larges o g

religion is Christianity, with only about ton percent of the population.

Beneath the surface, however, tho unorganized, felt religion of the

masses is still shamanism, with all its related superstitions—fortune telling,

„ eomancy and folk healing. In the cities this is giving way to a more recent

iSt from the West, modem raterialism. The religion of the people as a

whole might best be described as an uneasy tension between old animist-

shamanist superstitions and a new, secularized, self-centered obsession with

material progress. But neither tho old fears nor the new obsessions are

organized religions, and the country is still wide open to the evangelistic

presentation of tho gospel as "good news to modern man". A consistent host-

eller is the new translation of the New Testament into colloquial, modern

Korean.
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5. The Christian C ommunity in Korea continues its remarkable growth,

out-pacing even the population growth. There are now reported to be three
million Korean Christians* 2,250,000 Protestants and 300,000 Roman Catholics.
This is 10$ of the population, whereas ten years ago the Christian percentage
was estimated at only 7$,

The Protestant community, in fact, has about doubled its size every
ten years since 1940, despite overwhelming obstacles. In the 1940s, though
faced first with Japanese shinto persecution and then with the division of
the peninsula, Protestants .grew from 372,000 to over 600,000, In the 1950s

,

the obstacles were communist invasion from without and deadly schism from
within, but the church more than doubled, increasing from 600,000 to a
constituency of 1,340,000, In the 1960s the church, beset by the unaccustomed
corrosions of relative prosperity, nevertheless once again almost doubled
the size of its community from 1,340,000 in I960 to 2,250,000 at the end
of 1969. (10)

Two out of every three Prostestants in Korea are Presbyterian
(1,478,388). But the divisions of the '50s are still unhealed and United
Presbyterians (with their Southern Presbyterian and Australian Presbyterian
colleagues) are officially related to only one of the four major Pesbyterian
bodies, that is, the Presbyterian Church in Korea, This is the largest, of
the Korean Presbyterian groups, reporting to the General Assembly a membership
of 253*638 communicants, and a registered constituency of 464,470.

One of the most important ecclesiastical events of 1969 was the
decision of this church to rejoin the World Council of Churches, It had
left the Council ten years ago in a vain attempt to prevent internal schism.
Now, two of Korea’s four larger Presbyterian bodies belong to tho W.C.C.,
and the next decade may see a reduction of Korean Presbyterian divisions into
two major denominations* an evangelical, ecumenical Presbyterian church, and
an evangelical separatist group.

Another significant action was taken in the area of church-mission
relations. In December the five-year- old Department of Cooperative Work was
reorganized into a Committee on Cooperation as the executive agency for
decisions involving the Korean church’s partnership in mission with its
three sister churches. The new structure is tied in more closely to the
Korean General Assembly and increases Korean representation on the Committee
from 50$ to 70$.

As tho decade drew to a close, Christmas Eve 1969 visibly reminded
the nation of the significant Christian presence in Korea—a minority, but
with a mission, and with a message that makos its impact all over the land,
even in the huge, half- secular

, half- pagan city of Seoul. The mayor is not
a Christian. But he joined the Roman Catholic cardinal of Korea and the
pastor of Seoul’s largest Presbyterian church in public dedication of a great
Christmas tree in the City Plaza, 50*000 people jammed the square to watch
the nationally televised ceremony—the lighting of the tree, the massed choirs
the carols of the birth of Christ, and the prayers for peace. It was a good
ending to the 1960s, but, more important, it was the beginning of tho 1970s.

— Samuel Hugh Moffett
Acting Commission Repro sentative
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REPORT CF THE COMMISSION REPRESENTATIVE

The Christian mission in Korea in 1969 continued on course and at
good speed despite the wrenching social and economic changes that have
catapulted the nation in a few decades through revolutions that took
centuries ;to complete in the West* "A farmer on the superhighway" is how one
of our Methodist colleagues describes Korea today,

1. Politically the nation is stable/ Like many of the emerging
military regimes in Asia, Korea's ex-army rulers have proved more progressive
than reactionary and are probably more liberal than the population as a
whole. Academic circles complain of some repression of freedoms, and students
are watched carefully to guard against the kind of academic chaos that has
crippled Japan for two years. But there is a strong and articulate opposition
press, and in the field of religion freedom is unfettered and opportunities
unlimited. Prospects seem good for more rather than loss democratic freedoms
with the appointment in November of an active Christian to the Cabinet as head
of the powerful Central Intelligence Agency,

2. Economically the boom continues. This is most dramatically visible
in the expanding network of superhighways, and tho upward thrust of the
skyline of Seoul which is now one of the world's ten largest cities (population
over 4,600,000),

Korea's gross national product (GNP) is rising at one of the highest
rates in the world. In the four year period prior to 1966, India's average
increase was 3«1$» and the U,S, 4,3$, whereas Korea's was 8,3$ (topped only

® -L° , 8$ ) • Since 1966 Korean production has rocketed up still fasten
8,% in 1967, 13.1# in 1968, to a peak of 15$ "real increase" in 1969# The

!soA
r
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£
ita ^ncome (figured in GNP) has jumped in ten years from about

$80 (I960) to $195 in 1969 (compared with $4,255 in the U.S., $1,392 in Japan
and a low of $47.88 in Malawi),! in some sectors the increase is even more
marked. Dock workers at the port of Inchon received 9(ty a day in 1967, Today
the daily wage is $2,00,

But in other sectors, notably agriculture, the people have not
benefitted so appreciably from the improving economy. The per capita income
of farmers this year is only $110, not much more than half that of the

averaSe * Yet even this is a 10,6$ increase over last year, and a
60$ increase between 1965 and 1968.2 Tile roofs are beginning to replace straw
all through the countryside, reflecting a very real change for the better in
living conditions.

Perhaps the best over-all proof of improvement, in Korean living
standards is the lengthening life-span of the average Korean. Twenty^- five

In ten years six years have been added to his life. ‘ 20 years ego he could
ixpect to live to 52. Ten years ago 5B. Today he will live to 64. ( 3 )

But as is the way of history, progress creates as many problems as
it solves. Thoro is a dehumanizing process at work in urbanization, and
corruption among the rich and powerful, and a dangerous drain from the country-
side into the already over-centralized capital. Old problems still remainj
the plight of the very poor, tho crippling division of tho country north and
south, and the continuing threat of communist attack. But two perennial
problems, at least, are this year of somewhat less urgent concern 1 population
and food supply, A fairly successful family planning program to which
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missionary and Christian specialists have contributed, particularly at

Severance Hospital, has reduced the population increase rato from 3.0

$

to 2,21 in ten years. And a bumper 1969' harvest has given the nation
fairly adequate food, though the protoih gaP in the national diot is still
serious,

A major Christian contribution to the complex problems of rapid

city growth has been the organization of the Institute of Urban Studies
and Development at Yonsei University, Sparked by a short-term missionary
with active experience in American labor problems, the Institute has

initiated a Community Action Training Project which sent six young Christians
(including two Roman Catholics) into some of the most depressed urban areas
in Seoul to "treat the slum as a classroom, a research site and a mission".
It has helped to organize student urban teams at the 9|000 member Youngnak
Presbyterian Church, and conducts an orientation program for new clergymen
in the city, A more specialized approach to one of the most tragic city
problems is the ministry for the rehabilitation of prostitutes. Here, too,
the catalytic agent has been the missionary, but Korean Christian social
agencies and the women of the church have compassionately joined in a two-
pronged effort, one part of which trios to roach country girls arriving
penniless at the city station before they fall into the hands of panderers
and pimps, and the other, the Girls Welfare Association, seeks to restore the
fallen to whole life and health in Christian rehabilitation homos. The
results have so impressed Seoul's mayor that he wrote, "We appreciate what
you are doing for the prostitutes of Korea, From now on we will obey your
orders".^ Tho government has officially turned to the Christian program
for advice and assistance.

The focus of Christian action and planning for rural problems is the
Union Christian Service Center in Taejon, which has pioneered in food canning,
and a Rural Credit Program, Its Heifer Project has loaned animals for breed-
ing to over a thousand individuals, and 120 institutions. Its training
program turns out about one hundred rural leaders a year specializing in
animal husbandry and farm machinery.

3

Among the most urgent medical priorities for Korea are a national
public health program and better care for the poor. Only 2f of the national
budget is allocated to public health. Almost half (573) of the country's
1,467 towns are without the services of a doctor, and almost one-third of
Korea's doctors (4,000 out of 13,139) are concentrated in one city, Seoul.
The government estimates that only 6,5$ of the rural population evor gots
modern medical attention.

6

One Christian answer to this challenge is to take medical services
to the country, Taegu Presbyterian Hospital's satellite system of subsidiary
country hospitals and mobile clinics pushes medical aid out from tho institu-
tional center in Korea's third largest city to where it is least available,
the rural countryside. An even more dramatic experiment in poor people's
low-cost medical service is the Koje Island project. With a minimum of
institutional investment and a maximum of community involvement, a resident
medical team of missionary and Korean doctors will provide help for the
isolated people on one of Korea's largest islands.
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o Frhira/Hon in Korea today shows perhaps more visibly than any other
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5, The Christian C oramunity in Korea continues its remarkable growth,

out-pacing even the population growth. There are now reported to be three

million Korean Christians* 2,250,000 Protestants and 800,000. Roman Catholics.

This is 10*5 of the population, Whereas ten yoars ago the Christian percentage

was estimated at only 7$.

foie Protestant community, in fact, has about doubled its size every

ten years since 1940, despite overwhelming obstacles. In the 1940s, though

faced first with Japanese shinto persecution and th^n with the division of

the peninsula, Protestants grew from 372,000 to over 600,000, In tho 1950s,

the obstacles were communist invasion from without and deadly schism from

within, but the church more than doubled, increasing from 600,000 to a

constituency of 1,340,000. In the 1960s the church, beset by the unaccustomed

corrosions of relative prosperity, nevertheless once again almost doubled

the size of its community from 1,340,000 in I960 to 2,250,000 at the end

of 1969. (10)
r*

, ....
Two out of every three Prostostants in Korea are Presbyterian

(1,478,388). But the divisions of the ’50s are still unhealed and United

Presbyterians (with their Southern Presbyterian and Australian Presbyterian

colleagues) are officially related to only one of the four major Posbyterian

bodies, that is, the Presbyterian Church in Korea. This is tho largest of

the Korean Presbyterian groups, reporting to the General Assembly a membership

of 253,638 communicants, and a registered constituency of 464,470.

One of the most important ecclesiastical events of 1969 the

decision of this church to rejoin the World Council of Churches. It had

left the Council ten years ago in a vain attempt to prevent internal schism.

Now, two of Korea’s four larger Presbyterian bodies belong to tho W.C.C.,

and the next decade may see a reduction of Korean Presbyterian divisions into

two major denominations* an evangelical, ecumenical Presbyterian church, and

an evangelical separatist group.

Another significant action was taken irt the area of church-mission

relations. In December the five-year- old Department of Cooperative Work was

reorganized into a Committee on Cooperation as the executive agency for

decisions involving the Korean church’s partnership in mission with its

three sister churches. The new structure is tied in more closoly to the

Korean General Assembly and increases Korean representation on the Committee

from 5038 to 708.

As tho decade drew to a close, Christmas Eve 1969 visibly reminded

the nation of the significant Christian presence in Korea—a minority, but

with a mission, and with a message that makos its impact all over the land,

even in the huge, half-secular, half- pagan city of Seoul. The mayor is not

a Christian. But he joined the Roman Catholic cardinal of Korea and the

pastor of Seoul’s largest Presbyterian church in public dedication of a great

Christmas tree in the City Plaza. 50,000 people jammed the square to watch

•the nationally televised ceremony—the lighting of the tree, the massed choirs

the carols of the birth of Christ, and the prayers for peace. It was a good

ending to the 1960s, but, more important, it was the beginning of tho 1970s.

— Samuel Hugh Moffett
Acting Commission Repro sentative
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The Presbyterian Thcolo- leal Seminary of Korea

Report to the Mission , 1971

The Presbyterian Theological Seminary of Korea celebra-

ted its seventieth anniversary year, 1971 >
with the election of a

new president, Dr. Rhee Jong-Sung, a new chairman of the Board,

Dr. Han Kyung-Chik, and with special lectures on Calvinism by Dr.

Edward Dowey'of Princeton Theological Seminary. Dr. Rhee, the

seminary 1 s tenth president has taken hold energetically, increasing

the Korean church's support of the budget, materially improving the

campus, and initiating an earnest search for a new generation ox

younger teachers.

Retirements and resignations during the year have made

the recruiting of new faculty members a matter of urgent priority.

Dr. Il-Seung Kay, the former president, and Dr. Francis Kinsler,

(United Presbyterian)
,

the school's senior professor
,_

retired.

Dr. Park Chang-Hwan, Academic Dean and Prof, of New Testament

volunteered for a two-year term as a missionary of the Korean

church to Indonesia, which is desperate for leadership to cope

with a church growth explosion there. Miss Dorothy Watson (Austra-

lian Presbyterian), of the Music Department, left for further
study in America. This leaves only thirteen full-time faculty.

Financially the school is going through a period of

transition from partial mission subsidy to full local ^support

.

A terminal cax>ital grant equal to ten years' subsidy i rom the

three supporting missions was received last year,^ making 1971

the first full year ox financial independence. The Korean church

is rising to the challenge and responded encouragingly with a

100$ increase in giving for the year. Its offerings for the -

seminary totaled $13, 440, which, though only 18/« 6-v we. budget (ox

which 46$ comes from student fees and 36$ from local investments)

nevertheless is a sign of an awakening rooogn-itiaaa in the church To

** its stewardship responsibility for its seminary.

Student enrollment is down slightly to 189, reflecting

a general decline In attendance at the country's major theological

schools. But the Graduate School under its new Dean, Dr. Han

Chul-Ha, has its largest enrollment ever, 18, and has added a

new department, Christian Education. The library now reports a

total of 14,000 volumes.

At commencement in February, 1972, it is expected

that there will be 80 graduates, 19 of them girls from the Christian

Education department. The Presbyterian church in Korea is growing

so fast it needs all the leadership the seminary can graduate.

But numbers are not enough. In 19^6 the seminary upgraded its^

academic requirement for the regular course to the colxege gradu-

ate level, xTsii and added the Graduate School. But scholarship is

not enough, either. The real challenge in the years ahead will be

to combine academic quality with a sense of mission, lest

the seminary become too city-centered; and social concern with

continuing evangelistic zeal, so that as the people of 'rod in

Korea multiply they may be led to grow also in faith a*id hope and love

Respectfully submitted,
Otto DeCamp (SHM)



SAMUEL HUGH MOFFETT

Annual Personal rieport. 1971-72

The missionary movement all over the world may be in crisis,

ana mission work may have its problems, but iurloughs, at least, are

better than ever. Ours began in Africa, chairing a three-day Conference
on Theological Education >orld Presbyterian Alliance at Mairobfe,

ntinued for five Mttikjji a Senior Scholar at Fitzwilliam and Westminster

GoU&gss in Cambridge working on the .'est Asia period of early Asiatic
church history, and finished up in Princeton where 1 commuted to New ieek

to lecture at Golumbla University* s ast Asian institute. But as always,

the best part of furlough seems to be getting back home to Korea.

Ghanges at the saninary include a vigorous new president. Dr.

iihee Jong- Sung, and a new chairman of the Board, Dr. Han Kyung-Ghik.

Enrollment is up from about 200 last year to 240 this year, most of the
increase being attributable to an enlargement of the non-degree preparatory
course of training for the pastoral -diiist^ry. The Graduate School-,

has also been enlarged, with new laster* s degrees offered in Christian

Education and Practical Theology, and X have gladly turned over the

Deanship to Dr. Han GhuL-Ha, acquiring in the process a new title,

Associate resident, ak, gives me responsibility for the seminary9 8 whole

program of graduate and research studies, including a proposed School of

Missions. My teaching schedule runs between six to eight hours a week,
with classes this year in Asian Ghurch History, Presbyterian Ghuroh History,

Ecumenic s, and one course for graduate students with what I fear is a

classic example of oveiw specialization, the History of Ghurch History.

Most of my Korean preaching this year has been in churches where my
pupils are student pastors.

Outside the saninary my major responsibilities are also in the

field of education as a member of the Board of Directors of three schools.

Prestigious fonsei University continues to expand its strategic role as

a pioneer in inproving the educational level of the whole country. Soongjon

University, with its intimate, historical ties with the Korean ’resbyterian

Gnuroh has successfully weathered a difficult merger of two colleges,

the United Presbyterian Soongsil Goliege, and the Southern Presbyterian

Taejon Gollege, but is still working out the pooplexities of administering

a divided campus program in two cities a hundred miles apart. Soongsil

High School, the third school, ftto tMM *absel - has never really recovered

from its refugee transplantation down from worth Korea, but has at least

kept alive. Affiliated with, but Independent froi M fonsei loan'

responsibility, is my rather nominal position as Ghairman of the Board

of the Ecumenical Graduate School of Theology, located on the fonsei campus.

Mors peripheral, but just as Interesting, have been such extra

assignments as teaching ai English Bible Glass for college students at

the XMGA (if Bible teaching can ever really be called "peripheral*

^

J s.f,^

k ^ working with the Korea Branch of the noyal Asiatic Gooiety as a council

member,, fee usual numberless and time-consuming rounds of other

committee and Board memberships, it is easy to fret anout wasted time at

these meetings. But God has always moved in mysterious ways and i never cease

to nartoel at and be encouraged by the way He takes our bluiidering rap busy-

through which to work His miracles of church growth and witness in Korea.

— Seoul
June 12, 1972
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1{?2 rteport

1972 was a broken year for the Presbyterian Theological Seminary
of Korea* A month and a half of martial law took the heart out of the
second semester* and when school resumed in December it was too late to
salvage much from the rest of the term* Nevertheless there is progress
to report^ .(UK ye**- 3 Ftae, j

The faculty will miss the Rev* John Brown* newly appointed as
Director of the Australian Presbyterian Jhurch 1 s Board of foreign i&ssions
(B.O.E.ii#A.R. )• but has been reenforced by the timely arrival of Dr. Gyrus
CBui-Sok) iioon (Th. D*, Dnory University) who will take his place in Old
Testament studies* and of Miss Gho S&k-Ja (M.K.E.* Princeton Seminary;
*•4 Gh. music* Southwest Baptist Sem* ) who will teach dhristian Education
and music* There are now 14 full-time faculty, of whom four have earned
doctorates* and 14 part-time lecturers* A new chairman of the Board has
just been elected, the Kev. Kim Kwang-Hyun succeeding Dr. Han Kyung-Ghik
who retires.

The school year started with a student body of 240 and ended with
232i 86 in the B*D. course for college graduates* 81 in the pastor1 s
course for graduates of regional seminaries* 48 in the Christian Education
college department* and 27 in the Graduate School. Better communication
between faculty and students has been stressed this year* aided by a pro-
grain of student counselling organized under the direction of Prof. Kim
Ta^.iOk. 78 will graduate in February* including 7 Th.M. candidates.

Two significant developments point to an increasing concern at
the seminary for the rural church which has not been adequately served by
its higher trained ministers. The regional night seminary in Seoul* at
Saemoonan Church, which has had a ministry to smaller churches in the central
area, has been brought into closer relationship to the seminary as a
H second division", under the seminary Beard* This year it graduated 65
students. Another step now under study may widen admission policies to
include a special one-year course leading to ordination for lay preachers
(chondosa) with more than ten years active pastoral experience. Something
along this line will have to be done* forced partly by the needs of hundreds
of unpastored country churches* and partly by an incipient separatist move,
merit among the lay preachers themselves. Also projected for 1973 is the
opening of a School of .Assions.

Financially the school has had difficulty adjusting to the realities
of self-support since the cut-off of the annual mission subsidy. 50$ of its
budget comes from student fees; income from investment of its terwyear termi-
nal grant is a little below the estimates, and it regularly overestimates
the support it will receive from the Korean church. Nevertheless* there is
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every year a steady, encouraging increase of about $2, 500 a year in
giving from the Korean churches which sent $15»000 to the school in

1972, a sum equal to its former mission subsidy.

i»t"ihis year as alway Âthe seminary^ greatest assets
are not financial but are rather the zeal and commitment of its
students who regularly on weekends, in city slum and country villages,
put their studies into actual practice, and the outreach of its
2000 alumni, eighty of them as chaplains spearheading a revival in

the Korean military, eight of them as foreign missionaries, and all

of them in ways large and small serving the Lord.

Respectfully submitted.

E. Ottoji DeGamp
(per S.H.M.)



PERSONAL REPORT: June 1972-73

Samuel Hugh Moffett

The year began with the loss of an old friend, Elder

Suh Pyong-Ho. Son of the oldest Korean Protestant family, and

first Korean infant baptized as a Protestant, he was always a

visible reminder of how young the Korean church with which we

work really is.

His father was in the seminary’s first graduating

class of seven students in 1907. Since then over three thousand

have graduated to serve the Lord in this land. This year s

graduating class numbered 77* Of that first class, one was sen

as a missionary to far-off Cheju-do. They go even farther to-

day. Because of the increasing number of Korean foreign mission-

aries, and the church's continuing awareness of its world-wide

mission, I was asked to open an Institute of Missions at the

seminary. It began this spring with a series of special lectures

on mission. The first lecturer was Dr. Peter Beyerhaus, pro-

fessor of missions at Tubingen University. The second series,

in May, wxx featured lecturers from the church, including Ur.

George L. Paik, the church historian and former president of

Yonsei University, and the Rev. Pang Chi-11, who was the last

Presbyterian missionary to leave communist China. The third

series, in May, was by members of our own faculty.

I continue to teach Asian Church History, Presbyterian

Church History, and Current Trends in World Mission in addition

to my administrative responsibilities as Associate President.

This involves the school's graduate studies program, including

a new Institute of Korean Church History under the direction of

the Rev. Kim Kwang-Soo, nephew of the late church historian,

the Rev. Kim Yang-Sun.

Outside the focus of the seminary, committee and

board responsibilities at Yonsei and Soongjon Universities,

the Korean National Council of Churches, Korea World Vision,

the Korean Christian Literature Society, Yonsei 's Institute

of Urban Studies and Development, and the United Graduate

School of Theology at Yonsei, as well as a proposed Center for

Asian Theological Studies, are all Important reminders that

theological education is not an end in itself but must continue

to reach out through the church into the world.

My official contact with the Korean church is through

Seoul presbytery which will celebrate its 100th meeting May 15*

Somewhat grudgingly coming to terms with the new

emphasis on six-continent missions, I have found myself flying

back and forth to church conferences in California last fall,

and being elected to thil Board of Trustees of a Presbyterian

college in the state of Washington this spring, Whitworth College.

But the focus remains Korea, and the call is still to Korea,

and the Lord be thanked for another year In this land of open

doors and continuing challenge.
Res'

Hugh

ted,

ffett
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SAMUEL HUGH MOFFETT
Personal Report

June 1973 — June 1974

The year 1973-74 has been one of the busiest and one of
the most rewarding of all the nearly nineteen years that I have been
back in Korea, despite major problems facing both ration and church.

Missionary Conference where in a day of supposedly declining missionary
interest almost 15# 000 college students gave up four days of their
Christmas vacation to talk, think, eat and sleep missions during which
twice as many volunteered for missions as at the same conference three
years ago. The second largest single denominational group was
Presbyterian.

bytorian Theological Seminary which, under its president, Rhee Jong-
Sung, is having one of its best years since the Korea War. Last year
enrollment was 318. This year the number has shot up to 409, and if
students at its related night school in the Saemoonan Church are
counted that would add another 300, waking a staggering grand total
of over 700. Bat 'This stretches the faculty rather thin], My church
history courses have included this year History of the Church in Asia,
Presbyterian Church History, Contemporary Missions, Eouraenics and
History of Church History. The seminaryf s Institute of Missions, of
which X am Director, has held missionary conferences, helped to
start a class on church growth at the seminary, and will soon publish
a Korean translation of Dr. Ralph Winter1 s "The 25 Unbelievable Years".

Missions I have helped in the launching of a nerw venture, ACTS (The
Asian Center for Theological ^Studies and Mission) and have been
asked to serve as Director for the first two years. It is an
evangelical, interdenominational, international post— seminary
program of research and writing and seminars (in English, the inter-
national language) focussed on Asia and the Christian mission to
Asia. Representatives from fivo major Protestant seminaries are
cooperating officially, and another unofficially. Dr. Han Kyung-
Chik is president of the Doard, Dr. John Cho of the Seoul Theological
Seminary is secretaiy. Dr. Elmer Kilboumo of OMS International is
Treasurer, I am Director, and Dr, Han ChuL-Ha of our seminary is the
Dean and Assoc. Director. It is the first sustained effort at
cooperation in theological education at the conservative end of
the Korean Protestant denominational spectrum, ranging from our
own position in the center all the way to the volatile right, but
stressing a non- separatist, cooperative position. campus is
the old orld Vision compound at Sodaonunj it opaned May 1 with
14 students (Korean and American) of whom some soon discovered they
were not equipped for lectures in English. This 3fall it hooes to
have its first Chinese and Japanese students. The special J*l|
lectureship (Sept. 2 to 13) will be a series on Church Grmr+.h hv

The highlight of 1973 was speaking at the Urbana Student

My major assignment is as associate president of the Pres-

As a logical extension of the work of the Institute of
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deport to the Korea Mission. 1974

in many ways the pattern of events at lonsei University in
1#74 was merely an extension and intensifysation of the recent past.
It could also be called a reflection of the national picture as a whole.
In either way* two series of events dominated the picture of the year
and* by so dominating* tend to obscure the solid accomplishments and
steady work in other area3.

The first* the longest lasting* the most serious of events
i® related to the emergency decrees of January* 1974. Under the de-
crees* tw> professors (Prof. Ohan-kuK Giro, Dean of Theology* arid Dr.
Dong-gil Kim* Professor of History and brother of tne president of Ewha
Women1 e University) and fifteen students were sentenced to long terras in
Jail. The university has done all it can. sending gifts* keeping
teachers on the pay-roll and the students on * leave" status despite
pressure to drop both as "convioted criminals". It continually re-
quested the ministry of education and other offices for pardons, While
maintaining such low-key pressure* Dr. Paxic. the president, has tended
to avoid the public proclamation, believing that the quiet approach is
more affective, The vexy quietness of his approach* however, has
earned him criticism from some for being unconcerned.

although the spring terra was one of the quietest in recent
years, with virtually no interruption of study* anti-government demon-
strations broke out again in the fall and there were repeated inter-
ruptions to tne point where there was some question as to whether or
not the school year coulu be finished. The Ministry of Education was
said to be seriously considering a drastic cut ir premitted enrollment
for Xonsaa. and a few other Hroubfeesotue” schools. ..hat the new year
will bring no one can tell* but the prospects were not bright for
quiet studies.

The other serious disturbance was the agitation to oust Dr.

Tae-Sun Park as President of the University. The spark was tbs loss of
the annual ionseb.Korea Univeraity games in the last days of September.

The real cause* however* was apparently the activities of a group of
alumni who hoped to take control of the university. Dr. Pane took a

number of steps to meet the extensible complaints of students and
faculty* and the agitation died down* whether because the complaints
were answered or oecauee they were lost in the larger issue of anti-

government demonstrations, it remains to be seen whether the issue
will be revived in the future. Some of the alumni have been demanding

a radical reduction of missionary and church representation on the

Board of directors to make place for alumni representatives, a move
that is feared 'ey many as destroying the broad base of support the

university has enjoyed and making it the political plaything of 4>the

alumni-

positive
On the uore pa*aiU o side, the academic and medical programs
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continue to serve the oeople of Korea, improving inequality

and quantity. The Urban institute, the aduoation Institute, the

Medical Center, the Graduate School of Education, the College of

Home Soonomiosj-the Law Institute have all be«i deeply involved in

a vide variety^iblic service projects. The latest is the L«?al

Counselling Center, opened in a ohuroh on the edge of the South Oats

Market area, to serve the legal needs of the poor, and to find out

what those needs really are. Medical and dental service teams go

out on alternate weekends to doctorless and dentistless villages

to provide free examination and oare. The University granted some

$>00,000 worth of scholarship aid in 197^, and another $400,000

worth of free medical care.

Academically, the continuing emphasis on up-grading the

faculty has strengthened many of the departments, while on the

spiritual side, the beautiful new Luce Chapel, completed in

September, provides new space and a far more attractive setting

for the religious activities of the university. Concurrent with

the opening of the new chapel was the unseating of former Bishop

Whan-Sin Lee as minister cf the University Church. He isa devoted

soul, but at the age of 75 was not able to minister to the needs

of the university ocrarminity as effectively as the able young

chaplain, toe aev. Kee-Jun Lee, who is bringing new life into

toe congregation.

Many shadows loom in toe year aw ahead# must expect

continuing unrest among students on both national and diversity

issues. The financial situation is serious, especially for toe

medical owiter. Alumni agitation for more power is continuing and

could threaten the whole nature of toe university. Despite these

shadows, however, there is hope in the dedicated leadership °*

Park, in the devotion of wany of the Board members, in toe contri-

bution of many of the alumni, in the growing strength of the

faculty, in the dedicated service of the staff, and above all In

toe continuing care of our Lord, who rules and overrules in ail

our affairs.

ftespectfully aibmitted.

Samuel H. Moffett (per HOU)



GAMUfiL HUGH MOFFETT
Personal Report

June 1973 — June 197**

The year 1973-7** has been one of the busiest and one of
the most rewarding of all the nearly nineteen years that X have been
back in Korea, despite major problems facing both nation and church.

The highlight of 1973 was speaking at the Urbana Student
Missionary Conference where in a day of supposedly declining missionary
interest almost 15,000 college students gave up four days of their
Christmas vacation to talk, think, eat and sleep missions during which
twice as many volunteered for missions as at the same conference three
years ago. The second largest single denominational group was
Presbyterian.

My major assignment is as associate president of the Pres-
byterian Theological Seminary which, under its president, Rhee Jong-
Sung, is having one of its best years since the Korea ar. Last year
enrollment was 318* This year the number has shot up to 409, and if
students at its related night school in the Saemoon^n Church are
counted that would add another 300, making a staggering grand total
of over 700. 'dmt this stretches the faculty rather thin. My church
history courses have included this year History of the Church in Asia,

Presbyterian Church History, Contemporary Missions, Scunenics and
History of Church History. The seminary* s Institute of Missions, of
which I am Director, has held missionary conferences, helped to

start a class on church growth at the seminary, and 'iri.ll soon publish
a Korean translation of Dr. Ralph Winter 1 s "The 25 Unbelievable Years”.

As a logical extension of the work of the Institute of
Missions I have helped in the launching of a new venture, ACTS (The
Asian Center for Theological Studies and Mission) and have been
asked to serve as~Director for the first two years, it is an
evangelical, interdenominational, international post-6binary
program of research and writing and seminars (in English, the inter-
national language) focussed on Asia and the Christian mission to

Asia. Representatives from five major Protestant seminaries are
cooperating officially, and another unofficially. Dr. Han Kyung-
Chik is president of the ooarct, Dr. John Cho of the Seoul Theological
Seminary is secretary, Dr. timer Kilbourne of CMS International is
Treasurer, I an Director, and Dr, Han Chul-Ha of our seminary is the
Dean and Assoc. Director, it is the first sustained effort at

cooperation in theological education at the conservative end of
the Korean Protestant denominational spectrum, ranging from our
own position in the center all the way to the volatile right, but
stressing a non- separatist, cooperative position, campus is
the old orld Vision compound at Sodaonun; it opened May 1 with
14 students (Korean and American) of whom some soon discovered they
were not equipped for lectures in Ehglish. This Ifall it hopes to
have its first Chinese and Japanese students. The special
lectureship (Sept. 2 to 13) will be a series on Church Growth by
Dr. Donald McGavran of Fuller Theological Seminary, to which the
missionary community is invited for a modest fee.



annual personal report

The adventure of faith this past year in Korea has been more varied

and has led down more new paths than I dreamed a year ago#

At the Presbyterian Seminary I began the fall terra as principal of

the kindergarten, while at the same time teaching a course to graduate

students in the department of Christian Education on '‘Communicating the

Gospel." At mid-term martial law was declared, closing the schools,

including the seminary# They did not re-open until the Spring term

of the new year.

During the mid-term winter vacation it was my pleasure to help plan

and bring into being some improved and expanded facilities at the seminary,

including a snack and coffee shop, a lounge and a number of improvements

in the student dining room.

Since September I have been working with several seminary Christian

Education students in a ministry among slum dwellers in Mapo district. “!*

There are over 5000 people crowded together in a depressed area known as

Mangwondong, inside the banks of the Han river. After considerable diffi-
culty, a small multi-purpose building has been constructed in the village.

It houses a middle school, a Bible Club, a once-a-week medical and dental

clinic and may serve other needs as well. I have become principal of

that school as well.

In addition I teach two English Bible classes, one sponsored by the

Presbyterian Women's Organization for any women who wish to attend,

and one for University-age young people at the Y.M.C.A. Sam and I share

the responsibility of the "Y" class.

Other areas of involvement include voluntary tutoring of one young
pastor in English almost daily for a month or two, a heavy volume of
correspondence with churches and persons interested in Chrisian mission
work in Korea, homemaking, entertaining and participation in the life and
ministry of a busy husband.

I am a member of the Board of Directors of Seoul Woman's College,
Posung Girls' Middle and High Schools and Soong Eui Girls' Middle and
High Schools. I am a member of the Outreach Committee of Seoul Union Church.

I continue to thank God for good health, for a happy home, for family,
friends and Christian co-workers with whom we share this great commission.



„ he Presbyterian Theological Hem* nary of Korea

Heport to the HIbbIqu , 1771

'Vh9 Presbyterian Theological : amine ry of Korea celebra-

ted its seventieth anniversary year, 1971. with the election of a

new president. Dr. Hhee Jtlf-Soiv, e new oh;.;.men of the board.

Dr. Hen Kyung-Cblk, and with spoolal leatarea an ivinlsm by br.

Kdnard • *y of Prinoetoa Theological ..-.ns inary. r. uiiee, the

seroincry’s tenth precldent has t*k«n hold energetically, increasing

the Korean cturcb’a support of the budget, materially Improving the

oampu 3 ,
and Initiating an earnest search for a new generation of

younger taftohern#

Retirements and resignations during the year have raaae

the recruiting of m sully -wt- -e t urgent priority.

Dr. II- our.-*, Key, the ferae*" president, and Dr. Crenels ulnster,

(united PresbyterIan) ,
the school's senior proiosoor retir.rd.

Dr. park ^heng-^-fna, .
’

• is •» « *®f« of iewTeatameat

volunteered for a two-year term as a missionary of the -yorc tt“

church to Indonesia, which Is desperate for leadership to oope

with a church growth explosion there. Piles Dorothy atson Uuetr«-

Han Fro^Jttrl&a ) . of the ueio ^©papt^.enti left ior

stuoy in Anerioa. This leaves only thirteen full-time faculty.

hlTifcnolnlly the school is geing through a period of

transnion from partial clsslrr euh-pldy to full local support.

A terotinfcl capital grant aqual to ten years* subsidy fro® tn#

three supporting missions vas r^o^ived last y^*r, nms.nr 19/1

the first full year of financial Independence. The Korean church

Is rising to the challenge and responded enocurcginely with a

100# laorease in . lvln - for the year. Ita
1

ofr ®^ 1 ' J

Q
b

.,

f
f
r

Inary led i,,- '

,
1 V. iW/' **

*

t
.
bfaf?S*£.\

whloh H6# oomes fro* student fees and 3<>,i fron 1 Investment^

nevertheless It '* sign of an vakenir n, . in -he ohurch tr

ita stewardship responsibility for its aerr.inery#

student enrollawat is down slightly to 1^9 »
reflecting

a frawan 1 daollas in atl woe il thi country 1
! Hjtr th«oio°ic f i

schools. ut the Graduate School under its new lean, Ur,.
Han

Chul-fa. h« a Ice largest enrollment ever, 1*, rr.d 'len auded e

new dapartaant, Christian Education. The library now reports e

total of lb‘,000 /rluKif-8.

t oorm <-'ticerent in ±2$ February, 1972, it is
. .

that there will be flo graduates, 19 of them girls from the Christian

Education dei**rtrv*nt . The r^r yt- *i'*n : J"»mh in or?s is growing

Be f t. it needs all the leadership the seminary osn mraouate.

rut numbers are n t enough. In 1906 th« *s-i*inrry

Bonder- la rccuir^ment for the regular course to the ooi lege gradu-

ate level, hale and ended the f'reduite frhnol. «ut scholarship Is

not eaou h, either. Vhe real challenge i» tts IWW.alyl wlU
to o Thine academic ui llty with a sense oi xglKltul mission, left"

the seminary become too city-oentered; and social concern wl

continuing evangelistic zeal, so that ss the eo.l<» o* od 1

Koree ultlply th*y F*?.y br*? ,ed tr rrow c lso in iaith and hope srvL '&**-

ieapeotfully submitted,
i . : t tn . ! : f : ( 1



SAM AND EILEEN MOFFETT
SEOUL , KOREA

*

Our major center of responsibility as your
missionaries in Korea is the training of Christian leaders
for one of the fastest-growing churches in the world. The
Korean Protestant churches double their membership every
ten years. Our work at the Presbyterian Theological
Seminary of Korea is to train leaders of the church in the
Word of God who need not be ashamed of their academic
qualifications, who radiate with Christian love for all
the people o i Korea, high and low, and who can speak
winningly and boldly of Jesus Christ as personal Lord'd
and Saviour. It is one of the largest seminaries in Asia.

Sam, who has been Dean of the Graduate School
at the Seminary since 1966, has just been made Associate
President. He teaches courses in Church History and Missions.
Eileen is related to the Department of Christian Education,
with its 60 women students, and has just been asked to head
up the Kindergarten which the seminary conducts as a service
to its neighborhood, and as a training laboratory for the
girls.

Put of course, the Lord*s work in Korea is not
limited to the beminary. We are on the Boards of Directors
of three Christian colleges here, and two Christian High
Schools. We teach an English Bible class for college
students at the Y.M.C.A. We deal daily with emergency needs
for the poor and the sick, and even find time to preach
occasionally to the American servicemen and military
dependents in Korea.

There is so much to do, and so few missionaries
these days to do it. We are more grateful than we can
say for your prayers and support.
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Some things never change. The first regular

meeting of Seoul Station (which was then also the entire

Mission) aM-^th roo- momb or o of— was held almost 90 years

aero, July 13, 1885* The station met, elected officers, reed

a letter from New York asking it to cut back on the budget

because of a financial crisis, and then adjourned— "there

being no further business to transact”, wrote the secretary.

The main bus5 ness concerny' of the

year ^didn't get into the minutes. That was the attitude of

the Kopqqh government toward Christian missionaries and

Christian work. T4a.e -r^ad^n^e was vacillating uncertainly between
A

a policy of prohibiting Christianity as politically dangerous,

on the one hand, and welcoming it as a national asset, on the

other.
A
There was no real persecution^ JPhere hadn't been for

Ithe uncertainties as to what the governmen t

eighteen years, since 186y] Butradded Ato %%&*£"£§[£& amount of

harassment and intimidation, effectively curtailed Christian

freedom a*d action^ That was ninety years ago. History tells

us that when the Korean government finally opted for more rather

than less freedom, not only the church but also the wh*»le nation

benef itted.

But some things change a great deal. She—s4«e-of—fehe

mi-se4r©nai?y-4^>ree j-^or-e*ampTre. In 1885 there were just three

missionaries. The two wives didn't count, or if they did at

least they didn't vote. Ninety years later Seoul could boast

32 mi oe* or in p fftllowshlo that now not only included
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voting wives and^ woman chairman of the Mission, but also

volunteers and direct-hire associates. This represents c*

comforting increase in missionary personnel of about 100C>,

but before we congratulate ourselves too soon, it might be

well to look at the figures more closely. If we used today

the stricter definitions of that earlier day, putting asunder

that which God has Joined together (in other words, excluding

wives, associates, etc.), vie have in Seoul station only 9

(perhaps 11) missionaries to match the 3 in 1885- That is

a disappointing increase of only 6 or 8 in ninety years.

And if we take figures from fifty years asro, we have not only

not increased, we have almost disappeared. At its peak in

1926/2? the mission had 173 missionaries, counting everybody.

Today we have 47. Excluding associates, as the official

minutes did then, the ratio is even more one-sided: l62^to

28 today. Seoul station had 43 out of the 173 *n 1926, and

28 out of 47 today.

It is becoming fashigonable to accept the decline

in missionary personnel inevitable or even to approve it

as a healthy development. The point is debatable. xhe
"

3 54 ^
decrease in ti^=numb^p--of Seoul (missionarie s) from 43 to ^

might indeed be excused if, for example, it meant a better

distribution of missionaries elsewhere in the peninsula. But

precisely the opposite is true. Fifty years a^o onxy 26$ of

the missionary force was in Seoul; today the figure is 72$

(or 60$ if the inclusive flmre is used).

The decrease would be acceptable, also, ii it came

es the result of a careful assessment of the situation by the
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churchy 8 1 home, sensing a lessiner of need In Korea and there-

fore reducing the number here for redeployment elsewhere. But

©gain the facts are otherwise. The churches at home apparently

continue to see unmet needs in K^rea, for there are more

Protestant missionaries in Korea now than ever. Theee were

some 525 in 1926, and 645 or so today. While United Presbyteri-

ans were subtracting 126 missionaries from their mission,

other missions added iS&xfcaxkfta enough to make up for that

loss plus 120 more besides. And the 126 fewer United Presby-
workers

terians in Korea did not mean more elsewhere. The decline has

been worldwide.

The best rationale, of course, for reducing the

number of missionaries in Seoul station would be that there

is no longer the same urgency for missionary outreach and work,

that the missionaries have accomplished the task, and now the

strong and vital Korean Presbyterian church can do what remains

to be done alone.

In some ways it can. If all of us in Seoul station

were picked up and deported tomorrow, it would not, I am afraid,

be the total calamity to the Christian cause in Kcrea that our

sensitive egos would like to think. The vacuum would hardly

be noticed on the floor of the General Assembly, for example.

Among all its 353 commissioners last September there were only

three missionaries. Forty years ago missionaries were 32 out

of 192. Nor would the deportation make much difference in the

pulpits of Seoul's 1600 Protestant churches. Scarcely a single

missionary today regularly preaches from any one Korean pulpit.

Takeaway just one Korean congregation— the 15,000 member

Younemak Presbvterian church--and it would be missed ever so much
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more than all of Seoul station combined. Is there then any

real Justification for hanging; on so stubbornly as a missionary

presence in Seoul?

The fact of the matter is that as the station

declines the needs increase. The population explosion has

seen to that. Ninety years ago there were about 150,000

people in Seoul. Today there are almost six million. Fifty

years ago there were about 300,000 non-Christians in Seoul.

are 1? times as many unbelievers,
Today there^almost five and a half million. Seoul 1 s needs

today are greater than ever before—for evangelism, education

and medicine, for Justice and freedom and truth--above all for

-ft* cviA ,

Jesus Christ. Fven 9 Korean church, growth rate of 10# is not
r\ x

enough of itself to begin to cope with so great a complexity

of needs. And it ill becomes a* American Protestant!**

constitute^ 6-0# of the American population yet still complain^

of unmet needs
y
to say that when Korea is 7# Protestant the

mission is completed and the Korean church can be abandoned

to solve its own problems. That, says Bishop Stephen Neill,

is not world mission but n a descent into the snakepit of

ecclesiastical nationalism”.

Because Christ is not limited by national boundaries,

and because he sends his disciples across all barriers wherever

there is human need, Seoul station still exists. It is ninety

years old, but alive and well and not about to abandon the

city and its six million. As the needs have increased and

grown more complex, so has the station's ministry and witness.

Otto BeCarnp reaches more people with the gospel in one day

through the radio network he founded and directs, the Christian
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Broadcasting Systeip, than all the missionaries probably

in all the first seventy years of the mission's history. Kern

Spencer is also in mass media communications, helping: the

church find new ways of presenting Christ to thousands through

his work with KAVCO, the Korean NCC ' s Audio-Visual Committee#

In a closely related field, Handy Sice Includes translating and

editing for the Korean Christian Literature Society ^mong V is

many diversified duties#

Seoul city's growing pains have opened up whole new

clusters of problems right at the station's doorsteps—-^lum

ghettoes, prostitution, labor relations, population control,

poverty and social injustice^-and missionaries have not been

slow to meet the new challenge. Sue Eice, with the Girls'

Welfare Association works with prostitutes; Eileen Moffett with

the poorest of the poor in Seoul's worst-smelling slum; Vonita

Spencer with the blind--the blind spiritually as well as

physically. The Joneses (Dave and Linda) have been concerned

with justice for laborers and the oppressed in an urban

ministries program; and nov: the Basingers have come with

valuable experience in social welfare. Eleanor Van x^ierop,

Pat Eeltie and Coffee VTorth have brought life and hope to

mixed-blood teen-agers and orphans and the cripplingly retarded.

Many have visited prisoners, and prayed with them. George

Worth, borrowed by the Population Council, battles against the

spiral of population expansion that is impoverishing *si&.

Another whole segment of the station, almost half in

fact (Underwoods, Urquhart, Moffetts, Jacobs, Van Lierop,

Stanleys, Nelsons, Maclver, Haspels, Meisner) are in education.

It was not a erood v«ar for schools in Korea. But the schools
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remain, as Explo *74 so dramatically demonstrated last summer,

a critically Important frontier for Christian evangelism. Ihey

have sOm proved to be a frontier of progress in human rights,

as well. Seoul station members are related as faculty or

trustees to more than educational institutions, ranging

from kindergarten to universities, and Eifcle clubs to seminaries

representing an enrollment of over 80,000 students.

Add a couple of girls, our youngest recruits (Ha gel-,

ganz and Hewitt) who work and witness with American servicemen

in Seoul; and Marion Shaw who ties it all together with her

typewriter from the mission office on the 8th floor of the

Christian Center Building—and you have a bird's-eye view of

Seoul station in the year 197^.

To summarize what the station seemed to be saying

in its personal reports: 197^ was a year of spiritual renewal

and political pressure; a year of purification for the church

and "faith intensif ication" for us all; a year of commitment

to Jesus Christ and to one another in ways that broke down

the old walls between social service end evangelism and let

us see the gospel deep and see it whole; a year that still

calls Presbyterians to world mission and Christian unity.

— Samuel H. Moffett
February 10, 1975
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S. Moffett

Some things never change. The first regular

meeting of Seoul Station (which was then also the entire

Mission*) n il tihrrr rrmh^e—of—140 was held almost 90 years

ago, July 13, 1885. The station met, elected officers, read

a letter from New York asking it to cut back on the budget

because of a financial crisis, and then adjourned— "there

being no further business to transact", wrote the secretary.

The main bu s ine s

s

r » rid

i

concern /^of* the

year didn't get into minutes. That was the attitude oi

the Korooft government toward Christian missionaries and

Christian work. Tho^raiooe^was vacillating uncertainly between * cU-k*,

”ttT

ci policy 0f prohibiting Christianity as politically dangerous,
^ ftcUiuRr

on the one hand, and^welcom$H£ it as a national asset, on tne

li *0kfa. ifat - , , , ^ , «

other. There was no real persecution* jZnere hadn t been i or
A

ithe unc ertalnt^ gg as to .what the government^
eighteen years, since 186$] Bufi^ added to ijfBKMaCis amount of

harassment and intimidation, effectively curtailed Christian

^

1

1 VwaS-J Wkoa-i,, cwi At* Cv-vvi a
tt a ^ __ ^ ^

freedom,aUSt^Eo 1: 1 on
^

That was ninety years ago. History tells

us that when the Korean government finally opted for more rather

than less freedom, not only the church but also the whole nation

benef itted.

Some things change a great deal. The—sino of t+re

r î-e oionory fepoo* fo r, cxwioW . I*1- 1885 there were just three

missionaries. The two wives didn't count, or if they did, at

least they didn't vote. Ninety years later Seoul could boast

32 missionaries in a fellowship that now not only included
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voting wives anAHwoman chairman of the Mission, but also a !•(. ^ -h- 1

volunteers and direct-hire associates. This represents a

comforting increase in missionary personnel of about 1000^^

b*t Before we congratulate ourselves too soon, it might be

well to look at the figures more closely. If we used today

the stricter definitions of that earlier day, putting asunaer

that which God has Joined together (in other words, excluding

wives, associates, etc.), we have in Seoul station only 9

(perhaps 11) missionaries to match the 3 in 1885. That is

a disappointing increase of only 6 or 8 in ninety years.

And if we take figures from fifty years ago, we have not only

not increased, we have almost disappeared. At its peak in

1926/27 the mission had 173 missionaries, counting everybody.

Today we have 47. Excluding associates, as the official^

minutes did then, the ratio is even more one-sided: l62^to

2#* today. Seoul station had 43 out of the 173 in 19
• ° nd

2£ out of 47 today.

It is becoming fashionable to accept the decline

in missionary personnel as Inevitable or even to approve

as a healthy development. The point is debatable, ^ The

decrease in Seoul (
missionaries) from 43 to '4f

might indeed be excused if, foc->e*rirp4e ,
it meant a better

distribution of missionaries elsewhere in the peninsula. But

precisely the opposite is true. Fifty years ago only 26# of

the missionary force was in Seoul; today the figure is 70,°.

Jv lA(\U ^ ^ ^

The decrease would be acceptable, also, if it came

ss the result of a careful assessment of the situation by the

cy
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church« at home ^senstn* a lesslng of need in Korea and there-

fore reduci** the number here for redeployment elsewhere. But

again the facts are otherwise. The churches at home apparently

continue to see unmet needs in Korea, for there are more

Protestant missionaries in Korea now than ever. V-ete were

some 525 in 1926, and 645 or so today. While United Presbyteri-

ans were subtracting 126 missionaries from their jswr mission,

VWa\£ _ ,, .

other missions added i&ftxfcaxfcfeg enough to make up for that

loss *plbHy 120 more besides . And the 126 fewer United Presby-
^ workers

terlans^ln Korea did not mean more elsewhere. The^decllne has

been worldwide.

The best rationale, of course, for reducing the

number of missionaries in Seoul station would be that there

is no longer the same urgency for missionary outreach and work,

that the missionaries have accomplished the task, and now the

strong and vital Korean FiiscbytnHw church can do what remains

to be done alone.

In some ways it can. If all of us in Seoul station

were picked up and deported tomorrow, it would not, I am afraid,

be the total calamity to the Christian cause in Korea that our

sensitive egos would like to think. The vacuum would hardly

be noticed on the floor of the General Assembly,

Among all its 353 commissioners last September there were only

three missionaries. Forty years ago missionaries Awe re 32 out

of 192. Nor would the deportation make much difference in the

pulpits of Seoul's 1600 Protestant churches. Goo rooly* a single

m1 regularly preaches from any one Korean pulpit, if—

Take away just one Korean congregation— the 15 ,000 member

Younenak Presbyterian church--and it would be missed ever so much
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more than all of Seoul station combined. Is there then any

real justification for hanging on so stubbornly as a missionary

presence in Seoul?

The fact of the matter is that as the station

declines the needs increase. The population explosion J

sees to that. Ninety years ago there were about 150,000

people in Seoul. Today there are almost six million, i- if ty

years ago there were about 300,000 non-Christians in Seoul.

are 1? times as many unbelievers,

Today there.almost five and a half million. Seoul s^needs

are greater than ever before**^ evangelism, education
v i a ivUiU

and medicine* justice and freedom and truth.-ftbove all^r

Jesus Christ. Even a Korean church growth rate of 10# is not

enough of itself to begin to cope with so great a complexity

of needs. And it ill becomes an American Protestanttowm whiatowL.

constitute/? 60$ of the American population yet still complain^

j o t n or

d

n to say that when Korea is 7% Protestant the

mission is completed and the Korean church can be abandoned

to solve its own problems. That, says Bishop Stephen Neill,

is not world mission but "a descent into the snakepit of

ecclesiastical nationalism".

Because Christ is not limited by national boundaries,

and because he sends his disciple s across^! ! barriers
^ ,/ _

there is human need, Seoul station still exists^ It is ninety

years old, but alive and well and not about to abandon the

city and its six million. As the needs have increased and
<~j fv\

f
Urltu £tui\ b it, Clo+dS LUu« t VnAjl JL>

grown more complex, so has the station's ministry and witness,
A

Otto DeCamp reaches more people with the gospel in one dciy

through the radio network he founded and directs, the Christian
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Broadcasting System, than all the missionaries probably

in all the first seventy years of the mission's history, hem

Spencer is also in mass media communications, helpine the

church find new ways of presenting Christ to thousands through

his work with KAVCO, the Korean NCC ' s Audio-Visual Commiii®».

In a closely related field, Handy Hice Includes translating and

editing for the Korean Christian Literature Society among his

many diversified duties,

Seoul city's growing pains have opened up whole new

clusters of problems right at the station's doorsteps— slum

ghettoes, prostitution, labor relations, population control,

poverty and social injustice,-and missionaries have not been

slow to meet the new challenge. Sue Rice, with the Girls'

Welfare Association works with prostitutes; Eileen Moffett with

the poorest of the poor in Seoul's worst-smellins slum; Vonita

Spencer with the blind— the blind spiritually as well as

physically. The Joneses (Dave and Linda) have been concerned

with justice for laborers and the oppressed in an urban

ministries program; and now the Basingers have come with

valuable experience in social welfare. Eleanor Van Lierop,

Pat Keltle and Coffee Worth have brought life and hope to

mixed-blood teen-agersg-ers and orphans and the crlpplingly retarded.

wui wl t lAi't 'idad.i**.

Many have visited prisoners, and
A
p*ey«*^*i-*h thest. George

Worth/ borrowed by the Population Council, battles against the

spiral of population expansion that is impoverishing Asia.

Another whole segment of the station, almost half in

fact (Underwoods, Urquhart, Moffetts, Jacobs, ^an Lierop,

Stanleys, Nelsons, Maclver, Haspels, Neisner) are in education.

It was not a good year for schools in Korea. But the schools
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remain, as Explo '7^ so dramatically demonstrated last summer,

a critically Important frontier for Christian evangelism. They

have proved to be a frontier of progress in human rights,

as well. Seoul station members are related as faculty or

trustees to more than zxo educational lnstitu tlons ,
ranging

from kindergarten to universities, and Pible clubs to seminaries,

representing an enrollment of over 80, COO students.

Add a couple of girls, our youngest recruits (Hagel-

ganz and Hewitt) who work and witness with American servicemen

in Seoul; and Marion Shaw who ties it all together with her

typewriter from the mission office on the 8th floor of the

Christian Center Building—and you have a bird's-eye view of

Seoul station in the year 197^-*

To summarize what the station seemed to be saying

in its personal reports: 197^+ was a year of spiritual renewal

and political pressure; a year of purification for the church

and "faith intensification" for us all; a year of commitment

to Jesus Christ and to one another in ways that broke down

the old walls between social service and evangelism and let

us see the gospel deep and see it whole; a year that still

calls Presbyterians to world mission and Christian unity.

Samuel H. Moffett
February 10, 1975



SAMUEL HUGH MOFFETT

( Personal Report , 1974-75 )

Although the general prospect for missions in Korea has deteri-

orated during the year, in my own work the twelve months from June

1974 to June 1975 have been unusually busy and satisfying. As a

matter of fact my work has doubled, for I have just as many classes

as before at the Presbyterian Theological Seminary (as Associate

Dirontor and professor of church history), but at the same time have

taken on another responsibility as Director of the Asian Center for

Theological Studies and Missions (ACTS)

I am enjoying the new challenge and the stimulating contrast in

these two very different but mutually complementary institutions of

theological education. The seminary is old and established and well-

organized, with the largest enrollmo'it we have had since the schism

of 1959— some 535 students on the main campus. ACTS is a new experiment

in po st- seminary training, with never more than eleven registered

students in this its first year of operation. The seminary is focussed

on Korea and the pastorate. ACTS focusses on Asia and missions. The

seminary is national^Presbyterian, with teaching in Korean. ACTS is

international—four different nationalities, and eight different denomi-

nations so far— and the language is English. Both are crucially needed

in Ibhe on-going development of theological education in Asia.

Non— academic affairs have also had their challenging moments

during the year. Entirely apart from the issue of church and govern-

ment relations in Korea which has been ruled out of public discussion,

X have found nyself defending the urgencies of evangelism on behalf of

Explo *74 against criticisms from the Korean National Council of

Churches and

Council of CliurcRks

ations on one side, and^efending jfoeJjorld_

'rom charges of communism 1eveQed "again st it by

groups on the other * side. In Chicago I pled with the Presbytdrians

United for Biblical Concerns not to sacrifice church unity in the pur-

suit of Biblical missions, and in New Yor^ I urged our Program Agency

not to lose its Biblical mandate for world missions in the confusions 01

a restructuring for national church unity.

The roost enjoyable and educational trip of the year was to Lausanne

for the Congress on World Evangelization. The most demanding, and at times

nerve-wracking committee and Board responsibility, has been members ip

on the Yonsei University Eoard, due to special circumstances, and invo ve-

ment with the committee on seeking a new president. But by the grace o

God this question promises soon to be resotved, and I am content to

leave it, with the other issues, in God* s good hands. And if He sees

fit to grant us still another year as His missionaries in Korea, may

the next year be as stimulating and challenging and fruitful and as

satisfying as the last.

x
<kjcc,

Respectfully submitted,

Samuel Hugh Moffett

June 9, 1975



ACTS

ASIAN CENTER FOR THEOLOGICAL STUDIES
AND MISSION

Narrative Report for 197^75

On April 20, 1974 ACTS purchased the former World Vision

office site at West Gate, thanks to a generous gift from Mr. C.

iCavis Weyerhaeuser, at a cost of $150,000, and less than two weeks

later, on May 1 we opened our first formal academic term with a

lecture at the opening service from Dr. Carl F. H. Henry on the

subject of ‘'The Theology of Evangelism*.

Six students were enrolled for the first term. May 1 to

July 4, 1974, four Koreans and two Americans, representing five

different denominations. Dr. Samuel H. Moffett, Director, and Dr.

Chul-Ha nan. Associate Director, headed a faculty of seven drawn

on a part-time basis from the leading evangelical seminaries of

Korea.

A little more than a year later, by the end of the

fifthe three-month term (September to November 1975)# number

of students had more than doubled, and the first year of full

operation closed on a most appropriate note with the sending out

of our first missionary.

Lydia Benjamin, a teacher from Sri Lanka with overseas

experience in Ethiopia, finished two terms of work at ACTS and left

on June 20, 1975 as a missionary to India for Bible translation

work on a colloquial version of the Tamil Bible. Tamil is her

native language.

The new term wnicn opened this September brought us

another first, our first Tibetan student. His name is Elijah Spalbar

Gergan. Gergan means * teacher", for he comes from a line of hereditary

teachers of the Dalai Lama. His great-grandfather was forced to flee

from Lhassa after a palace revolt, and found refuge in Ladakh in

Lesser Tibet, then a semi- independent kingdom but now a part of

Kashmir. There he met a pioneer Moravian missionary and became his

chief helper in the translation of the first Tibetan Bible. He

did not become a Christian however. But his son, who carried on the

translation could not resist the claims of Christ, and the son 1 s son,

Elijah's father, is a lay- evangelist working among Tibetan refugees.

we now have thirteen students enrolled at ACTS. They

cooe from four different nationalities and nine denominations. The

total number of students enrolled during 1974^-75 was 23» the number

increasing steadily each term (6 in the first, 8 the second, 11 the

fourth, and now 13). Nationalities represented include Korea, Sri

Lanka, Republic of China (Taiwan), India (Tibetan) and the U.S.A.,
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within ten days we expect to welcome a pastor from India and by the
end of the year a teacher from West Samoa, both as new students.
We have also enrolled as our first Research Fellow the president of
the 500-member Korean Christian Medical Doctor 1 s Association,

ACTS has applied to the Ministry of Education of the Republic
of Korea for permission to grant academic graduate degrees, first at

the Masters level and eventually a Doctorate, Pending a favorable re-

sponse, the first four terms of study centered on research and writing,

supplemented special lectures, courses and seminars. Beginning
with the fifth term now in session, arid still awaiting action by the

Ministry, we can now offer, nevertheless, a Th.M, degree through a

Joint Degree Course agreement with the two leading accredited,

evangelical seminaries in Korea, the Seoul Theological Seminary of

the Korean Evangelical Church (500 students) and the Presbyterian

Theological Seminary of Korea (550 students),

ACTS is an evangelical, international and interdenominational

center for advanced theological studies with a special emphasis on the

Christian message and mission in Asia. It hopes to lessen the current

necessity of sending Asian scholars to the West for such studies. It

owns its own one-acre campus in downtown Seoul with adequate residential

facilities for foreign students and visiting lecturers. The library is

a special gift of the Billy Graham Foundation. A full year 1 s scholar-

ship for a student from outside Korea is $2,200, including room and board.

Instruction is in English,

The Center is independently organized under its own Board of

Directors, whose chairman is Dr, Kyung-Chik Han, pastor- emeritus of

Seoul's large loungnak Church and former moderator of the Presbyterian

Church in Korea, The faculty now numbers nine, drav;n from five

different denominations (Korean Evangelical, Korean Tonghap Presbyterian,

Koryo Presbyterian, Salvation Army and Southern Baptist), They hold

doctorates from Yale, Union in Virginia, Emory, the Free University of

Amsterdam, Concordia, Harvard, Fuller, Dropsie and Southwest Baptist.

An important feature of the academic year at ACTS are the

Special Lectureships which bring visiting lecturers from overseas.

These have included: Dr. Carl F. H. Henry of World Vision, recently

vic^president of the American Theological Society, in theology (twice);

Dr, Donald McGavran of Filler Seminary in church growth; Dr, Tadataka

Maruyama of Japan Christian Seminary in church history; Dr, Harold

Greenlee of Wycliffe in New Testament Greek, Dr. Ludwig DeWitz of

Columbia Theological Seminary in Old Testament, and Dr, James Ehglft

of the Billy Graham Communications Center at Wheaton College in

communication of the gospel. Other visiting lecturers included Dr.

Bong Ro of the Asian Theological Association, and Bishop Chandu Ray,

formerly Anglican bishop of Karachi, now of the Coordination Office

for Asian Evangelism in Singapore, as well as Dr. Alan Tippett, editor

of Missiology, and Dr. Charles Kraft of Fuller Seminary' s School of

World Missions.

For strength and growth and praying friends and hope for

the future \n the evangelisation of Asia we give thanks to God.

hJo (o /<?ir



SAMUEL HUGH MOFFETT
Personal Report

June 1973 -- June 1974

The year 1973-74 has been one of the busiest and one of
the most rewarding of all the nearly nineteen years that I have been
back in Korea, despite major problems facing both nation and church.

The highlight of 1973 was speaking at the Urbana Student
Missionary Conference where in a day of supposedly declining missionaiy
interest almost 15,000 college students gave up four days of their
Christmas vacation to talk, think, eat and sleep missions during which
twice as many volunteered for missions as at the same conference three
years ago. The second largest single denominational group was
Presbyterian.

My major assignment is as associate president of the Pres-
byterian Theological Seminary which, under its president, Rhee Jong-
Sung, is having, one of its best years since the Korea War. Last year
enrollment was 318. This year the number has shot up to 409, and if
students at its related night school in the Saemoonan Church are
counted that would add another 300, making a staggering grand total
of over 700. But this stretches the faculty rather thin. My church
history courses have included this year History of the Church in Asia,
Presbyterian Church History, Contemporary Missions, Ecumenics and
History of Church History. The seminary's Institute of Missions, of
which I am Director, has held missionary conferences, helped to
start a class on church growth at the seminary, and will soon publish
a Korean translation of Dr. Ralph Winter's "The 25 Unbelievable Years"

.

As a logical extension of the work of the Institute of
Missions I have helped in the launching of a new venture, ACTS (The
Asian ^enter for Theological ^Studies and Mission) and have been
asked to serve as Director for the first two years. It is an
evangelical, interdenominational, international post- seminary
program of research and writing and seminars (in English, the inter-
national language) focussed on Asia and the Christian mission to
Asia. Representatives from five major Protestant seminaries are
cooperating officially, and another unofficially. Dr. Han Kyung-
Chik is president of the Board, Dr. John Cho of the Seoul Theological
Seminary is secretary, Dr. Elmer Kilboume of OMS International is
ireasurer, I am Director, and Dr. Han Chul-Ha of our seminary is the
Dean and Assoc. Director. It is the first sustained effort at
cooperation in theological education at the conservative end of
the Korean Protestant denominational spectrum, ranging from our
own position in the center all the way to the volatile right, but
stressing a non- separatist, cooperative position. Our campus is
the old World Vision compound at Sodaemun; it opened May 1 viith
14 stuaents (Korean and American) of whom some soon discovered they
were not equipped for lectures in English. This ]fall it hopes to
have its first Chinese and Japanese students. The special
lectureship (Sept. 2 to 13) will be a series on Church Growth by
Dr. Donald McGavran of Fuller Theological Seminary, to which the
missionary community is invited for a modest fee.



Presbyterian Jiaological Geralnary

Report . 1975

1975 has seen an acceleration of the mixed developments that

characterised 19?4i a continuing dramatic rise in pnollment* a broaden-
ing representation of the church* a leadership in the student body, but
a discouraging rigidity in campus structures and schedules Imposed on
the school from outside*

The number of students on the seminary* s main campus rose 20>,
from 428 in 1974 to 534 at the end of 1975# divided among the major course
programs as follows (numbers in brackets denote woia<sn)i

M*Div. Thoological Course (post.oolite) 105 (6)
Th.B* Theological Course (H.S. ft regional seminary) 108
A.B. College of Christian fi&ioation 119 (3B)

Th.M* Graduate School (

Special Course for Lay Preachers VftW ""$$t 7%?)

The largest part of the increase was again in the oourse for lay preachers
due to the entry of a second class* The Seoul Night Serclnaiy (at Saeroonan
Church) and the Taejon regional Seminary, both now related to the Seminary
Loard, add 303 and 80 to the above total respectively* Grand totals 928*

A new Joint Degree Course was inititfted in cooperation with
ACTS (Aslan Center for Theological Studies ft iissions) and the Seoul Theo-
logical Seminary of the Korean evangelical Church* This is i'or inter-
national students only and focusses* on post- seminary studies with primary
enpbasie on Asian mission to Aria* Teaching is in English at ACTS under
the supervision of the seminaries and tho graduate degree (Th.M*) is granted
by whichever seminary the foreign student chooses. Six such students arc
now enrolled in the program three from Taiwan, one from India, one from
Western Samoa, and one (a Tibetan) from Kashmir. They represent five dif-

ferent denominations.

The seminary President, Or. rthee Jong- Sung, will return this

month from a half-year* 5 leave of absenoe in England at Cambridge where
he has been writing a text-book on systematic theology* In his absenoe
the Academic Dean, Dr. Tark Chang-Hwan, has served as acting president.
Prof. Kim Yi-Tae left in December for three year*s study toward a doctorate
in Australia on a scholarfAip from the Australian Presbyterian Board*

The school* s budget for 1975 was the largest in its history, over
$15C^000 • That it finished the year without debt is due fes in part to

the high enrollment (10 of the budget still oomes from student fees), ant
fcttxjMQCfcxtaxtoa xsaaaraaa/.slJMm&o'idi^^
kagfltxaadanr^iidunnnrt aamasraAiaa. lairtAiirtttbtaaowfcxaariu^
But most encouraging of all, more than $24, 000 was received in support from
Korean churches, as compared with $20,000 from that source in 1974.

February graduates are expected to number 130, plus 17 more from
the Graduate School*—none too many for a church growing as fast as the
Korean church. We pray that the seminar/ may continue to measure up to
its responsibility to provide aoad&oiaally trained* evangelically motivated
leadership for the church in the days ahead.

Respectfully submitted,

(Seoul, Feb. 10, 1976)



SAMUEL HU GH iiOF^STT

(Personal Report, 1975-76)

•die year from June 1975 to June 1976 has been one of the

busiest of all the twenty years I have now been back in Korea.

Dual ceaponsibilit^es as Associate President and professor at the

Presbyterian Theological seminary, and as Director of the Asian

Center for Theological Studies and Mission (ACTS), plus the

olvina number of Board and committee memberships occasioned by lack

of enough missionaries to fill the continuing requests for missionary

representation in Korean churcn institutions, suggest the need to

reassess my work priorities in the future.

Rapid growth, which is again a characteristic of the Korean

church in the 1970s, presents both the seminary and ACTS with opp&r-

tunities and problems at the same time. Seminary enrollment has

mounted from a total of 555 on the main campus lest year to over 600

this year, plus another 4<X> at the Taejon regional seminary and at

the night school at Seemoonan Church. Probably the most serious

problem the seminary faces academically is lack of enough trained

faculty adequately to cope with so large an enrollment. ACTS (whicn

is a post-seminary program focussed on Asian missions) has also ex-

perienced sharp growth but of course on a much smaller scale. In its

first year the number of registered students never exceeded 11 at any

one time. Today it is double that, 22. mi-tine faculty has also

doubled from 2 to 4. Six different nationalities sre represented

smong the students, and thirteen different denominations. Inter-

denorninationalism is difficult in denominational-conscious Korea, and

the rapid increase in students presents a housing problem. But the

opportunities both at the seminary and at ACTS so far outweigh the

problems that the pressure of work though heavy continues to be

exhilarating rather than frustrating.

The most

crossing of the 60
traumatic pains of

of love and public

eagle 1
s, end were

the Manual I would

ary service. But

, memorable event of the year, personally, was the

i—year age barrier, an event in which in Korea, the

instant senility are so sweetly assuaged by outpourings

celebration that my youth has been renewed like the

it not for the archaic, bureaucratic mumblings of

be looking forward to another sixty years of mission^

I will settle for five— and thank God for every one.

Respectfully submitted,

Samuel Hugh Moffett

Seoul
June l4, 1976



Presbyterian Theological Seminary

deport , 1975

A new Joint Degree Jourso was initialed in cooperation with

ACTS (Asian Center for Theological Studies & Missions) and the deoul Theo-

logical Seminary of the Korean Evangelical Church. This is for inter-

national students only and focusses on post- seminary studios with primary

emphasis on Asian mission to Asia. Teaching is in English at ACTS under

the supervision of the seminaries and the graduate degree (Th.M. ) i3 granted

by whichever seminary the foreign student chooses. Six such students are

now enrolled in the program: three frofii Taiwan* one from India* one from

Western Samoa, and one (a Tibetan) from Kashmir. Ihpy represent five dif-

ferent denominations.

The seminary president* Dr. dhee Jong-Sung* will return this

month from a half-year's leave of absence in England at Cambridge where

he has been writing a text-book on systematic theology, in his absence

the Academic Dean, Dr. Park Chang-Hwan* has served as acting president.

Prof. Kira fi-Tae left in December for three year 1 s study toward a doctorate

in Australia on a scholarship from the Australian Presbyterian Board.

The school* s budget for 1975 was the largest in it3 history* over

$150^000 • That it finished the year without debt is aue ta in part to

the high enrollment (^10^ of the budget still comes from student lees), jgjlA

But most encouraging of all, more than $24*000 was received in support from

Korean churches, as compared with $20*000 from that source in 1974.

February graduates are expected to number 130, plus 17 more from

the Graduate School*—none too many for a church growing as fast as the

Korean church. We pray that the seminary may continue to measure up to

its responsibility to provide academically trained* evangelically motivated

leadership for the church in the days ahead.

Respectfully submittod*

(Seoul, Feb. 10. 1976)

1975 has seen an acceleration of the mixed developments that

characterized 1974* a continuing dramatic rise in enrollment, a broaden-

ing representation of the church* s leadership in the student body, but

a discouraging rigidity in campus structures and schedules imposed on

the school from outside.

The number of students on the seminary's main campus rose 20$,

from 428 in 1974 to 534 at the aid of 1975# divided among the major course

programs as follows (numbers in brackets denote women)*

M.Div. Theological Course (post- college) 105 (6)

13a. B. Theological Course (H.S. & regional seminary) 108

A.B. College of Christian Education 119 ( 3S)

Th.M. Graduate School (3)

Special Course for Lay Preachers 179 __T__

54? V&)
The largest part of the increase was again in the course for lay preachers

due to the entry of a second class. The Seoul j'Jight Seminary (at Saemoonan

Church) and the Taejon Regional Seminary* both now related to the Seminary

Board, add 303 and 80 to the above total respectively. Grand total: 928.



YONSEI UNIVERSITY KSPORT

1975

Bils has not been an easy year for private schools in Korea,
and perhaps most difficult of all for lonsei University.

In February a fairly large number of professors and students
earlier imprisoned for alleged anti-government activities were released
from prison. The group included two Yonsei professors and 12 Yonsei
students. Acting with the approval of the entire Yonsei faculty and
Board, and with the tacit consent of the Ministry of Education, the
president. Dr. Park Tae-Son, reinstated both professors and allowed the
staff to accept for processing the entrance applications of the students.
Almost immediately he was informed by the Ministry that the professors
must be dismissed ana that the students after all could not be allowed
to reenter the school.

The result was confrontation between university and government,
with the university inevitably the loser. His own conscience, the will
of the entire university, and the conviction that denial of readmission
would only fuel the fires of further violenae^iaSil^ more arrests and possibly
the closure of the university, led Dr. Park to plead for reconsideration
of the government ultimatum. When this was refused, and when intense
pressure was brought against him, he finally resigned on April 3 as the
only effective protest he could make. On April 10 the University Board,
al 9o under heavy pressure, accepted the resignation with great regret,
commending him for his ten years of faithful, self-sacrificing service
which had made him one of the most respected university presidents in
the country. His reputation for absolute integrity was unique.

Dr. Lee Woo-Choo, M.D. of the medical faculty was appointed
acting president, and on June 11 was appointed President of the University.
Providentially he has proved to be a capable, stable administrator well-
suit ad for difficult times. He is a pharmacologist, a Severance graduate,
an honorary member of the University of Wisconsin 1 s medical faculty, with
a considerable reputation in his field of work.

Not so traumatic and more positive in its effects was a re-
organization of the Board in answer to some pressures both from the Alumni
and the Ministry of Education. Membership was 15 plus 4 auditors. Reduction
to 9 was asked for, lessening church and mission membership. A compromise
of 11 plus 2 auditors was accepted. The 11 Board members represent one
each from the Presbyterian Church of Korea (Tonghap), the Methodist Church,
Presbyterian Church R.O.K., Anglican Church, the United Presbyterian
Mission, United Church of Canada Mission and the Methodist Mission; two
from the Alumni, one member at large elected by the Board and the President
ex officio. The 2 auditors are Dr. Horace Underwood and Kim Young Chan, an
alumnus. The 4 members dropped are one each from the Presbyterian Church
(Tonghap), the Methodist Church, the Australian Presbyterian Mission and the
Southern Presbyterian Mission.

It has indded not been an easy year, but through it all Yonsei
hoc MmiAniiari st.and and make its influence felt throughout Korea for
education at the highest quality level within a Christian framework, and
for that we thank God. ,Respectfully submitted,

Samuel Hugh Mffett (Seoul, Feb. 9, 1976 )
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REPORT OF THE REPRESENTATIVE IN KOREA

Korea and the Korean Chureh In 1978

1978 in Korea was the Year of the Horse, traditionally
a year of impatient, independent-minded people who often fall at

projects they consider important. Some may think that that is a

good description of Koreans. Others think it is ai»

»

o quo 1 ly- apt vmtr

description of missionaries. In any case, "impatient and indepen-

dent" or not, in 1978 Koreans and missionaries could point
to more success than failure in "projects they considered import-

ant". It was, as the Korean press put it, "another year of

progress"

.

The Korean Situation. Korea's newspapers rated the

top ten domestic news story of the year in this order:

1. Korean Passenger Plane Forced Down in Russia,
2. Park Chung-Hee Re-elected President.

3 . First Successful Firing of Korean-Made Long-Range Missiles.

4. Park Tong-Sun Scandal Hearings Dropped.

5. Discovery of Third North Korean Invasion Tunnel.

6 . Grand Year-End Amnesty of Prisoners Includes Opposition
Leader Kim Dae-Jung.

7. Three Big Political Scandals: in Real Estate, Morals and
Education.

8 . Earthquake Rocks Southwest Korea; Severest in 20th Century.

9. Movie Actress Disappears; Feared Abducted to North Korea.

10.

Assembly Election Shows Opposition Gains. ( Korea Herald , Dec. 29)

But those were only the headlines. The more significant
news behind all the headlines was the continuing miracle of the

country's economic growth, and of this Korea was rightly proud.
Three years ago, in 1975 ,

per capita income (by GNP) was $550* In

1978 it shot past the thousand dollar mark to $1,242. (The Economist ,

London, May 7, 1977; Korea Newsreview, Jan. 13 1 1979, p. 21} In the

16 years since the military coup of 1961, said the London Economist
last year, "the 36 million people of South Korea have enjoyed the
fastest export led economic growth ever known by anybody". In that
short period, exports soared "an incredible 200-fold".

But, the Economist added, the Korean people "have enjoyed
some other things rather less". Industrialization and economic
growth have never been achieved anywhere without agony, as any history
of 19th century England will attest. One of the things Koreans
"have enjoyed less" is inflation. It is publicly estimated at about

19$ in 1978, but may be nearer 27$. (Newsreview and tar East Economic
Review). But wages have risen about as fast, at least in the city.
The average monthly urban income per household was up 40$ over the

same period last year, from $350 to $350. per month. The same
family's expenditures rose from $204 to $280. ( Korea Herald, Dec. 29,

1978) Salaries of pastors of the larger churches in the major
cities are now higher than those of American missionaries in Korea.
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v Other figures are not so reassuring. One mld-1978
survey reported that city household income at that time averaged
$280 a month, and that 83 % of all the country's workers were

being paid even less, averaging $248 for white collar workers,
only $120 for blue collar workers and, at the bottom, only $116
for women employees. A All this as of March 1978. Starting salaries

for college graduates were $312 a month; for high school graduates

$145. (D . J. Goulet, "Wage and Cost of Living Survey, 1977-78")
;

It{\xu*\ ivnbf

,
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By comparison, a bank governor's basic salary, not count-
numerous regular bonuses and fringe benefits, was $1,174 a month.
Yet it can no longer be said in Korea that the rich are getting
richer while the poor have been getting poorer. Unemployment is

extremely low, about 3.5$. And the most surprising statistic of

all, if you can stand another one, is that the wealth is more equal-
ly distributed in much-criticized South Korea than in progressive
Sweden. (Economist , op . clt . , p. 66, reporting that the poorest
40$ of the people owned 18$ of the wealth in South Korea in 1977;
in Sweden the same percentage owned only 14$, as of 1970) To give

credit where credit is due, Korea has done extremely well by its

people economically.

Politically the picture may be different. But even
there it must be said that Korea gave its people what the majority
wanted most: security and stability. The 1978 election^
probably^the freest and fairest in Korean history.

The Church Situation in Korea . It is not so easy to

pick the top ten Korean church news stories of 1978. No one has
made a list, and everyone's list is likely to be different. But
it would probably include some, at least, of the following.

1. Protestant Church Growth Nears the 4 Million Mark. Add
a million Catholics, and Korea now has a total Christian constitu-
ency of 5 million. 60$ of Korea's Protestants are Presbyterian,
and despite the current tragic divisions of Korean Presbyterianism
into four major ecroups (which I will outline below)

,
they added

242,500 new members in 1978, an overall Presbyterian church growth
gain of 12$. In the last four years from 1974-77 the church with
which we United Presbyterians are related, the Tonghap Presbyterians,
have started 751 new churches. For these not familiar with the

history of Korean Presbyterian schism in the 1950s, let me list
the four largest denominations:

a. Tonghap Presbyterians (The Presbyterian Church of Korea, Yechang )

.

800,000 total membership. It is called the "evangelical and
ecumenical" Presbyterian church and is related to the United
and Southern Presbyterians, USA, and to the Australian
Presbyterian church (now the Uniting Church of Christ)

.

b. Hapdong Presbyterians (The Presbyterian Church of Korea, Yechang )

.

1,000,000 total membership. It is called "fundamentalist
and separatist". It seceded in 1959 objecting to membership
in the World Council of Churches.

c. BQK Presbyterians (The Presbyterian Church in the Republic of
Korea, Elchang ) . 230,000 total membership. It is called
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"liberal and activist" and separated in 1953 to be free from

General Assembly control of Presbyterian seminaries. It is as-

sociated with the United Church of Canada,

d Voryu Presbyterians (Koryu Presbyterian Church). 170,000 total

* constituency. These are classical, conservative Calvinists who

refuse membership in both the WCC and the Korean NCC.

The number two church news story of the year might be:

2.

Methodists Reunite . Late in the year the 100,000-

member Renewal Methodist church which had split from the Korean

Methodist church in 197^ joined again with that 600,000-member

body. It may well be "the first time in Korea's church history

when a major denomination has split and then managed to come back

together". (RIK Report, 1977). The union is shaky, but still

holding.

3.

Hapdong Presbyterians Split . In a move which imperils

the unity of the largest Presbyterian denomination in Korea, a

group of churches has announced withdrawal from that controversy-

plaeued church. The issue centers around a power struggle in its

General Assembly Theological Seminary.

4.

Rev. In Myong-Jin Released from Prison . Mr. In, of

the Yongdongpo Urban Industrial Mission was arrested in May for

refusing to release the mission's credit union address list,

fear reprisals against the membership. Tonghap Presbyterian

General Assembly officers protested, demanding his re-
* * *

** ^hyi^c^ workers . Despite dif-lease and that of other lmprisonec^j
ficulties the UIM was able to SfeTiiwfonou-Lnes wie Uin wco -s new community center in

October, and in November Kr. In was freed to return to his work at

the UIM. It is reported that % church-re lated people are still

in prison.

5.

78th General Assembly ( Tonghap ) Creates New Department

of Social Affairs; Turns Down Ord lnatlon of Women Elders . The

pairing of those two actions sounds contradictory, but paradoxical-

ly represents progress. The new department promises more effective

attention to the social Implications of the gospel on the part of

a church which has always been strong on evangelism, but less ar-

ticulate *and committed on the more complex issues of church and

society. As for the vote on women's ordination to eldership, it

lost, but 'onijNyby^iL votes, and the number of delegates in favor

was the largest ever. The Presbyterian Theological Seminary ,
en-

couraged, is opening a new department for women church workers.

6.

ROK Presbyterians Celebrate 25th Anniversary . ROK
Presbyterians and Tonghap Presbyterians both held their Assemblies

in September, *fh& decision of the United Pre sby terian Stated

Clerk, Dr. William Thompson, to attend both
A
pvfe formal recognition

to the fact that the American church's overseas relations in Korea

are broadening beyond its historic and contractual agreement with

the Tonghap Presbyterians. It affirmed that it is also in corres-

pondence with the ROK Presbyterian church through their mutual mem-

bership .HMk in the World Alliance of Reformed Churches.
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Korea and the Korean Church In 1978

1978 In Korea was the Year of the Horse, traditionally

a year of Impatient, independent-minded people who often fall et

nroleots they consider Important. Some may tnink that that ls

lood description of Koreans. Others think it is afc^a^r^J*llr

description of missionaries. In any case, "impatient and indepen-

dent" or not. In 1978 Koreans and missionaries could point

to more success than failure In "projects they considered ropor -

ant". It was, as the Korean press put it, "another year of

progress"

.

i

The Korean Situation . Korea's newspapers rated the

top ten domestic news story of the year In this order.

1. Korean Passenger Plane Forced Down in Russia.

2. Park Chung-Hee Be-elected President.

3. First Successful Firing of Korean-Made Long-Range Missiles.

4. Park Tong-Sun Scandal Hearings Dropped.

5. Discovery of Third North Korean Invasion Tunnel.

6. Grand Year-End Amnesty of Prisoners Includes Opposition

Leader Kim Dae-Jung.
7. Three Big Political Scandals: in Real Estate, Morals and

Education. .

8. Earthquake Rocks Southwest Korea; Severest in 20th Century.

9. Movie Actress Disappears; Feared Abducted to North Korea.

10.

Assembly Election Shows Opposition Gains. ( Korea Herald, Dec. 2

But those were only the headlines. The more significant

news behind all the headlines was the continuing miracle of the

country's economic growth, and of this Korea was rightly proud.

Three years ago, in 1975 , Per capita income (by GNP) w®s $550.

1978 it shot past the thousand dollar mark to $1,242. (The Economist,

London, May 7, 1977; Korea Newsreview, Jan. 13, 1979, p. 21) In the

16 years since the military coup of 1961, said the London Economist

last year, "the 36 million people of South Korea have enjoyed the

fastest export led economic growth ever known by anybody . In that

short period, exports soared "an incredible 200-fold".

But, the Economist added, the Korean people "have enjoyed

some other things rather less". Industrialization and economic

growth have never been achieved anywhere without agony, as any history

of 19th century England will attest. One of the things Koreans

"have enjoyed less" is inflation. It is publicly estimated at about

19/S in 1978, but may be nearer 27% • (Newsreview and .bar East Economic

Review). But wages have risen about as fast, at least in the city.

The average monthly urban income per household was up 40jo over the

same period last year, from $350 to $350. per month. The same

family's expenditures rose from $204 to $280. (Korea Hera Id ,
Dec. 29,

1978) Salaries of pastors of the larger churches in the major

cities are now higher than those of American missionaries in Korea.
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Other figures are not so reassuring. One mld-1978
survey reported that city household income at that time averaged
,280 a month, and that 83 % of all the country’s workers were
being paid even less, averaging $248 for white collar workers,
only $120 for blue collar workers and, at the bottom, only $116
for women employees. All this as of March 1978. Starting salaries
for college graduates were' $3^2 a month; for high school graduates
4-145. (D.J. Goulet, "Wage and Cost of Living Survey, 1977-78")
lwdjffoel Uxvkevs kaiv<_ ov\&
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By comparison, a bank governor's basic salary, not count-
numerous regular bonuses and fringe benefits, was $1,174 a month.
Yet it can no longer be said in Korea that the rich are getting
richer while the poor have been getting poorer. Unemployment is
extremely low, about 3 *5$* And the most surprising statistic of
a ll, if you can stand another one, is that the wealth is more equal-
ly distributed in much-criticized South Korea than in progressive

( Economist , op . cit., p. 66, reporting that the poorest
40^ of the people owned 18$ of the wealth in South Korea in 1977;
in Sweden the same percentage owned only 14$, as of 1970) To give
credit where credit is due, Korea has done extremely well by its
people economically.

Politically the picture may be different. But even
there it must be said that Korea gave its people what the majority
wanted most: security and stability. The 1978 elections were
probably^the freest and fairest in Korean history.

The Church Situation in Korea. It is not so easy to
pick the top ten Korean church news stories of 1978. Nc one has
made a list, and everyone's list is likely to be different. But
it would probably include some, at least, of the following.

1. Protestant Church Growth Nears the 4 Million Mark . Add
a million Catholics, and Korea now has a total Christian constitu-
ency of 5 million. 60$ of Korea's Protestants are Presbyterian,
and despite the current tragic divisions of Korean Presbyterianism
Into four major groups (which I will outline below), they added
242,500 new members in 1978, an overall Presbyterian church growth
gain of 12$. In the last four years from 1974-77 the church with
which we United Presbyterians are related, the Tonghap Presbyterians,
have started 751 new churches. For these not familiar with the
history of Korean Presbyterian schism in the 1950s, let me list
the four largest denominations:

a. Tonghap Presbyterians (The Presbyterian Church of Korea, Yechang)

.

800 , 000 total membership. It is called the "evangelical and
ecumenical" Presbyterian church and is related to the United
and Southern Presbyterians, USA, and to the Australian
Presbyterian church (now the Uniting Church of Christ).

b. Hapdong Presbyterians (The Presbyterian Church of Korea. Yechang).
1,000,000 total membership. It is called "fundamentalist
and separatist". It seceded in 1959 objecting to membership
in the World Council of Churches.

c. ROK Presbyterians (The Presbyterian Church in the Republic of
Korea, Klchang ) . 230,000 total membership. It is called
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"liberal and activist" and separated in 1953 to be free from

General Assembly control of Presbyterian seminaries. It is as-

sociated with the United Church of Canada.
total

d. Eoryu Presbyterians (Koryu Presbyterian Church). 170,000 total

constituency. These are classical, conservative Calvinists who

refuse membership in both the WCC and the Korean NCC.

The number two church news story of the year might be.

2. Methodists Reunite. Late in the year the 100,000-

member Renewal Metholifefc church which had split from the Korean

Methodist church in 197^ Joined again with that 600 .OOO-roember

body. It may well be "the first time in Korea's church history

when a major denomination as split and then managed to come baclc

together". (RIK Report, 1977). The union is, shaky, but still

holding*

3. Hapdong Presbyterians Split * In a move which imperils

the unity of the largest Presbyterian denomination in Korea, a

group of churches has announced withdrawal from that controversy-

plagued church. The issue centers around a power struggle in its

General Assembly Theological Seminary.

4* Rev. In Myong-Jln Released f rom Prison. Mr • In, of

the Yongdongpo^Urban Industrial Mission was arrested in May for

refusing to release the mission's credit union address list,

feartelg reprisals against the membership. Tonghap Presbyterian

General Assembly officers vigorously protested, demanding his re-

lease and that of other Imprisoned church workers. Despite dit-

ficultles the UIM was able to its new community center In

October, and in November Hr. In was freed to return to his work at

the UIM. It is reported that * ^wW^church-related people are still

in prison. ^

5. 78th General Assembly ( Tonghap ) Creates New Department

of Social Affairs; Turns Down Ordination of Women Elder s. The

pairing of those two actions sounds contradictory, but paradoxical-

ly represents progress. The new department promises more effective

attention to the social implications of the gospel on the part of

a church which has always been strong on evangelism, but less ar-

ticulate and committed on the more complex Issues of church and

society. As for the vote on women's ordination to eldership, it

lost, but only by/Tl votes, and the number of delegates in favor

was the largest ever. The Presbyterian Theological Seminary , en-

couraged, is opening a new department for women church workers.

6. R0K Presbyterians Celebrate 25th Anniversary . R0K

Presbyterians and Tonghap Presbyterians both held their Assemblies

in September, ^h& decision of the United Presbyterian Stated

Clerk, Dr. William Thompson, to attend both gave formal recognition

to the fact that the American church's overseas relations in Korea

are broadening beyond its historic and contractual agreement with

the Tonghap Presbyterians. It affirmed that it is also in corres-

pondence with the ROK Presbyterian church through their mutual mem-

bership Jritfrh in the World Alliance of Reformed Churches.
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7. Death of Presbyterian Leaders Mourned . Three prominent
Korean Presbyterians died In 1978. Dr. Herman^Klm was one of

TTTTiTKorea's outstanding industrialists who turned rroffT a successful VJ/—

1

business career to give his life to Christian service, notably as
president and chairman of the Board of Soongjun University. The
Rev. Ahn Kwan-Kuk was a former Moderator of the General Assembly
and long-time member of church-mission cooperative committees.
Dr . Park Hyong-Ryong, of the Hapdong Presbyterian church was
president of the Presbyterian Theological Seminary in the stormy
months preceding the 1959 schism.

More nominations to the list of top ten church news
stories in 1978 might include: 8 ) Over 1,000 attend ecumenical
Healing Workshop at Sogang University (Jesuit); or 9 ) Yonsei
University opens $5 million dollar library; or 10) World Vision
of Korea, the biggest foreign voluntary agency in the country,
celebrates silver jubilee; or 11) Kelmyung University and Taegu
Presbyterian Hospital merge and announce plans for a Medical
School; or 12) Dr. Chung Sung-Chun retires as president of CBS,
the Christian Broadcasting System of Korea. All through 1978,
in one way and another, through countless stories reported daily
over television, radio and in the press, the Church in Korea made
news at every level in the land.

The Mission Situation .

It seems somewhat anticllmactic to turn from a busy,
growing nation of J6 million people, and a Christian community which
now number 5 million, to a mission which, however historic it may
be, can now pull together only 14 voting members present for its
85th annual meeting. In just one institution here in Seoul the
Catholics have more than 40 foreign missionaries. Sogang University.

The declining numbers of overseas missionaries in the
United Presbyterian Church cannot help but call into question the
seriousness of its commitment to its world-wide mission.

But let me close on a more optimistic note. Missionaries
present do not make the mission. 14 voting members are on furlough.
Just bringing them back will double us. Moreover we stand re-
enforced by a happily growing number of associates and volunteers

—

another 14 members. That triples us. Furthermore, back home the
tide seems to be turning. And here we do not work alone. We work
with a fast-growing church. We work with other missions. Mainline
missions may be declining but the total number of Protestant foreign
missionaries Assigned to Korea in 1978 remained constant at about 570.

Above all, we work with God. If 1978 was the jfear of the
Horse, impatient and independent, 1979 is_jth© Year of the Sheep.
As a mission perhaps we are feeling more^like sheep, Confused
frtt-e-tro.fee^s, than ( llk^/stronsfr horses . If so, take heart. In the
Bible, God works more often with sheep than with horses. *^ ind i>

Respectfully submitted,

Samuel Hugh Moffett
Seoul. Feb. 9 , 1979



REPORT OF THE REPRESENTATIVE IN KOREA

Korea and the Korean Church In 1978

1978 In Korea was the Year of the Horse, traditionally
a year of Impatient, independent-minded people who often fall at
projects they consider important. Some may think that that is a
good description of Koreans. Others think it is an equally apt
description of missionaries. In any case, "impatient and indepen-
dent" or not, in 1978 Koreans and missionaries alike could point
to more success than failure in "projects they considered import-
ant", It was, as the Korean press put it, "another year of
progress "

.

i

The Korean Situation . Korea* s newspapers rated the
top ten domestic news story of the year in this order:

1* Korean Passenger Plane Forced Down in Russia.
2. Park Chung-Hee Re-elected President.
3* First Successful Firing of Korean-Made Long-Range Missiles.
4. Park Tong-Sun Scandal Hearings Dropped.
5. Discovery of Third North Korean Invasion Tunnel.
6. Grand Year-End Amnesty of Prisoners Includes Opposition

Leader Kim Dae-Jung.
7 • Three Big Political Scandals: in Real Estate, Morals and

Education.
8. Earthquake Rocks Southwest Korea; Severest in 20th Century.
9. Movie Actress Disappears; Feared Abducted to North Korea.

10.

Assembly Election Shows Opposition Gains. ( Korea Herald , Dec.

But those were only the headlines. The more significant
news behind all the headlines was the continuing miracle of the
country* s economic growth, and of this Korea was rightly proud.
Three years ago, in 1975, per capita Income (by GNP) was $550. In
1978 it shot past the thousand dollar mark to $1,242. (The Economist,
London, May 7, 1977; Korea Newsreview, Jan. 13, 1979, p. 21*5 In the
16 years since the military coup of 1961, said the London Economist
last year, "the J6 million people of South Korea have enjoyed the
fastest export led economic growth ever known by anybody". In that
short period, exports soared "an Incredible 200-fold".

But, the Economist added, the Korean people "have enjoyed
some other things rather less". Industrialization and economic
growth have never been achieved anywhere without agony, as any history
of 19th century England will attest. One of the things Koreans
"have enjoyed less" is inflation. It is publicly estimated at about
19/5 in 1978, but may be nearer 27%. (Newsreview and Far East Economic
Review). But wages have risen about as fast, at least in the city.
The average monthly urban income per household was up k0% over the
same period last year, from $250 to $350. per month. The same
family's expenditures rose from $204 to $280. ( Korea Herald , Dec. 29,
1978) Salaries of pastors of the larger churches in the major
cities are now higher than those of American missionaries in Korea.
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s Other figures are not so reassuring. One mid-1978
survey reported that city household income at that time averaged
$280 a month, and that 83 % of all the country’s workers were
being paid even less, averaging $248 for white collar workers,
only $120 for blue collar workers and, at the bottom, only $116
for women employees. All this as of March 1978. Starting salaries
for college graduates were' $312 a month; for high school graduates
$145. (D.J. Goulet, "Wage and Cost of Living Survey, 1977-78 " ). /W

numerous reguler bonuses and fringe benefits, was $1,174 a month.
Yet it can no longer be said in Korea that the rich are getting
richer while the poor have been getting poorer. Unemployment is
extremely low, about 3*5$* And the most surprising statistic of
all, if you can stand another one, is that the wealth is more equal-
ly distributed in much-criticized South Korea than in progressive
Sweden. ( Economist , op . clt. , p. 66, reporting that the poorest
40$ of the people owned 18$ of the wealth in South Korea in 1977;
in Sweden the same percentage owned only 14$, as of 1970) To give
credit where credit is due, Korea has done extremely well by its
people economically.

there it must be said that Korea gave its people what the majority
wanted most: security and stability. The 1978 election/

pick the top ten Korean church news stories of 1978. Nc one has
made a list, and everyone’s list is likely to be different. But
it would probably include some, at least, of the following.

1. Protestant Church Growth Nears the 4 Million Mark. Add
a million Catholics, and Korea now has a total Christian constitu-
ency of 5 million. 60$ of Korea’s Protestants are Presbyterian,
and despite the current tragic divisions of Korean Presbyterianism
Into four major groups (which I will outline below)

,
they added

242,500 new members in 1978, an overall Presbyterian church growth
gain of 12$. In the last four years from 1974-77 the church with
which we United Presbyterians are related, the Tonghap Presbyterians,
have started 751 new churches. For those not familiar with the
history of Korean Presbyterian schism in the 1950s, let me list
the four largest denominations:

a. Tonghap Presbyterians (The Presbyterian Church of Korea, Yechang )

.

800,000 total membership. It is called the "evangelical and
ecumenical" Presbyterian church and is related to the United
and Southern Presbyterians, USA, and to the Australian
Presbyterian church (now the Uniting Church of Christ).

b. Hapdong Presbyterians (The Presbyterian Church of Korea, Yechang )

.

1,000,000 total membership. It is called "fundamentalist
and separatist". It seceded in 1959 objecting to membership
in the World Council of Churches.

c. BOK Presbyterians (The Presbyterian Church in the Republic of
"Tiorea, Klchang ) . 230,000 total membership. It is called

ivtrvk&xs Aoe Said To ^ 'fixe* Urr^JA — Si. S'
.
('chriffiah Cnrfoty

By comparison, a bank governor’s basic salary, not count-
Ctofory jbc'.Zf/?7*

.

Politically the picture may be different. But even

The Church Situation in Korea . It is not so easy to
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"liberal and activist" and separated in 1953 to be free fromGeneral Assembly control of Presbyterian seminaries. It Is as-soda ted with the United Church of Canada,
d. Kor^u Presbyterians (Koryu Presbyterian Church). 170,000 total

constituency. These are classical, conservative Calvinists whorefuse membership In both the WCC and the Korean NCC.

The number two church news story of the year might be:

n
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7. Death of Presbyterian Leaders Mourned . Three prominent
Korean Presbyterians died in 1978. Dr. Herman^Kim was one of TuTT
Korea's outstanding industrialists who turned from a successful V_I_J
business career to give his life to Christian service, notably as
president and chairman of the Eoard of Soongjun University. The
Rev. Ahn Kwan-Kuk was a former Moderator of the General Assembly
and long-time member of church-mission cooperative committees.
Dr. Park Hyong-Ryong, of the Hapdong Presbyterian church was
president of the Presbyterian Theological Seminary in the stormy
months preceding the 1959 schism.

More nominations to the list of top ten church news
stories in 1978 might include: 8) Over 1,000 attend ecumenical
Healing Workshop at Sogang University (Jesuit); or 9) Yonsel
University opens $5 million dollar library; or 10) World Vision
of Korea, the biggest foreign voluntary agency in the country,
celebrates silver jubilee; or 11) Keimyung University and Taegu
Presbyterian Hospital merge and announce plans for a Medical
School; or 12) Dr. Chung Sung-Chun retires as president of CBS,
the Christian Broadcasting System of Korea. All through 1978,
in one way and another, through countless stories reported daily
over television, radio and in the press, the Church in Korea made
news at every level in the land.

The Mission Situation .

It seems somewhat antlclimactic to turn from a busy,
growing nation of 36 million people, and a Christian community which
now number 5 million, to a mission which, however historic it may
be, can now pull together only 14 voting members present for its
85th annual meeting. In Just one institution here in Seoul the
Catholics have more than 40 foreign missionaries. Sogang University.

The declining numbers of overseas missionaries in the
United Presbyterian Church cannot help but call into question the
seriousness of its commitment to its world-wide mission.

But let me close on a more optimistic note. Missionaries
present do not make the mission. 14 voting members are on furlough.
Just bringing them back will double us. Moreover we stand re-
enforced by a happily growing number of associates and volunteers--
another 14 members. That triples us. Furthermore, back home the
tide seems to be turning. And here we do not work alone. We work
with a fast-growing church. We work with other missions. Mainline
missions may be declining but the total number of Protestant foreign
missionaries Assigned to Korea in 1978 remained constant at about 570.

Above all, we work with God. If 1978 was the Jfear of the
Horse, impatient and independent, 1979 is the Year of the Sheep.
As a mission perhaps we are feeling more^like sheep , /bonfused and~^wtw.foi
Pru-S'trc. than ( llk^/strongN horses . If so, take heart. In the
Bible, God works more often with sheep than with horses, "'ft*

^ .

*

Respectfully submitted,

Samuel Hugh Moffett
Seoul. Feb. 9, 1979



THE PRESBYTERIAN THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY

1978 Report

The Presbyterian Theological Seminary (to give it its
official title and to distinguish it from the General Assembly
Theological Seminary of the Hapdong Presbyterian Church and the
Hankuk Theological Seminary or theROK Presbyterian Church) con-
tinued its leadership role in theological education for the
Presbyterian Church of Korea ( Tonghap ) in 1978.

It caps a nationwide network of training schools for lay
and ordained ministries Kanin* ranging from Christian high schools
and colleges to Bible Institutes and the major regional Presbyter-
ian seminaries in Taegu (and Pusan), Taejon, Kwangju and the Seoul
Night Seminary (in Saemoonan Church). The General Assembly re-
quires at least one year of study at the Presbyterian Theological
Seminary as a pre-requisite for ordination.

Enrollment continued to rise despite the successful con-
clusion of a special two-year training program for rural evange-
lists and the graduation of its 79 students. Even without them,
total enrollment, which was 650 in the first semester, held at
591 in the second semester compared to 576 last fall. 48 of the
students are women. 193 students will graduate in February 1979.

At the center of the curriculum is the Theological
Course which requires university graduation and grants a Master
of Divinity degree. Also leading to the ordained ministry is
the Pastoral Studies Course, a one or two year program designed
for graduates of the four-year course at regional seminaries.
The largest department at the seminary is the College of Christian
Education which grants a recognized A.B. degree and qualifies its
p-raduates for an M.Div. degree upon completion of two additional
years of study. The Graduate School grants a Master of Theology
ddgree and supervises a Doctor of Ministry program for advanced
candidates in conjunction with San Francisco Theological Seminary.
Ehrollment in the various departments is as follows:

Rheological Course 119
Pastoral Studies Course 151
College of Christian Education 234
Graduate School 87

Faculty changes during the year included the appoint-
ment of Dr. Yong-Hun Lee as Dean of the Graduate School, Dr. In-
Tak Oh as librarian, and Professor Rhee-Tae Kim, recently re-
turned from studies in Australia, as professor of systematic the-
ology and dean of students. A new faculty member is the Rev.
Jung-Woon Suh (Th.M., Calvin Seminary, Mich.) who returned last
year from service as a missionary in Indonesia and who will teach
homiletics as well as courses in missions. The seminary also
welcomed Eric Griffis from the student body at Princeton Theolo-
gical Seminary as a one-year missionary interne and instructor
in theological English.
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tor the last few years there has beeiiin considerable
government pressure on all schools in Seoul to move their
campuses south of the Han River away from the border with com-munist North Korea which lies only 25 or 30 miles fromAs part 01 the pressure it is difficult for schools north ofthe Han to secure permits for buildings or for new departments.Recause of the seminary's pressing need for expanded building
i acuities (the campus was planned for only 300 students) andtor a much-desired department of church music, President Jonr-bung Hhee has been investigating possibilities of moving the~

ff
r^er s°uth * The most recent Board meeting, however, hasindefinitely postponed any such move. Fortunately

,

"permission
p!n^

lread
!,

b
!
en secured for an urgently required Student Centergliding which, with rising prices, will now cost closer to halfa million dollars Instead of the original #200,000 estimate.

71 * „ nm f.

The s
2
h
?
ol

l
S
.
bud?et/?£ !975 was #555,000, of which

?l,o came from student fees, 7% (#40,000) from Korean church
support, 77° from endowment, and 15% from gifts (including over-seas support). The steady rise in church support from withinnorea is most encouraging. Areas of greatest need are scholar-shlp assistance, more books for the library, the building of thestudent center, and above all, God's help in maintaining theproper balance between spiritual strength and academic excellencein faculty and students alike.

Re



Samuel Hugh Moffett, Personal Rfeport

June 1979 - June 1980

My work this year has revolved around three major foci: the

Mission office, the Presbyterian seminary and ACTS (the Asian Center

for Theological Studies and Mission), which is fine for variety but

hard on concentration, somewhat like playing fruit-basket-upset on a

merro-go-round. It is with thanksgiving, therefore, that I am able

to report that as of November the Representati ve-in-Korea responsibilities

devolved into the very capable hands of Horace G. Underwood. But even the

two remaining, demanding centers of attention can be one too many, parti-

cularly when, as sometimes happens, they pull in different directions.

Nevertheless, the year has been busy and satisfying beyond all

expec tations, considering the unsettled state of the nation as a whole

since the October assassination of the president. Both schools have con-

tinued to grow--the seminary explosively and ACTS steadily. The seminary's

February graduating class numbered 228. We proposed to accept 350 new

students in March. But pressure from the churches and from an overwhelming

number of applicants led to the reluctant admission of over 500. That

means a student body well over a thousand flooding a' campus built for 300.

My classes this semester are in ecumenics and in Korean church history. The

title I bear of Associate President is largely nominal.

ACTS also has grown, from five students six years ago to 183 today.

The most rapid recent growth has been in the number of Korean students in

post-seminary graduate programs, which is the cause of some of the friction

between ACTS and the seminary, though the students come from many different

Korean denominations ranging from Presbyterian R0K and Methodist to

Presbyterian (Hapdong) and Baptist and Pentecostal. Given ACTS' emphasis

on post-seminary theological and missionary training, ( international and

interdenominational) for third-world missions, and the seminary's focus

on twining Korean leadership for the Tonghap Presbyterian church, there

should be room for both institutions to work together cooperatai vely

for the future of the Christian church in Asia. At ACTS, as at the seminary,

(though to a lesser degree) there is a touch of the nominal in my title as

director. Day to day operations are in the hands of the Korean Associate

Director. My teaching responsibilities are Asian Church History,

Mediaeval Church History, and History, of Missions . ^
It has been V. to s-n a^ some pastoral duties during the year

,

whiel> bea**i with the baptism of a teen-ager, Marion Kim Odence, and

include^ preaching at the General Assembly of the Korean Presbyterian

Church, and to the Executive Council Meetings of the World Alliance of

Reformed Churches.

Even the routine duties of Board memberships, as at th^orean
Christian Literature Society, Soongjun University (and now again Yonsei

University as auditor) are not routine when the nation is in turmoil.

But through it all the Lord has led in His own good way and His own

sufficient grace, and this year, like all that have preceded and all that

are still to come. is in His hands, and that is enough.

Resectf(iy|^

Samuel Hugh Moffett



THE PRESBYTERIAN THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY (Seoul , Korea)

Annual Report . February, '980

The Presbyteriar Theological Seminary, oldest and largest of

Korea
1

sLSff or more Protestant theological seminaries, like the church it

serves continued to grow <t a dizzying rate in 1979. In 1960 when the

Presbyterian Church ( Tonglap ) had 300,000 members and 1700 churches, semi-

nary enrollment was 150. Today, only nineteen years later, the church has

950,000 members, 3,700 chrches, and enrollment in the seminary is up to

875 with no end in sight. Even if only 350 of the 700 applicants for ad-

mission are accepted whenschool opens in March, the number of students

will pass the 1000 mark, nd there is pressure from the church to accept

as many as 500 new studens.

Why does the chrch demand still more graduates? 256 were

graduated only this week and 90% of the men will go into pastoral work.

But even that is not enogh. Last year alone the denomination reported

more than 200 new church's planted.

Rapid growth i always exhilarating but can be dangerous if not

nurtured and directed, yt neither the seminary's faculty nor facilities
have been expanded and iiproved fast enough to care adequately for the
growth. The campus was)uilt in 1960 to accommodate 300 students. A move
to a larger campus soutfof the Han was being considered, but the Board has

voted to remain at its resent splendid location on .the
|(

eastern edge of
Seoul and instead of th< expensive move to a new area mount a campaign for
new buildings on its adquate existing acreage. A half million dollar to

$750,000 student centerbuilding is the first priority; dormitory expansion
and a new chapel follow The present chapel seats only half the student
body at a sitting.

The President Dr. Jong-Sung Rhee, is also giving major attention
to a drive to reenforce the overworked faculty. A professor of homiletics,
now pastor of a Korean:hurch in California, will come in the fall. Miss
Marie Melrose, adviserto the seminary's Christian Education Research
Institute, has been prmoted to associate professor. There have been no
replacements found forEric Griffis of our mission, or for Keith and Sally
Johnston (Southern Prebyterian) who taught English courses last year.
Samuel H. Moffett is asociate president and professor of church history.

The seminary is beginning to boast that this year, as it passes
Princeton, and as the iapdong Presbyterian seminary splits in a church
schism, it will be thi largest Presbyterian seminary in the world. The
pride is natural but he boast should be qualified. Unlike most western
seminaries enrol lmenthere includes students in an undergraduate college
of Christian educatio at the AB level. And also unlike the west,
accredited Korean sermaries have a two-tiered curriculum structure. The
basic theological coise for training ministers has an upper level for
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college graduates leading to the M.Div. degree, and a lower level open to

high school graduates who have also completed the course in one of the de-

nomination's five regional seminaries. The latter level does not lead to a

degree but to a General Assembly diploma. Western seminaries, in general,
have no equivalent of this lower level course whereas in the Korean
Presbyterian seminary this is the 1 a rgel&satflgGjiB-department. In this year's
graduating class, for example, of the Geological majors, there were 134

in the lower level and 50 in the upper level.

The seminary's graduate school program has been upgraded to the

doctoral level in a joint program with San Francisco Theological Seminary
and this year granted its first two Doctor of Ministry degrees. Another
encouraging development is that 7 of the 20 academic master's degrees (Th.M

and M.A.) went to women. Total enrollment by categories in 1979
was as follows: (year-end figures)

Theological course (M.Div.) 166 (incl. 5 women)

Theological course (Gen. Assem. Th.B. cert.) 176

College of Christian education (A.B.) 262 (incl. 46 women)

Graduate School 75 (incl. 13 women)

Women's leadership course 22 (plus 150 special)

If this report seems somewhat obsessed with numerical growth
and statistics it merely reflects the fact that it is this kind of growth
which for the past few years has presented the seminary with its most ob-

vious problems and opportunities. There are of course more important but

quieter priorities. President Rhee has summarized two of them by adapting
a motto of John Calvin as a challenge to theological education in Korea:
"Piety and Learning", the words inscribed over the entrance to the Academy
he founded in 1559 (now the University of Geneva). In that saee spirit,
it is the seminary's prayer that by the grace of God as growth continues
it may be spiritual, intellectual and ethical growth as well as numerical.



Samuel Hugh Moffett, Personal Report

(June 30, 1979 - June 30, 1980)

My work this year has revolved around three major foci: the
Mission office, the Presbyterian seminary, and ACTS (the Asian Center
for Theological Studies and Mission). It has been fine for variety but
hard on concentration, like playing fruit-basket-upset on a merry-go-
round. So it is with thanksgiving that I can report that as of November
the Representative-in-Korea responsibilities devolved into the very ca-
pable hands of Horace G. Underwood.

Even two demanding centers of attention can be one too many when,
as sometimes happens, they pull in different directions. Both schools
have continued to grow despite the unsettled state of the nation since
the October assassination of the president. Growth at ACTS has been
steady; at the seminary explosive. The seminary's February graduating
class numbered 256 in all. We proposed to accept 350 new students in

March. But pressure from the fast-growing Korean churches and from an
overwhelming number of applicants led to the reluctant admission ofer
more than 500. That means a student body of about 1100 or more flood-
ing onto a campus built for 300. My classes have been in ecumenics,
Korean church history, and world church survey. The title I bear of
Associate President is largely honorary.

At ACTS too, though to a lesser degree, there is a touch of the
nominal in my title as director, for day to day operations are in the
hands of the Korean associate director. But I do have considerable ad-
ministrative responsibilities in addition to teaching Asian Church History,
History of Missions, and General Church History survey courses.

Acts has grown remarkably from six students six years ago to over 180
today. Our greatest joy is the core enrollment of 23 selected Asian stud-
ents from outside Korea--ten different countries and as many different
denominations from Syrian Orthodox to Japanese Baptist. But the most rap-
id recent growth has been from Koreans interested in third-world missions
entering post-seminary graduate programs. This has become the major
cause of friction between ACTS and the seminary, but it is not Insoluble.
The seminary's focus is on producing Korean leadership for the million-
member Tonghap Presbyterian church. Acts, on the other hand, is interna-
tional and interdenominational and operates at the post-seminary level
with emphasis on training Asians for Asian missions. Its Korean students
come from a score of Korean denominations including Methodist, Baptist,
Pentecostal and at least five Presbyterian bodies (from Presbyterian R0K
to Hapdong and Koryo). There is room for both institutions to work to-
gether cooperatively for the unity and growth of the church in Asia.

As a minister of the gospel I have found special satisfaction in
opportunities for a pastoral ministry in addition to my teaching. The
year began with the baptism of an American teen-ager, Marion 81m Odence,
and included preaching at the General Assembly of the Korean Presbyterian
Church, and at the Executive Council Meetings of the World Alliance of
Reformed Churches which met this year in Seoul. But what still pleases
me most of all is being asked to Preach to Korean congregations, however
humbling the experience always is linguistically.
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Even the routine duties of Board and committee memberships
are no longer routine when the nation is in turmoil. I serve on a number--
the Christian Literature Society of Korea, Soongjun University, World Vision
of Korea, the General Assembly Pensions and Foreign Missions Committees,
commissioner from Seoul Presbytery to the General Assembly, and now again
on the board at Yonsei University (this time as auditor). It was the
Soongjun University Board in particular that experienced difficulty. Be-

cause of a determined and sometimes violent student effort to split
apart the Seoul and Taejon college campuses which had united ten years
ago, Eileenaand I were advised to leave home for two days and take refuge
elsewhere. It was probably unnecessary, but my experience in another
situation has not been reassuring. My brother is chairman of the Taegu
Presbyterian Hospital board and was taken hostage and mistreated for six
days. When I tried to break through to see him, I was picked up bodily,
hit and thrown out.

of martial law on the whole nation that released my brother, and what was
good nev/s for him has not been good for Korea. It brought an abrupt end to

disorder, but it has also closed the schools, infringed on freedoms and
triggered still greater confrontations. Who knows how it will end?

of the nation ever since the October assassination of the president in

October, the year has been busy and satisfying beyond all expectations.
Through it all the Lord has led in his own good way and with his own suf-
ficient grace. The times have always been in his hands, not ours, and that
is enough for me for this year and the next.

The tragedy of the year is that it was the unexpected imposition

Nevertheless, despite the recent riots and the unsettled state

Seoul
June 9, 1980



The PRESBYTERIAN THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY (Seoul, Korea)

Annual Report. February, 1981.

Mounting enrollment is again the most obvious sign of progress

at the Presbyterian Theological Seminary of Korea, but like industrial

progress it has its not so pleasant side-effects--over-crowded classes,

inadequate facilities and an under-staffed faculty. Official enrollment

figures put the total for 1980 at 1094 in the first semester, dropping

to 989 in the second. This was an increase of about 200 over 1979.

Next year's increase, when the school year begins in March, promises to

be alarmingly greater. Over 900 have applied for admission of whom as

many as 600 may be admitted. Since only 270 graduated this month (Feb.

1981), enrollment will be nearing the 1400 mark, they predict.

At the urging of President Rhee Jong-Sung the Board has voted

to begin construction immediately of the new four-story, three-quarters

of a million dollar student center building which has been planned for

some time. A funding drive among the Korean churches is already under

way. But this will only partially relieve the over-crowding.

In a further attempt to cope with spiraling enrollment, a

number of important faculty appointments were made in 1980, raising

the number of professors to 19. Among the new professors is Dr. Chung

Chang-Bok, a graduate (Th. D.) of San Francisco Theological Seminary

who, at considerable financial sacrifice, relinquished the pastorate of

a fast-growing Korean congregation in San Jose to take the chair of

Practical Theology. Of the 19 faculty professors, only three are

western missionaries: Samuel H. Moffett, professor of church history

(United Presbyterian) ; Cyris Moon, professor of Old Testament (Southern

Presbyterian, and a Korean-American) ; and Marie Melrose, associate

professor of Christian education who is also founder and adviser to

the Christian Education Research Institute (United Presbyterian). A

welcome missionary addition to the faculty this year was the arrival of

David and Susan Hudson from Princeton Theological Seminary, under care

of the Southern Presbyterian mission, for a one-year term as English

language instructors.

In Christian life and work the obvious is not always the most

important. Quantitative progress is obvious; qualitative progress is

more important, but how do we measure it? The seminary exists to pro-

vide the most obvious segment of church leadership, the clergy; but if

it fails to recognize the dangers of a clergy-centered church it is in

peril, for the health and growth of the church will depend in large

measure upon the life and witness of its laity. A full-time faculty is

indispensable, but given the enrollment explosion, the seminary would

collapse without the support of a host of part-time teachers. The

Presbyterian Seminary is the cornerstone of theological education for
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the church, but another look at the statistics reveals how much the
central seminary depends on the strong supporting network of regional
seminaries which is a distinguishing feature of the organizational struc-
ture of Presbyterian (Tonghap) theological education in Korea. Graduates
of the regional seminaries are able to complete requirements for ordina-
tion (but not for a degree) by taking one more year at the Presbyterian
seminary in Seoul, and in this year's graduating class of 270, 151 or 56%

came from the four regional seminaries, mostly for that one-year finishing
course. It may be informative to note that 52 of them came from the
Seoul regional seminary, 41 from Taegu/Pusan, 32 from Kwangju and 18 from
Taejon.

the development of a Third-World Training Center which now has six
students: two from India, three from Indonesia and one from Africa.

is the oldest and the largest theological seminary in the country. Over
the years, since its first class of seven graduated in 1907 to become the
first ordained Korean ministers, it has prepared 4,593 Christian leaders
for the service of the church. In the year of its founding, 1901, the
total number of Presbyterians in Korea (adherents) was 4,793 and only
3 congregations were fully organized as churches. Today there are two
and a half million Presbyterians, with over 9000 churches. Then, however,
Presbyterians were unidivided; but today there are four major Presbyterian
divisions. In the one the seminary serves (Tonghap Presbyterian) there is

a consituency of a million with 3,691 churches.

grant us by his grace the kind of inner, spiritual and intellectual growth
in quality that can match our astonishing quantitative growth and lead us
toward reunion. And we will give Him all the praise.

A new feature at the seminary in the last two years has been

Total enrollment by categories in 1980 was as follows:

1st sem. 2nd sem.

Theological Course (M. Div.)

Theological Course (Th.B.)
Theological Course (General Assembly certificate)
College of Christian Education (A.B.)
Graduate School (D.Min., Th.M, M.A. & Cert.)
Women's Leadership Course
Continuing Education Course

217

141

253
93

162

65

163
1094

203
131

246
90

152
56

111

Total

:

989

The seminary will celebrate its 80th anniversary in 1981. It

Our prayer in this anniversary year is that the Lord will

Samuel Hugh Moffett
Seoul, Feb. 20, 1981
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At the urging of President Rhee Jong-Sung the Board has voted

to begin construction immediately of the new four-story, three-quarters

of a million dollar student center building which has been planned for

some time. A funding drive among the Korean churches is already under

way. But this will only partially relieve the over-crowding.

In a furtner attempt to cope with spiraling enrollment, a

number of important faculty appointments were made in 1980, raising

the number of professors to 19. Among the new professors is Dr. Chung

a graduate ( ttn H4Q .) of San Francisco Theological Seminary

nsTfleralSTe financial sacrifice, relinquished the pastorate of

a fast-growing Korean congregation in San Jose to take the chair of

Practical Theology. Of the 19 faculty professors, only three are

western missionaries: Samuel H. Moffett, professor of church history

(United Presbyterian); Cyris Moon, professor of Old Testament (Southern

Presbyterian, and a Korean-American) ; and Marie Melrose, associate
professor of Christian education who is also founder and adviser to

the Christian Education Research Institute (United Presbyterian). A

welcome missionary addition to the faculty this year was the arrival of

David and Susan Hudson from Princeton Theological Seminary, under care

of the Southern Presbyterian mission, for a one-year term as English

language instructors.

In Christian life and work the obvious is not 11 ways the most

important. Quantitative progress is obvious; qualitative progress is

more important, but how do we measure it? The seminary exists to pro-

vide the most obvious segment of church leadership, the clergy; but if

it fails to recognize the dangers of a clergy-centered church it is in

peril, for the health and growth of the church will depend in large

measure upon the life and witness of its laity. A full-time faculty is

indispensable, but given the enrollment explosion, the seminary would

collapse without the support of a host of part-time teachers. The

Presbyterian Seminary is the cornerstone of theological education for

Mounting enrollment is again the most obvious sign of progress

at the Presbyterian Theological Seminary of Korea, but like industrial

progress it has its not so pleasant side-effects—over-crowded classes,

inadequate facilities and an under-staffed faculty. Official enrollment

figures putjthejtotal for 1980 at in the first semester, dropping

to 989 in the second. This was an increase of about 200 over

Next year's increase, when the school year begins in March, promises to

be alarmingly greater. Over 900 have applied for admission of whom as

many as 600 may be admitted. Since only 270 graduated this month (Beb.

1981), enrollment will be nearing the 1400 mark, they predict.
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the church, but another look at the statistics reveals how much the

central seminary depends on the strong supporting network of regional

seminaries which is a distinguishing feature of the organizational struc-

ture of Presbyterian (Tonghap) theological education in Korea. Graduates

of the regional seminaries are able to complete requirements for ordina-

tion (but not for a degree) by taking one more year at the Presbyterian

seminary in Seoul, and in this year's graduating class of 270, 151 or 56£

came from the four regional seminaries, mostly for that one-year finlbhlng

course. It may be informative to note that 52 of them came from the

Seoul regional seminary, 41 from Taegu/Pusan, 32 from Kwangju and 18 from

Taejon.

the development of a Third-World Training Center whibh now has six

students: two from India, three from Indonesia and one from Africa.

is the oldest and the largest theological seminary in the country. Over

the years, since its first class of seven graduated in 1907 to become the

first ordained Korean ministers, it has prepared 4,593 Christian leaders

for the service of the church. In the year of its founding, 1901, the

total number of Presbyterians in Korea (adherents) was 4,793 and only
3 congregations were fully organized as churches. Today there are two

and a half million Presbyterians, with over 9000 churches. Then, however,
Presbyterians were unidivided; but tcday there are four major Presbyterian
divisions. In the one the seminary serves (Tonghap Presbyterian) there is

a consitucncy of a million with 3,691 churches.

grant us by his grace the kind of inner, spiritual and intellectual growth
in quality that can match our astonishing quantitative growth and lead us

toward reunion. And we v/ill give Him all the praise.

A new feature at the seminary In the last two years has been

Total enrollment by categories in 1980 was as follows:

1st sem. 2nd sem.

Theological Course (M. Div.)

Theological Course (Th.B.)
Theological Course (General Assembly certificate)
College of Christian Education (A.B.)

Graduate School (D.MIn., Th.M, M.A. & Cert.)
Women's Leadership Course
Continuing Education Course

Total

:
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141

253
93
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65
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T094

263
131

246
90

152
56
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989"

The seminary will celebrate its 80th anniversary in 1981. It

Our prayer in this anniversary year is th&t the Lord will

Respectful lv submitted.

Samuel Hugh Moffett
Seoul, Feb. 20, 1981


